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Editorial 
:···-.;.·: T is the custom among under-
~ r? graduates to criticise the Sen-
1 ate for its apparent tardiness in 
1n·oviding adequate accommoda-
tion to meet the growing demands 
of the University, and to re-
proach the controlling body with 
the undue conservatism of its 
educational policy. It iH claimed. 
and with justice. that the Univer · 
sity authorities should take actiYe 
steps to flecure the funds necessary to 
initiate a building programme in Victoria 
Park, and there are many students who 
see in the present system of management 
a srriou:-; obstacle in the way of any real 
educ11tional reform or material progress. 
En•n allowing for the fact that the Sen-
ate is handicapped financially, there is 
much to be said in support of the under-
graduate point of view, but it is certain 
that thi:-; point of view will never receiYe 
the consideration it deserves until the 
student has a voice in the Senatorial dis- : 
cussions. And here we come to a matter 
of Yita l importance. If the desire of the 
undergraduates for representation on the 
Senate be anything more than a mere 
\Yhim. they must show a greater g-eneral 
interest in those affairs over which they 
han full control. The man who cannot 
manage his priYate business well has no 
right to be in charge of a State depart-
ment; neither has the undergraduate 
body a just claim to a hand in Universit:-
lnanagement, if it fails to show a satis-
factory position in its own sphere of ac-
tivity. 
A review of the current year reveals a 
lamentable failure on the. part of the· 
majority of the students to realise their 
duty to the University of which they are 
member:-;. No more striking proof of the 
laek of pub lie spirit could be found than 
the fact that several undergraduates are 
on as many as three committees. The few 
1d10 shoulder the work are not, except in 
isolated cases, qualified by outstanding-
ability to hold more than one position; 
they merely fill the breach which their 
indolent fellow students ignore. 'l'his 
does not tend towards a high level of 
efficiency, and there are societies and 
clubs ·which probably would have shov·m 
a more successful record if the members 
of their committees had not had divided 
interests. c I 
The selfishness, however. that prompts 
a great number of students to dodge the 
responsibiilty of administration, unfor-
tunately does not end with the election 
of officers. It continues throughout the 
year, and has its meanest expression in 
the absolute refusal of scores of under-
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graduates to support, either morally or 
with material assistance. the societies in 
which they are enrolled. Consequently 
we witness the unhappy spectacle of the 
UniYersity Ball, a function which should 
be one of the most important social 
events in Brisbane. resulting· in a loss of 
£50 to the Union, principally because of 
the indifference of the undergraduates. 
That the dances held during the year 
were ·well attended proves nothing more 
than that a loYe of pleasure exists. as the 
committees who had to decorate the halls 
and put things straight afterwards, can 
·well testify. In practicallv even• nhafle 
of our undergraduate life the same charge 
can be made against the students. Im-
))Ortant debates this year attracted an 
aYerage audience of about a dozen; the 
:l\Insical 8ociet:v practices were often 
poorly attended, and "Galmahra" has 
l1acl to look to the graduates for most of 
its copy, while the snorting bodiefl have 
suffered from a similar lack of interest. 
Anothrr aspect of the matter ir-; that the 
fc•w mPn and womc•n who clo play thP 
game-who do take an interest in ,,-hat 
should be the character-building forces of 
University life-are under a di,achan-
tag·e in the annua 1 examinations. because 
their usefulness as unselfish members of 
the community, entailing as it does a 
sacrifice of opportunitiefl for stud.'·· pre-
cludes them from securing results equal 
to those who rarel.'· deflert the librar.'· 
except to dancr. 
"\Vhat is nPecled. then. is a ne"· and 
Yibrant spirit among- the undergraduates. 
an earnest der-;ire to take up the burden 
of · office. and a far more g·enera 1 intf•re,;t 
in University actiYities. There are man.'-
who graduate and leave this in,titnti0•1 
with their character and outlook little 
different from the da.'· i hey entered it; if 
a proper enthusiasm exist no onP ~honld 
g·o out into the " ·orld from the Pniver-
sity of Queensland. without its being eYi-
dent that tlw exprrience received then• 
had left him or her better fitted to takr 
a place i11 the public life of the Common-
"·ea lth. 
---**--
On Literary Translation and its Value, 
Learn Greek by all mea,ns! R6·ad •the Blind 
Old Man. 
Try anyhow to m.as.ter 'him some day. 
Until th•en take w.h<at serves for subsbHute, 
Read Pope, by a!ll mJaans! 
The 1nod obvious canon to be laid 
doW11 f-or literary translatio;n is that it 
should have value as literature pure and 
simple, quite apart from its wntent, or 
from any interest that might attach to it 
from its having been written originally 
~n a foreign language. A .Jaborious, pains-
taking translation of Plato might be of 
interest to .a philo opher, just a,, •a very 
crude transla·tion of a modern Russian 
reYolutionary hymn might be to a So-
cialist, but in neither case would the 
value be judged from a literary point 
of view. It is, however, only natural that 
such should form the great majority of 
transla.tions. 
In discussing translation not actu-
ated solely by this motive, one meet at 
Qnce a very old problem. Going deeper 
than the question, ''What i- tu he rhe 
standard of good translation,·· -.Hen-
teenth century writer'', in Franee par-
ticularly, quarrelled as to \Yhat should be 
the aim of the translator, if he was to 
produce good work. Boilean maiHtainer1 
that not only must the \Y Ord- and the 
spirit of the original be translatrd to snit 
modern readers. but that the "·hole at-
molstphere must be modernised. Thus, for 
the d) avJee~· Ae'Y]vaiot of Demosthenes, 
he would write "Messieurs." 
lt is to be regretted that Roileau 
chose this means of illustration, for by 
it he forges an obvious ·weapon against 
himself. Where are \v'e to stop in this 
modernising proce s? If Demosthenes 
cries, "Men of Athens, we must send 
triremes to Olynthos,'' are we to trans-
lwte, ''Gentlemen, we must send sub-
marines to Heligoland"-i.e .. are we to 
paraphrase rather than tra.nslate-or are 
we to soay, ''Gentlemen, we must send 
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triremes to Olymthos, "-and be illogical~ 
Another abUt~e of this theory of Boileau 
is seen in the tr.anslation of Pope, who 
"·as certainly familiar wi·! h the French-
man ' critical work. He attempted the 
impossible feat of making ·a great epic, 
not only characteristic of, but embod:dn~ 
the very eo1sence of an heroic age, into 
an Augustan-age poem, written in the 
l1eroic couplet. A:fiter JSieeing, to t1ake ·only 
one example, that his transl·ati·on of 
"W'hen, earlv-born. d•awn the rosy-
fingered appe~red'' 
f,po<; ~'fety{wa q6.n7 (of5ob6.wrvJ.o<; i;ews 
''-- but when the s•acred d1awn 
arising. glittered o'er the dewy lawn," 
one reali~es trat. in spite of what Brown-
iT'g- may Ray. he h3J~: really not translated 
Horrer at all; but. has told ,his storie 
in an incongruous metre. He has mot 
even tried to catch the •atmosphere of the 
Greek. But the reasons why the prin-
cinle breaks down are apparent in both 
the~e cases. Political .speeches delivered 
by an Athenian orator, to men of Athens, 
owe their vital interest just as much to 
their Jlational and historical element a1s 
to their rhetoric•al e:K"cellence. T·o take 
a parallel ins·tance, •a .st,udent faced with 
the nece ity of tra.nslating into Latin 
"Prince Rupert" and "Marston M·oor, .: 
recognises 1at .once the futility of the 
attempt, and flies to ·" Brutus" and 
"Philippi." But the effort remain< rather 
a test of ingenuity and verbal gymnastics 
than of ability to translate. The 
speeche o· of Demo thenes cannot be 
translated into another age without los-
ing at once their i,nterest. Nor can the 
great Homeric epics be dissociated from 
the living picture t.hey give of a definite 
stage of civilisation. A prose .~.election, 
after the manner of "Lamb' 'Tales," 
would "serve as ubstitute" for Homer 
far more satisfactorily than Pope 
does. But a classic ililustration of 
Boil eau's theory applied is the Author-
ised Version of .the Bible, and the vast 
field of lyric poetry in •all it.s: varied 
forms , lies open. 
Bridgi,n g the gap between the man 
"'IYhose sole aim is reprod•uction ·of con-
• 
11 
tent at the expense of litemrr value, and 
the man, pure artist or mere egot;. t. "·ho 
translates for purely personal rea<sons, 
is the man who .frallSlates in the spirit 
eYinced by Le-wis Canvpbell. in a preface 
to his verse translation of the seven 
extant plays of Sophocles. 
He say,<: "There is much to be said for 
the view of an eminent scholar, who oncP 
decJ.arecl that he w·ould 11 ever think of 
translating a Greek poet. But the enrt of 
translati,ng is not to satisfy the fastidious 
scholar, but to make the classics partially 
acces.s.ible to tho e whose •acquaintm1ce 
with them would otherwise be ,still more 
defec·l ive." But he makes it clear, in 
e'Z:plaining his choice of verse as his me-
dium, tha t he wi,~ hed to co•nvev to his 
r·eaders more than the mere ·co.ntent ·of 
Sophocles, hoping "not indeeq fully to 
transf.u•s e the poetry of Sophoc1es into an-
o+her tnnp-ne. PPt t•O JP,ake the J)Oet's 
dramatic intention to br. nnrlerstood or 
felt b~- En!!'ish re•aC!e1·s." Clearlv. how-
ever, Oampbell has a<>Rer+ed a half-t11uth 
and too promptlyt dismis1s•ed the ques-
tion. The ·aim •of transl•ation is, of course, 
not merely to atisfy the f..astidiou. 
scholar-he is in ,110 nee.d of a tran1°1Jation. 
But it must, at leaJst, pass muster in 'his 
eyes, for the classics could be made ''par-
tially •acces1~fiMe" to those who cannot 
re·ad them in the ·original, by s•orrnething 
that had dou1btful claim to the terRl 
"literary,'' and was bY 110 means a trans-
lation. H~s· definitioil leaves too much 
scope for mediocre work. On the ·other 
ha,nd, there have been tr.ans}ations which 
come clo<:e to fulfilling both require-
ments. ·Two admittedly gre•at examples 
of English geniru31 are Chap man's Homer 
and Fitzgerald's Omar Khay~ram. Both 
are impra:cticable for purposes of illus-
tration here, but an excellent exam11le of 
all that tSI :best in literary trans.JatlO•D i 
provided by William Oory's translation 
of the fragment, "Heraclitus," w.here the 
admitted objectio.n that it is much easier 
to translate a short poem, is silenced b:v 
the .surpassing degree o•f succe,.s. achieved. 
Translated literally, and line by line, the 
lines are:-
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"One told me, Heraclitu,s, 1Vhy doom; mle- to 
tears 
Brought, and I rememrbered hryw O'flten we 
two together -
In converse sent .the sun do•wn: but whereas 
thou (ant) in some place or other, 
Oh, Ha'lica•rnassian guest, long, J.ong ·ago a 
he•ap of ashes, 
'There are liv·ing thy ndghti·ng.ales, on which, 
of •all things 
Ravager, Dearth dOI?S no1t !ray hands." 
A choit:e · compari.:;on with Cory's Yer-
sion: 
"They told me, Heraclitus, they told me, thou 
wert dead; 
They brought me bitrter •news to hear, and 
bitter tears to shed. 
1 wept as I rememb-ered how often you and 
I 
Had tir\21d the sun with ta!lkring and sent him 
dow.n the sky. 
And IHliW thrfllt thou ant lying, my dear old 
rcari•a,n guest 
A handful of grey ashes, l•ong, long ago aJt 
re•st, 
Still rare thy p!earsant voices, thy nightin-
g,ales awake, 
F1or Death he ltakeotlh aM away. but them he 
ca.n!l'ot take," 
shows that beyond a fe"· t1uite justifiable 
enlargemerrts of the words in the original, 
to bring out their full meaning, a nd the 
use of the more_ general ''Carian, ·· for 
'·Halicarna.-sian," he hm~ given at once 
a literal transl•ation, and a beautiful 
poem. 
Another quite di£ferent type of trans-
lation is represe.nted by that of :\'lonten-
.aeken's poem: 
La vlie est vra,ine! 
Un peu d'amrour, 
Un peou djg· haJine, 
Et puis-bon jour! 
La vJi.e 'eosjt breve! 
Un p/?ru d'espoir, 
U.n peu de ~ve, 
Et puis~bon soir! 
La vie est telle 
Que Dieu lra fdt, 
Ert telle quel'le 
Elle suff,it! 
which runs: 
"A little wo·rk, ra little prlaY, 
To keep us going--and so good-dray! 
A Ji.tltl\~ w·armrth, a little light, 
Of love',s bestowrinrg---land so good~night! 
A little fun to match the rsorrow, 
Of each dray's gr.owing---<and so good morrow! 
A little trust rtha1t when we die, 
We reap ·our s·mv·:ng-and so, good-bye !" 
This, while not attempting to tran.;:; la te 
literally in the war the "IIeraclitns '' 
does, imitate,! the style of the original, 
catches it-: light , gracE', and beaut~- . and 
succeedi'l in sa~·ing all it says. and ~aying 
it in the osame manner. 
Ancl r,to the logical conclusion ,eems to 
be to eome back to Boilean-with modi-
fications. Translation, qualified a~ 
"literar)' tra111slation," must con \'l') ' 
the mea,n ing of the original, and at the 
same time mmt give not the sl ightc<; t 
sign in it. elf that it is -a tt·an,lat'ion. In 
other vvords, the et''sential thing for the 
translator is to appreciate to the full the 
spirit of his original: words will follow. 
"Ce qu e l'on concoit bien s'enonce clair-
;m}3nt. 
E>t Ir c·s m tot•s pour l e dire arrivenrt aise-
menrt." 
Boileau again' And this ~eem;., t 11 poiitt 
to the modifications necessary in apply-
ing his principles. 'l'hat art ·which i" most 
clm~able, which is ultimately of most 
general ·appeal, j, not that whidt •lcal" 
with event" merely contemporary with 
t.he authors, not that whieh follow~ a 
band of heroes through war; and adven-
tures creat•ecl bv their own conditions of 
life. It is rathe.r that w~1ich giYCs rxpres-
sion to the emotions, which can be felt 
and 1.mderstoocl by all men. whieh are 
characteri'·tic of ~-o particular l'entnry, 
limited to no individ<u•al nation. 'l'hi:;; i" 
the type of literature which might rcas()n-
ably inspire the poet to att•empt h"~ans­
lation. He will not succeed perfectly in 
reproducing all the originaJl author put 
into the work, or in limiting himself 
ex-actly to 'his llll'odel. But with sympa-
thetic understanding of the feeling be-
hind the word:<; l1e will give to his gener-
ation, and perhaps the nation, 'llOt a sub-
stitute for the glories of other literatures 
which are barred to them, not a develop-
ment from them, but a work of art, rising 
Phoenix-like from their ashes. 
PHYLLIS FULLARTON. 
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Some Random Impressions of Travel. 
This Is a reforming age. Evolu-
tion is bu;.;y at her worthy task · of 
evolYing ~;omething else. Not to stand 
aside idly \\·hile Evolution does all the 
work, T suggest the registration of writ-
ers on travel as a measure subserving the 
great new law of intentional dissimi-
larity. As with other measures of the 
kind it is easy to show that nobodv is 
hurt aml CYerybody is helped; the pub-
lic is saYed from the scribbler, an{l the 
scribbler is saYed from himself. "Salus 
populi·· must be our first law. Our licen-
tiate should be a worthy creature. He 
should be a story-teller. if not a past-
master at least a passable master of his 
eraft; he should have something, too , of 
the solemn genius that gathers ;.;torcs of 
wisdom to distil them in the sections and 
su!H·ections of a report. He should be 
a great deal that I know I am 
not. I have no anecdotes of the QT('at to 
retail. I might luwe made mor~ of my 
(·hances of meeting those tremendous 
people who are the movers of world-
mon'ments. The one or two minor world-
shakers whom I did meei behaved and 
spoke nulnellously like ordinar.v men. 
'l'hey may have been resen·ing any 
shattering or compelling thought for a 
fit audience. or perhaps they w ere keep-
ing in view thC'ir n ext hook or their next 
edition. Anyhow they cast no pearls in 
my "·ay for me to cast to othen;. Nor 
need the reader look i o find any detail 
illuminated by the large and reasonahle 
wisdom that exalts the writer of reportf'. 
In a word, I have failed signal]~· in all the 
qualities and capabilities of an enlight-
ened and reputable twentieth-crntur,v 
tranller. The debit side of my account 
is heavy and long. 
After so much by way of premise T may 
reckon up the credit r;ide of the account. 
I am the richer by many impressions. I 
have gained, and guard as a lasting 
possession, memories of scenes of nature 
Yicwed for the first time or revisited- the 
marYelr; of sunset oyer the waste desert 
hills of the Gulf of Suez; the Straits of 
::\Iessina, with fertile banking slopes and 
the high and solemn mountains of Sicily 
and Calabria beyond; the red glare of the 
lava flow on Stromboli seen miles into 
the night; Gibraltar, from where the old 
world looked out on the unknown, stand-
ing "grim an cl grey" sentinel of the 
Ntraits; above all, less grand but strong-
er in appeal, the first glimpses of Rng-
land (they were also the last 1 saw on 
lcaYing ), Plymouth Harbour, and, from 
Plymouth to the Btart, the Devon cliffs 
topped with a chequer pattern of small 
green fields, over which lay the soft snn -
flhine of a mild mid-winter afternoon. Or 
again scenes by land- the Italian lakes; 
the sheer mountain wal ls glir;tening in 
unbroken snow of the St. <;otharcl Pass; 
and, most Yivid to me perhaps of all, the 
Yiew on a glorious spring morning· from 
ihc summit of IIadrian 's Tomb, where 
thr e~·p swept over the dark semi-
circlr of mountain from the Tur;can in the 
~orth to ihr ~\.lban in the Nouth. and he-
yond. in the epntral background, rose the 
white 1waks of tlw Apennines, and. if tlw 
gaze turned away and :-;eaward, the tnr--
bid river at one's feet, the Plain of Mars 
encireled h,v th e r ising tierfl of masonn-
on the hills of Home, and in the intervals 
of the hills glimpses of the desolate Cam-
pagna fading· into dimness in the dis-
tance- these and many other scenes than 
these scarcely less in beauty and in ap-
l)eal remain unforgotten and unforget-
table. 
Scene~-; of life , too, have been 11ddecl to 
tlw furniture of memory-thf~ torrent 
swirl of humanity in the l.Jondon streets; 
~\.sh "Wednesday in St. Mark's at Venice, 
and its solemn and gorgeous ritual; the 
Snnda~' parade of black-shirted Fascisti 
in Rome; the picturesque and varied traf-
fic of 21n Italian connrr,v r 'Hul; rh e far-
famed Ca;.;ino at ~1onte Carlo. Tnterest-
inu· tlw last is to the onlookC'r, hut a sornT 
thing when compared with the hectic and 
dazzling creation of the popular noYelist. 
Yon walk about the huge gamin!?.·-room, 
ancl von ~ee three or four hnndred grave 
and ·intent persons seated or standinQ' 
round spacious tables . You mark an or-
derliness and decorum that would put the 
lw;H1 .,ffif'e of a hank to the blush, and, 
quietly dominating the scene, the offi-
cials doing each his part with a surenes<; 
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and nonchalence that bespeak tradition 
aJl(l life-training. 'l'iring sooner or later 
of the scene indoors, you walk out on the 
terraced gardens among the scattered 
p:1:onps of the Casino's cosmopolitan 
chentele, and see the Mediterranean far 
hcneath you and the littoral of the 
RiYiera dissolYing into the distance, cape 
be~-ond cape. 
X or are memories of landscapes and of 
the throng of men all. Of the products of 
men's hands in the present and in the 
past Europe displays on every hand a 
lavishness unknow1; to new-settled lands. 
'.Vorks of art in all its forms a bound; 
and buildings and all manner of objects 
sa lwd from the wreck of the ages supply 
the properties with which to set the stage 
of history. In the great museums there is 
presented in continuous picture the life-
story of the arts and handicrafts; to pro-
vide the complement, to reveal what man 
from age to age has thought about him-
s!'lf ~~nd his destiny, the great libraries 
are at hand with their material so daunt-
ing to the spirit in its sheer abundancr. 
'l'o"•ns there are that in themselYes are 
monuments of the onward march of the 
generations. Rome. Yenice, Florence, are 
more than mere aggregates of stone and 
lime or of brick and mortar existing· in 
tlw present. The slo"- hand of time has 
indeed wrought its changes, but they are 
F:till the towns that once were the pre-
eminent and acknowledged leaders of 
human endeaYonr and achievement. The 
identity has been maintained. There is no 
clravage in the continuity of their his-
tory; and, convincing evidence of that. 
relics of earlier days are to be seen em-
bedded in modern structures, while, 
stranded amid modern streets, are others 
that the hand of the renovator has been 
induced to spare. 
And towns less famous than these have 
their special interest. 'l'o see Bologna or 
Padua was for me to recall their proud 
position in the dawn of University his-
ton·. and, pondering on the enormous ex-
pansion of higher studies since then, to 
question if later generations, however 
confident of their superior systems, had 
C'qnalled or approached the compelling 
zeal of these their early forerunners. 
As one passes from town to town and 
absorbs the associations of each in turn. 
the cumulative effect becomes inescapable. 
There is borne in on one the feeling that 
the present is a mere wavelet on the great 
sea of human history, the sense of co-
partnership in the race with the un-
numbered many who have resigned the 
running. "The YerY air is heaYv with the 
years.'' · · 
I should find it hard to say which town 
of those 1 saw attracted me most. Lon-
don, Paris, Venice, Florence, Rome-ea eh 
and all have their beauties and their trea-
sures. London and Paris are epitomes of 
gTeat people<; and all-comprehensive; the 
beautiful and tre u~dv, the refined and 
the sordiil are there si de by side. Y on can 
find what you serk. hut you have to 
searrh and to select. Rome is the metropo-
lis and in some sense a compendium of 
Italv. h11+ to the visitor it is still more a 
com,'endium of the ages. From the Ijapis 
~ig·rr to the Monument of Victor Em-
numuel. you are confronted with memo-
ri::~lE: of e::~rh succeeding centur~- for t"-o 
thf)n,:::~nd five hundred years. And Rome 
has heanty of surroundings, too, the 
pTanil desolation of the Campagna and 
the hills rising in soft outlines beyond. 
\Vonderful for situation are these 
great historic Italian towns-Nap-
les. with its island-flanked baY 
and Vesuvius and the mountai; 
mass behind Sorrento ; Venice iso-
lated on its lagoon and ringed and tra-
Yersed everywhere by waters; and, most 
attractiw to me of all, Florence 
in the upper Arno Valle~-. set in a hollow 
of the Aoennine foothills. In Florence 
~·ou find riches concrntrated. \Vithin 
little more than a stone's throw of each 
other are massed noble palaces, churches. 
and colonnades, impressive in their ex-
trrior beauty. and even more so in their 
wealth of interior decoration. While you 
::~dmire you have to marvel too. By far 
the grrater part of the many precious 
things in Florence is the work of her own 
citizens; and even so, she has in her po,;-
session only a fraction of their achirYe-
ment in the arts. The honour-roll of Flor-
ence in the two or three centuries of hrr 
greatness is a thing to wonder at. Tt 
recalls that other strange flowering of 
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genius in the two great centuries of 
Athenian life. In the central portico of 
the Uffizi Palace statues of famous Flor-
entines are to be seen ranged in nichrs in 
two long rows. Some are world-famous 
enough to be recognisable from likenesses 
seen elsewhere; nearly all are familiar 
names. A city may be excused self-pride 
that can claim Dante, Boccaccio, Machia-
velli, Galileo. da Vinci, Michael Angelo, 
Raphael, and Benvenuto Cellini as merely 
the brighter stars in its galaxy of genius. 
If one seeks relief and variety from the 
attract ions of the city, the countryside 
around holds out an im·itation to explore 
in .its promise of hill and Yalley and 
stream. In tb<' hollows of these hills 
somewhere are tucked away Firsole and 
Yallom brosa. I wished, and full~- in-
tended, to make my way there. at least 
to the nearer Fiesole. I had chel'ished the 
wi<lh from tlte day when my ear was first 
caught by the music of Milton's sonor-
ous lme!>. rnhappily, it rained with little 
cessation clnring my sta:v in Florence. 
Common sense told mP that if r Wf'nt T 
should seP li1tlc• but driving rain clouds; 
and l could not wait for the we at hPr to 
mencl. for T had to hm-r~- on to RomP. 
.. . 
Of rniwrsity life, l saw nothinf!· on tlle 
Continent. and hut little in England and 
ScotlanLl. The inner life of a rniversity 
is a fugitiw and elusive thing, and doeR 
not rcYeal itself to the caRnal observer. 
l paid two YiRi.tR to Oxford, both in vaca-
tion time. Cambridge l visited once in 
vacation, and once, ven- hurriedly, in 
term time. The undergraduate type (so 
at least l concluded) maintains itself 
with a strong versistence: 
"Our thoughts, a long while after, 
They think, our words they say." 
CertainlY thev show· the same trick,; of 
dreHs :m.cl ma~ner. ?\o doubt the intellec-
tual,; attune their 11ipes to something new. 
In mv daY it was Fabianism; some other 
'i,;m 'ma~,· now reign in its Rtead. Their 
constancY lies in the pursuit of noYelty. 
In cou'trast to the imponderable thin gR 
of the spirit there are the outward and 
manifest things that yield to quantitati.Ye 
analysis and can take the sooth.ing form 
of statistics. In such outer tlung&J the 
ehanges that call for particular remark 
are the greater number of students-ap-
parently a permanent change, though the 
great inrush immediately following on the 
armistice has now eased off-and the 
greater variety of subjects and degree 
courses, both special and professional, 
now offering. U I have omitted the much-
talked-of admission of women, it is not 
from oversight. Women have been ad-
mitted as members of the Universit~- at 
Oxford. and practically so at Cambridge, 
lmt the pffect of that on undergraduate 
life ifi of the slightest. ln the Scottish 
UniverRities, where there is but the one 
organisation-the University .itself-the 
admission of women meant nothing less 
than a social revolution. In Oxford and 
Cambridge the essential principle of divi-
sion is the college, not the course of study 
followed ; an cl the \V omen's Colle12·es. 
with large staffs and effectiYe equipment. 
are in great mrasure separate and self-
contained institutions. 
I might have, and l ought to have, dis-
covered more about weighty matters, but 
at Cambridge T found it more agTrPahle 
1 o renew old friendships· or to st't off 
wandering along the countr~- lanes and 
happening upon the (plaint old-world 
Yillages of the fen-land; and at Oxford 
nw time was limited. Of the QueenR-
la~ders at Oxford I saw only Barbour; 
the otherR were away or down", to use 
the technical term, on vacation. P. A. 
Seymour. who will be remembered by 
senior Rtudents and by many graduates. 
I met in London (an entirely chance 
meeting in Oxford Street), and at Oxford. 
He haR charge of the Ancient History 
work in Jesus College, and leads a pleas-
ing· existence in rooms that give on to one 
of the most beautiful college courts in 
Oxford. 'rhere is a strong attraction in 
thiR peaceful college life, cloistered per-
haps but untroubled of the Philistine. 
It might cloy with time, still the risk is 
a good one. 
Of the different and far more Austra-
lian-likc Scottish Universities I saw a 
little. Outwardly the same chang·es are to 
he T'Otecl here as in Oxford and ram-
hritlge: the numbers are greater, the 
range of subjects and courses is much ex-
tended. 'rhe Scottish Universities, how-
ever, have adjusted themselves 1 o 
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changed conditions in their own way. 
Looking deeper, I seemed to find that 
more part is taken than formerly by the 
student body as such in political and 
civic and social affairs. In my time, it is 
true, we discussed political and social 
q1wstions among ourselves with some 
hent; yet no one outside the walls of the 
1TniYersity took us seriously, nor did we 
expect them to. :!'\ owadays the aim 
scrms to be to link up "·ith movements or 
parties and to make "University influence 
a» such felt out»ide. I had a talk one 
eYening \vith a senior student who wished 
to claim for the University Labour Asso-
ciations some effective share in the run-
ning of the I_jabour Party, and w·ho, "·ith 
mrn from other l Tniwrsities, had ap-
proached th e party leaders to urge their 
ca~:e-which had been heard with no ex-
cess of enthusiasm. as I gathered. T won-
der if this new ideal of being unacaclemic 
and practical represents so clear a gain as 
its follower,; imagine. To rub up against 
the work-a-clay world may quicken ; it 
h as its blunting power as well. 
I happened to be in Aberdeen in the 
University gala week. There were several 
official function,;. a torchlight procession, 
sports. and all manner of street displays, 
some of them. r-;nch as a parody of the 
London to Brighton perambulator race, 
beino· effectiYe and Yerv funny. Com-
bined with all the ewnts" as a second mo-
tive was a colleeting driw for the local 
ho ~-; pital, which bronght in upwards of 
£4-,000. It was a plensing- and pocket-
(]epleting- t'xpericnct' to stroll from sho"· 
to show and in meeting our succesf!ors to 
rrYiYifv Ollr 0\Yn rniYersity life, what We 
were a·nd what \H~ did. Pleasant, too, it 
'vas to hear all round me the broad slow 
1\orthern speech so familiar and yet 
aft er ~-em·s of absence . sounding strangely. 
Of o·eneral conditions of life in Britain 
I do ~ot feel that I can speak with any 
confidence. A prriod of twelve years. in 
thr l'Onrse of \vhich Europe was shaken 
to its foundations, cannot have elapsed 
without bringing its changes; yet they 
are not such as to obtrude themselves on 
the casual visitor. If he came to rest 
some\Yhere and entered fully into the 
life around him 1 suspect that all the 
symptoms of that ferment of the spirit 
lmown as "enlightenment" would dis-
close themseh·es. If he does not and can-
not, he may mark little new and strange, 
except increased costs, and here and there 
in the g-reat towns queues of men wait-
ing· at the relief office. Accommodation 
and means of travel are, except for cost. 
much as the;· ·were in pre-war da:vs; the 
people onr meets, the staffs of trains and 
hotels and one's fellow travellers seem 
also little changed. Perhaps the grip of 
authority and tradition on life has weak-
ened in l<Jngland, though I failed to mark 
any clear and indisputable signs. Yet was 
I reading back into my mental picture of 
pre-war En~dand much that was really 
Australian ? \V as it, after all, an Aus-
tralianisrd pre-\nr England that I was 
setting in comparison \\'ith the England 
of today? 
Br that a,; it maY. the life of the Scot-
tish country-side, ~,·hich 1 knew so well 
once and where on my return I had en-
try behind the scenes. presented no fea-
ture that a pp ea led to me as markedly un-
familiar. 'l'here strong tradition bind;; 
the genrrations together. Men who had 
senecl in the war had relapsed on the 
lmoWJl and accustomed, content to do so. 
and were iclentified with the old mode of 
life. It is true that there is now more 
reQ·ulation of hours and conditions of 
labour, more collective bargaining, and 
for the timr at least, a slightly higher 
standard of material comfort. Perhaps 
there are more associations making away 
from home life and towards a more ach,·e 
community life. Yet the self-reliant 
spirit. sturdy even to aggressivf'nrss. 
sef'ms nnimpnircd, as one would wish it 
long to rrmain. 
l\1 . 
--**--
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Sex in Art. 
"'Live pure, speak true, right wrong follow 
the King-
Else wherefore born?" 
Even in this enlightened age-'' even' 1 
might well be omitted- there is much 
controversy as to '"hat concessions shall 
or sha n not be permitted to the author 
and the artist, as to where shall be drawn 
the boundary of that elusive but satisfy-
ing gift, Poetic License. In the main, this 
controversy centres round one point-is 
life to be depicted as it truly is in th'e 
garish light of day, or are its fundamen-
tal, perhaps cruder, aspects to be glossed 
owr in the twilight of our ;;ocial preju-
dices? · 
It is a weighty question-far weightier 
than the pigmies who attempt to solve it 
out of hand can ever realise. Truth must 
alwa~·s be the lodestar of endeavour, but 
truth may be penerted-not only by the 
public, unready to receive it and lacking 
power to read its message right, but by 
the philosopher who speaks it forth, the 
artist who places it upon his board, the 
poet who rhapsodises through his metred 
lin CS. 
Truth is a mighty weapon, working im-
l1artially for good or ill, and few there 
are among us who dare face it in the 
noonday glare. A poem shocks us and we 
la~· :'.! do"·n; a picture shocks us and we 
turn away. But do we ever ask oursehes 
the why and wherefore of our condemna-
tion? Are these paper or canvas effigies 
of life repngn:mt in themselves, or is it 
the primitiYe 'l'aboo. firmly emplantecl in 
us b~· the social bigots of the cla~'. which 
brings the li~·ht of horror to our eyes? 
Do not many of us gloat in secret over 
the stolen fruit, even while our protests 
of righteous indignation still echo in the 
winds! 1Tnfortunately, this cannot br 
u-ainsaid, and it is because of thesr, the 
~ecret gloaters, that truth adopts dis-
guise. For the one who prered between 
the chinks at Coventry, there are thou-
sands "·ho peer between the chinks to-
day, gaze with lascivious eyes upon the 
naked truth, mouthing desire, and making 
jng horrible its pure and virgin beauty. 
For 
"Beauty is truth, truth beauty-that is all 
Ye know on earth, and all ye need to know." 
'l'ruth is beautiful, and the works of 
Nature are beautiful, and only when man 
brings his own ugliness of soul to bear 
upon them do they become ostracised and 
''shocking,'' which leads up to the head-
ing, "Sex in Art ." 
A few years ago, before the dawn of 
this "enlightened" age, the very word 
''sex'' was banned by our conversation 
censor-together with women's legs and 
frilly underclothing. 'l'o-day we receiYe 
it back, tentatiYely at first, and not with-
out mistrust, as a necer;sary adjunct to 
our languag-e. "\Ve use it when we must, 
and experience an apprehemive thrill at 
our temerity- how bold we are to ven-
ture within the precincts of the heathen 
god, "Improper"! But. althoug-h we re-
ceiYe the word, we cavil at its meaning; 
our hands are raised in horror before 
"obscene" and "sensual" pictures, and a 
small man in a g-overnment position 
places a ban upon Boccaccio. \Vho are 
we that we should seek to garb a perfect 
statuette with the cast-off raiment of our 
moral decency? \Vho are we to call the 
truth indecent, to read into the clear 
beauty of sex the hideousness of our own 
sexual transactions ? 
For that is what it comes to in the long 
run. "Evil be to him who evil thinks" 
and if we find anything in the fundamPn-
tal relationship between man and woman 
which offends our sensitive perceptions, 
"'e may be Yery sure that it is we our-
selYes who have placed .it there- God 
neYer intended that we should find it so. 
If the hig-hest Art be to conceal Art , it is 
neYer to conceal the truth, and so long as 
we are snre that it is the truth, we can 
meet it fearlesRly, face to face. 
But- and of these we must be"·are-
there are false propl1ets in Art, even as 
there were false prophets in the Old 'l'es-
tament. There is the writer who satisfies 
the cravings of his own desire thro<.:):th 
the medium of his work; the painter '"ho 
places upon his canyas the full, coarsened 
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lines of the Yoluptuary, cr eature of pas-
sion and of lust, but not of sex; the 
orator who upholds these false, perverted 
fonns of truth, and brings to Art the 
opprobrium which she so little has de-
serYed. 
'l'here are these false prophets, 
and to deny their existence would 
be vam and futile. But so \\"e 
learn to distinguish their work, 
to differentiate between right and wrong, 
pure and impure, true and false-they 
can harm us not at all, for we are already 
armed against them. ~othing is shame-
ful. indecent. or vicious which belongs to 
i\ature, for Nature is the mother of all 
things, and she creates only in perfection. 
If ''"e, through the very narrowness of 
our outlook, see shame in place of beauty, 
it is because our eyes reflect the back-
ground of our souls, and in them is born 
the eYil we condemn. 
"Live pure, speak true, right wrong, follow 
the King-
Else wherefore born?" 
LENORE PENNY. 
--**--
The Brisbane Gardens. 
(Ford Memorial Prize Poem, 1923). 
The scientific trend of modern thought 
Has set a god within the city mart, 
And e'en the youngest of the race are taught 
That g reat achievement, in no vital part, 
ls offspring of those promptings of the heart 
Which lead the pliant mind away from gold; 
Along the narrow streets and railroads dart 
The iron bearers of the Bought and Sold, 
·while merchants in the hall, their narrow 
schemes unfold. 
But here, a haven from the war of Greed, 
These acres make the soul of man content; 
Forgetful of the day and present need, 
He soothes the torment that is close ly pent 
\Yithin his brain; in sweet communion spent 
\Vi th Nature's ward, the hours glide by, 
Like some clear, mountain stream in smooth 
descent 
To quiet cove, where iridescent ripples die 
Upon a fleckered beach of sand, with weary 
sigh. 
From this small mound the eye may rove the 
scene; 
The gardens lying in a river bend 
That cradles in its curve a world of green-
A world wherein a thousand colours blend 
So softly, that no power the picture could 
amend; 
\Yhere tropic palm and northern fir abide 
In whispering conver se, as a friend to friend. 
\Vhen one whom they both loved has s lowly 
died, 
And le ft them mourning, pale and tearless, 
by his side. 
Beyond the trees the Brisbane's noble stream 
Extends its waters to the quarried shore 
\Vhich marks the Southern bank: behold the 
gleam 
Of silver sun light on a wave-wet oar-
\Vith perfect catch and drive, a training Four 
Row past; and then a ship from farthest 
seas, 
Her holds close-packed with products of the 
West, 
And ensign scarcely fluttered by the breeze, 
Moves onward to the wharves as if possessed 
By deep unwillingness to be again at rest. 
These shaded walks traverse a favoured land, 
\Vhere even native bird and beast may thrive, 
vVhere tireless Nature moulds with cunning 
hand, 
That men may come and benefit derive. 
Let vVinter pass and cheerful Spring arrive, 
And Summer halt in turn, the Gardens keep· 
All lovers of the Beautiful in thrall, 
For they are smi ling thought the heavens-
weep: 
From dawn till dusk the love-birds call 
In golden wattle bush and camphor laurel 
tall. 
A myriad bees amid the mignonette, 
May yield the subject of a thought profound, 
For there, in truth, is industry, and yet 
The workers strew no wreckage on the 
ground, 
But leave unmarred the beauty which is 
found. 
If thus it were with Man, what could not beT 
For Loveliness is with the Spirit bound 
In such a way, that then the Mind might ~e~ 
\Vithin a rose, the meaning of Eternity. 
COLIN BINGHAM. 
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Some Aspects of Law. 
l.fany people associate with "law" 
great profits. 'l'hese profits are supposed 
to flow into the pockets of people who 
spend their lives either in arduous re-
search amongst dull and musty books or 
in the heat and turmoil of battle in the 
law courts. It is true enough that the 
reported quarrels of men long ago turned 
to dust are constantly explored in order 
that some judge or magistrate may de-
cide rightly between the litigants who to-
day flock to the courts. But this does 
not mean a chance medley of past and 
present, but a sort of rationalised pres-
sure of old time civilisations and codes of 
thought on the utterly different and 
vastly more complicated conditions of 
modern times. Complicated method:;: of 
procedure have from time to time been 
founded, developed, altered, and ex-
panded with the result that confusion 
has in many cases been worse confounded. 
\Yhat, then, is the effect of all this upon 
the men who are connected with the prac-
tice of the law? Do they, for example, 
develop a sense of humour? That in Eng-
land some of them developed other quali-
ties, the irony of ''Punch'' long ago ma<le 
clear. ''Before administering law be-
tween litigating parties,'' said the writer 
in ''Punch,'' there are two things to be 
done, in addition to the parties thmn-
selves-namelv first to ascertain the sub-
ject for decisi.on, and secondly to compli-
cate it so as to make it difficult to decide. 
'l'he accumulated chicanery and blun-
dering of several generations, called in 
forensic language the ''wisdom of suc-
cessive ages," gradually brought special 
pleading into its present shape, or rather 
into its present endless forms. Its serious 
drain on the pockets of the suitors has 
rendered it always an importnat branch 
of legal study; while, when ·properly 
understood, it appears an instrument so 
beautifully calculated for distributive 
justice that, when brought to bear upon 
property, it will often distribute the 
whole of it among the lawyers, and leave 
nothing for the litigants themselves.'' 
Fortunately, since these words were 
written, we have had the benefit of the 
wisdom of another age, and the old com-
plicated forms and methods of procedure 
have been simplified. It would no longer 
be true to write that ''There are three 
superior conrts of common law, one of 
their three great points of superiority be-
ing· their superior expense, which saves 
the Common JJaW from being so common 
as to be positively vulgar; and its high 
price gives it one of the qualities of a 
luxury, rendering it caviare to the mil-
lion, or indeed to any but the million-
aire. 'l'he Courts are the Queen's Beneh, 
a bench upon which fiye judges sit; the 
E)~chcqucr whose sign is a chess 0r 
draught board, some say to show how 
difficult is the game of law, while others 
maintain thnt it is merely emblematic of 
the drafts on the pockets of the snitor; 
and thirdly, the Common Pleas, which 
took its title possibly from the fact of 
the lawyers finding the profits such as 
to make them un-Common-by Pleas 'cl.'' 
Perhaps is was by reflection of this 
kind that Mr. Justice Darling was led to 
write in his "Scintillae Juris" that it i-; a 
fault of cheap justice, as of cheap ~!'in, 
that it is purchased by many who were 
better without it. 
Bacon long ago wrote that judges ought 
to be more learned than witty. There are, 
nevertheless, many instances of judges 
whose proper administration of the law 
did not suffer by their wit or humour, 
In fact, the following anecdote may e;how 
that even those who had no reputation as 
humourists succeeded occasionally m 
in making some appropriate remark. 
Lord Coleridge once had occasion to ad-
dress a large audience of 'V arstiy men at 
Oxford, and, waxing eloquent, he e;ai.d, 
''\V c must remember not merely the 
beauty of the individual colleges, but the 
beauty of Oxford as a whole. And what a 
whole it ie;!" "Hear, hear!" yelled the 
'Varsity men. "Yes, what a hole! \Yhat 
a beastly hole ! '' 
In attempting to consider the humour 
of the courts one has to remember that 
the situation invariably provides the at-
mosphere for the wit. 
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Someone has said that "humour is the 
electric atmosphere, wit the flash; a situ-
ation proYides atmospheric humour, and 
with the culminating point of it comes 
the flaflh." Not eYen the most experienced 
habitue of the courts can tell in adYancc 
what case will proYide the necessary 
''situation''; it frequently happens that 
an anticipated "dry area" is like a big· 
American city under the 18th Amend-
ment. '!.'he fltory is told of a young Ameri-
can law~·er eng·aged to defend a man 
charged with stealing a pig. Out of the 
unpromising material he had to create a 
speech "·hich would .impresfl his hearerfl, 
for he was thirsting for distinction. and 
it wm; his first case. He read books on 
the psychology of crowds, and the art of 
persuasion. Ile resoh·ed to appeal to the 
Yaried interests of the men in whose 
hands lay the fatt' of his client, and to 
riYet their attention hy his well-chosen 
opening speech. So he began: '' l\'fa~· it 
please the court and g·entlemen of the 
jury; while Emope Is bathed in blood, 
while classic Greece is struggling for 
her rights and liberties, and trampling· 
ihe unhallowed altars of the bearderl in-
fidelf> to dust; while the chosen few of de-
g·eJH?rate Ttaly arc waYing their burnished 
swords in the sunlight of liberty-T, I 
with due diffidence, rise to defend the 
cause of this humble hog-thief." 
How different, but ho11' much more ef-
fpe·tiYP, was the language of an older per-
titioncr who had learnt his methods in 
the hard school of life, and not m the 
halls of a bourgeois 1fniYersity. "Tl1e 
la"· expressly declares, gentlemen, in 
the beautiful language of Shakrspf'<ll'l\ 
that where a doubt of the prisoner exists, 
it is YOur dutY to fetch him in innnr<•11t. 
If :--·o~l keep tl1is fact in Yie"· in the ease 
of my client, gentlemen. you will haYe •he 
honour of making a friend of him and all 
llis rrlations. anrl ;-·on can always 1ook 
upon this occasion and reflect with plea-
sure that you haYe done as you would be 
done by. But if, on the other hand, ynn 
rlisreg-ard the principles of law, and bring-
him in guilty, the silent twitches of con-
sc iencr will follow you over eYcr,v fair 
cor11field, 1 reckon, and my injured r.nd 
do"·n-trodden client will be apt to liu·ht 
011 you one of these dark nights as m:-;· cat 
lights on a saucer of new milk." 
l<'ortunatrly. such arguments would not 
for one 1110ment be tolerated in a British 
community. 
Neither. a judge nor counsel ma:--· per-
suade a jury by threats of future dis-
astees if their Yerdict is ach·ersr or per-
verse. Tt is trur that this happy freedom 
was not won without a long struggle. 
K,·en as late as 1670 one finds records of 
subsenient judges attempting to punish 
jmies for finding against the evidence, or 
clirf'ction of thr Court. ·what is known 
as Bush ell's case finally established the 
jury's right to giYe whatever wrdict they 
deem proprr. 1\fore recentl~· (if the ne\YS-
paper repods are accurate) an English 
murder trial showed that their Yf'rdicts 
mav rYen win the applause of elegant 
lad.ies who treat such a trial as a 'kind of 
fashionable circus. Tn fact, a jnr)' can. but 
fortunatelv does not, now discharu-e the 
functions 'of the partners describ~d by 
Mr. Plowden, the witty London Police 
:Magistrate. "ilfy clerk and T," he once 
said, in describing how the business of the 
l\fan·lebone Police Court was carried on, 
'' fm:m an id Pal partnership: he listens 
without deciding. while I decide without 
li~. t<:'llinp:" 
E. J. D. S. 
--**--
Sabbath Morn. 
1'\ow in yon house of stone the black-gowned 
priest, 
Chanting a heart-sick pray'r in sombre tones. 
Sadly prepares the sacramental feast, 
While the pale congregation, kneeling, moans 
Empty repentances for empty sins .... 
Let us away, sweet Nance, and in the bright 
Radiant sunshine leaping upon the hills. 
Let us praise God with passionate deli!!-'ht, 
Fiercely embracing where the fresh wind 
thrills, 
-Knowing that in Love's worship Life be-
gins. 
-P.R.S. 
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University Education. 
II. 
"If you pretend to have a University, 
han one. A cheap but inefficient article 
is always in the end more costly than the 
expcnsiye one." One might add to Pro-
fessor Tucker's words that the Arts De-
partment of the University is so cheap 
and inefficient that it would be better to 
abolish it rather than to continue in the 
pleasant but dangerous delusion that 
there is in this State an institution where 
adult men and women are able to receive 
trnr education in Arts subjects. 'l'hrre is. 
of course. the point of view that the"Uni-
versity i~ chiefly of use in that the stu-
dent 11111~- discover himself and his per-
sonal vision by recoil from the opacity of 
thr academic." (Quoted from "The Aca-
demic ::-.rind," by J. Lindsay, in "Gal-
mahra." ::\fa~-, 1921.) It is true that the 
T 1 nivt'r,·it~- has sened this purpose in the 
past. bnt even the good service ren-
dned hy it in that respect is not worth 
the trouble and expense to which the com-
mlmit~- is put in maintaining it. 
The 1Tniversity. however, has a higher 
t>phere of action, which as vet has 110t 
lwen reali~ed. but which cm; be realised 
if onl~- the Senate anf! Rtaff would seri-
ously t11kc the matter in hand. But what 
steps must be taken to attain this object? 
First and foremost, the ·whole lecture 
s;p;tem should be abolished root and 
branch; it is out of date, and at present 
is mere]~- a means of putting in time or of 
seeming to work. The system which can 
eaHil~- replace it iR the tutorial system of 
the older Universities. If the professor or 
lectnrer thinks he has some contribution 
to m11ke to the existing sum of knowledge 
let him embody it in a book, or, if that is 
too eX])ensivc. let him have it typed and 
distributed among his students. A pro-
fPssor or lecturer who is fit for his posi-
tion should know his subject so thor-
oughly that he can coyer the work of hiR 
ronrse in a series of, say, SO essays. An 
css11y ~onld be set each week, and the 
re11din!2· necessary for the essay recom-
mended. 'l'hen some four or five students 
would meet once a week under the· super-
vision of their tutor; at this seminar one 
or t"·o essays would be reacl. and tl1P rest 
of the time wonld be taken up in discus-
sion. 'fhe seminar need last no longer 
than two hours. Tn this waY each student 
would be given the opport~mity of gain-
ing all the information on the particular 
subject, of solving problems for himself. 
of selecting relevant facts, of weighing 
probabilities, etc.; in short, he would 
have the opportunity of gaining· true edu-
cation. It would be possib le in this way 
for a tutor to co-operate with and aid 
some fifty students each week, without 
in an~- way haYing to enslave himRelf. I 
assert emphaticall~· that in this "·ay any 
stndent who is fit for Tfninrsitv educa-
tion would cover his course i~ three 
years, and would cover it not merely so 
that he could pass final honours and then 
go out into the world with a thin veneer 
of cultnre on him, but so that he could 
face the larger problemR of life as an edu-
cated man should; the degree of H.A., 
·which he would then receiYc would be 
the hall mark of a developed mind. 'fherc 
are numerou>; Yariations which crmld be 
introduced into the tutorial ~vstcm as 
circumstanc~R rlemancled. e.g·., cl~hates OJ• 
different qnestions which are related to 
the course; but as these are all based 
on tlw same principle as the tntorial sys-
tem, the~r need not be elaborated here. 
This change in method would abolish the 
necessity of having one central Arts Uni-
versity, and would substitute a clecen-
tra lised :;;ystem of education. A first step 
could be made by establishing· several 
courses in the lar~tcst towJJs of the State, 
each under a competent tutor. In some 
districts where the population is smaller, 
a tutor could work in a number of rliffer-
cnt Cfmtres, holding tutorial clasRes in 
one day, and in other centres on other 
clays. Thus it would not be necessary for 
students to come from 'fownsville, Rock-
hampton, 'l'oowoomba. Tpswich. and other 
townR to Brisbane to receive their educa-
tion. 
It would perhaps be better if the 
various tutors of each course met at the 
beginning of each year to discuss various 
books which could be recommended for 
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es,ays, in order that their common ex-
periences could be pooled for the benefit 
Df their students. 
'l'he next aspect of the problem is the 
conrses of instruction which such a de-
centralised lTniversity would afford. At 
pres2nt the Honours Arts courses are ab-
sm·dly incoherent, and the Pass Courses 
are worse. fn fact, the Pass Courses as 
a means to obtaining- a degree, which is 
supposed to lJe a mark of mental culture, 
should be deleted from the University 
curriculum. It is scandalous to allow 
.-tudents to obtain a B.A. dc~ree merely 
becanse they have crammed up a certain 
amount of information on several sub-
jects, which are in many cases absolutely 
rli<:connected. It is true that sometimes 
men and women with ability take up a 
Pass Course and do as well as such a 
ecurse penoits them, but that is r:o reason 
for maintaining the Pass Courses ; it is 
rather a rcas:m for abolishing them to 
prevent men and women of ability from 
degenerating into that shallowness and 
superficiality of mi11d which the Pass 
Courses tend to promote. It is obiected 
that many would be unable to take an 
Honours Course; then the obvious reply 
is that such men and women are ob-
viously not fitted for a University Arts 
education. Their talent would find bPtter 
scope in other spheres of life. 
Bnt what is to be the type of Honours 
Courses? Surely that course in which 
"every subject or part of a subject is re-
lated to one another in such a way that 
the course forms a coherent who le." 
What is the value of including Eng·lish 
and Latin in History Honours? Is it 
merely to provide the faculties of English 
and Classics with more students, so that 
they may have the appearance of pros-
perity 1 It surely cannot be because the 
subiccts of TJatin and English are essen-
tiR l 1 o the History Honours course, or be-
cRnse 110 si.ndent Can be trul,v erlncated 
unlu--;; he siud~es those two ~-;ubjects. lf 
it Le sa:cl that it is essential that Pvery 
truly educated person should be able to 
exPre!"S his thoughts c1early and con-
cisely. then none will object: hut that 
dces not nPccs'>itate the stndy of first 
year English. Clarity of thonght and 
facility of expression can be obtained in 
the tutorial system of Honours HistorY 
without any further study of Eng-lish a·~-; 
such. And any literature or language de-
velopment which is a part of history can 
he studied as a part of the history com·se. 
A competent history tutor should be able 
to include in his course all aspects of 
English necessary to the study of history. 
The translation of I.Jatin authors. the 
writing of r,atin prose, and the study of 
the outlines of Roman literature and his-
tory are futile in a History coursP. Ro-
man history may be a part of the study 
of history, but not the smattering of 
Roman history required for first :n'ar 
Latin. 
If a student wishes to stud~~ histor~'. 
or language. or literature. or philosophy, 
let him study one or other of these sub-
jects; but let his interest in his subject 
not be dissipated or even killed h~~ forc-
ing him to gain a smattering of senral 
other irrelevant subjects. A good 
Honours CourPe could be worked out bv 
omitting the subjects of the first hYo e;_-
aminations, and by substituting thP sub-
jects in the final examination. Of course 
this would be but a skeleton of the course, 
and in man~r cases would need to be modi-
fied in small details. There is not much 
need for the Fniversity staff to think out 
any original scheme. for already there 
are some good models in the courses set 
for final honours in Oxford and Cam-
bridge. 
The last aspect of the problem is that 
of examinations. 'l'his has for a long time 
heen the bugbear of students. and ~ I can 
l'ee no Yalid reason for retainin~· them. 
At rresent they are merely a needle-;s ex-
pense. Indeed, if they were merely a 
needless expense, that would he bali 
enoug·h. but they are, in addition. posi-
tively harmful to education. 'l'hcy do not 
achieve what they are supposed to 
achieve. They are not tests of abilit~'; 
they afford no criterion of a candidate's 
mental culture. f:io long as the lecture 
system lasts a cas ~ might be marle out 
for them, on the negatiYe ~Tounds that 
no other scheme can be deYised as a sub-
stitute. But it is by no means certain that 
even under the lecture system 'Ye would 
be worse off with no examinations. Or it 
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may be argued that to abolish examina-
tions would aggravate the unemployment 
prohlt-'m. But, apart from all this, under 
tlw tutorial system a competent tutor has 
a splendid opportunity of testing the 
mental abilitY of his students. ln the 
es~ay~ and i~ the discussions he has the 
opportunit~- of discussing whether a stu-
dent is merely a reproducer of other peo-
ple·~ idea~, or whether he has the ability 
to atld original ideas, to criticiRe, to dis-
cus~. to ~o to the heart of an argument; 
in short. whether a student has true men-
tal culture. The whole tutorial system is 
an examination , and it enables the tutor 
to !!rade his students according 
to \\·hether they haYe firRt, sec-
ond or third-class ability. A B.A. 
~ain etl under such conditionR might 
be something to be proud of; but a 
B.A. gained under the present examina-
tion system is merely something which 
enables its 1: osscssor to get a poRition in 
th;s era of commercialism. 
After all. l am convinced that the pre-
sent system of education is the best for 
the ~ge in which it exists . and there is 
little hope of getting the nece sary finan-
cial assistance to est ab lis'1 a 1'niversity 
such as has been outlined. For a commer-
cial age does not desire a truly educated 
adult population; it requires a serYile 
community which cannot think. But an 
educational scheme is needccl for the time 
when com-mercialism will be no more, and 
unless discussion on the sub.iec1- iR pro-
Yoked we may be unprepared. 
F. \Y. P. 
--**--
W alt Whitman. 
~ature in her more prodigal moments 
is capable of strange freaks of extrava-
gance, and to many a bewildered reader, 
\Yalt Whitman, who certainly found in 
her a niggard foster-mother, will seem 
just a sport of her unbridled lust of crea-
tion. Sounding as he does, all the depths 
and shoals of existence, touching now 
with the hand of a master the very heart-
strings of humanity, now crying for the 
moon, or dabbling in mud like an undis-
ciplined child, anon lulling himself 
asleep on the breast of earth, crooning 
the whispered melodies of her own ma-
ternal lips, he is in all the true embodi-
ment of the life and the people which 
produced him. Fundamentally simple, 
frank and courageous, he has, as it were, 
moments of aberration, sudden attacks of 
giddiness of the soul, when the sheer phy-
sical Yastness of America, the greatness 
of the wealth to be garnered, the space to 
be subdued, the scale of the whole pano-
rama of strenuous but monotonous 
achievement opening before him, causes 
his Yision of the inward verities to reel: 
he i~-; stampeded into the primitive drca:l 
of loneliness, dread of ennui; then he 
clamours for the crowds, for light, for 
warmth, for excitement. with the blind 
craving of the savage round the corrob-
boree fire, or the slum youth under the 
street lampfi. But these are his momen-
tary weaknesseH. GiYing himself freel~· at 
all times to the broad sweep of a vigor-
ous national life, sensitiYe to every eddy 
of the current, eYenr glint and change of 
light on the broken surface, he is ~- et 
master of himself, and guides his com·'e 
with an easy, masterful stroke. He stand. 
as one of the master suirits of that reYolt 
against out-worn creeds and narrow coP-
ceptions of life , that attempt to achieYc a 
new and more vital statement of t 1 e 
meaning of existence, of man's relation to 
society and to the world, which is called 
the Romantic Revolt. Among the Eng-
lish leaders of that movement he most 
nearly resembles Swinburne in the uni-
Yersality of his sympathies, in his uncom-
promising republicanism, and in hiR frank 
acceptance of this life as sufficient to it-
self. 
'l'here are, of course, between the h\·o 
poets the widest superficial differences 
of manner, but in essential meaning they 
are closely akin. Much has been Raid 
about the outspokenness of both poetc; 
on certain subjects, but there is sure 1~-
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11owhere in the range of English litera-
inre a nobler loYe-sentiment to be found 
than m Swinburne's "Triumph of 
'l'ime'' :-
"There is uo rna.n will do for you now, I 
think, 
\Yhat I v;ould have done for the least word 
sairl; 
Dra;ncd life dry for your lips to drink, 
Broken it up for your daily bread." 
You may find in other poets more of 
the finesse, more of the dalliance of love, 
YOU may find eYen more calmly-reasoned 
~tatements of the eternal significance of 
love but of the white heat of the spirit, 
pou;ing itself out without d~sguise: you 
will find nowhere a more ImpassiOned 
presentment. And this same qu~lity ~f 
pa>sionate emotion belongs to Wlutman s 
1,ce:11. "A \Vord Out of the Sea," which 
\V. ~f. Rossctti called "the greatest song 
of rarLng in the English language": 
"'Two to~ether! 
\Yindq blow south, or winds blow north, 
Dav come white, or clay come black, 
Home, or rivers and mountain~ from home, 
Singing all time, minding no tune, 
\Vhile we two keep together." 
It is in the same poem, too, that there 
is first distinctly h eard that low under-
tone of ''death, death, death!'' which 
Tears again and again later i~ \Vhitma?'s 
poetry, like a cool night wmd blo\Ymg 
incense-laden from the odorous gloom of 
the cedars. 
In this, again, we see the strong· re-
semblance of \Vhitman and S"·inburne. 
'l'hev are alike in accepting death as a 
nat~ral fact, and bowing to it without un-
manly whinin"' or forced bTavado. They 
accept death, ';lOt horn any ascetic reien-
tion of life, but out of the very fulness of 
their acceptance. Because they come to 
death "clear from the ultimate height 
of living," " -ithout regrets and \Yithout 
remorse, they can meet it without repin-
ing. For it is life, not death, that wea~·s 
so terrible a mask. Ile who has lost luR 
hold upon the real values of life. who has 
"sold his sou 1 for a mess of pottage "-to 
him death which depriveR him of his 
paltry bar~ain, may well seem a thing· to 
be shuddeTed at. 
Of the form and the vocabula r~- of 
\Vhitman's poetry, on which RO much h~s 
been written, I will say only a word m 
conclusion. Rhythm is to poetn- what the 
veins are to the body, the medium by 
which poetry conveys its vital essence to 
the mind of the hearer. ·without rhrthm 
poetry could not exist. No"> ~ll Whit-
man's best poems ha Ye a du;tmct and 
easily recognisable rhythm of their o\\·n, 
without which they would not be "·hat 
they are. \Vith another scheme of rhythm 
he mi~:ht have written poems as good as 
these, but they would not haYe been the 
same. As for the Yocabulary, strang·e and 
perhaps repellent as it sometimes is, it 
was adopted with a deliberate purpos~­
a purpose based on a clear understa_nrlmg 
of the meaning of words. The meamng of 
a word includes all the associatiom whi0h 
it arouses in the mind of the hean'r. 
''Hudson,'' which to you means a ri ,-er 
in America, to me means a writ<'r on 
literature and to someone else tr.t'ans 
nothing but a brand of soap. \Yhi+man, 
then felt that he had a new meaning 
to c~nYey to men, and wished to av~id 
the emotional and intellectual aRROCia-
tions of the orthodox poetical Yocabulary. 
Whether he did not thereby lose more 
than he gained, is a matter open to dis-
pute, but there can be no question that he 
succeeded in giving us not onl~- a g·1·"at 
and powerful poetry, but also a li:·ing 
picture of America, and of Amcncnn 
land>;cape, snch as would not, probahl.r, 
lun·e been giYen in any other way. 
A. E. PE.\ RSE. 
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Reason and the Faith. 
Christianity has always claimed to be 
rational, and the claim is supported uy 
the fearless appeal to Reason, which has 
distinguished the great Christian teachr~rs 
from New Testament times to the pn:::;ent 
day. It is quite true that there have been 
moments when authority seemed to be 
supreme, but authority has always Lcen 
based upon the reasoning of earlier days, 
and authority has never reigned long 
without question. 
All human knowledge is based on the 
assumption that the world is rationally 
ordered, and is therefore intelligible. But 
Reason has limitations, and it is not PO"-
sible for it to solve every problem. Tf 
Reason knows all the facts it can speak 
with authority, but there are so few cases 
in which all the facts are known. Mathe-
matics is the most abstract of the sciences, 
and as it is a product of the mind there 
can be no doubt about the deductions 
which Reason draws from its facts. 'l'wo 
and two must always be four , in spite of 
J. S. Mill, who tried to imagine that there 
could be a world in which they made 
five, for number in the abstract is a men-
tal creation, and the mind can speak of 
it with absolute preciSIOn . In other 
sciences we touch the concrete sphere and 
at once we are faced with unlmOW 'l tle-
ments. By repeated observation we are 
enabled to discover the laws to which 
they conform and are able to guess ac-
cmately what will happen nnder g·ivrn 
conditions. But none the less, our know-
ledge is hypothetical, and it is subject to 
constant modification as our research 
proceeds. 
So that it is no discredit to Theology to 
find that Reason will not solve every 
problem. \Ve do not know all the facts , 
and the limitations of Reason in the reli-
gious sphere are in no sense different 
from its limitations in the scientific 
spl1ere. 
In acquiring knowledge of God the 
limitationfi of Reason are exhibited very 
strikingly. for the intellectual line of 
aclYance was comparatively short. It 
evolved monotheism from polytheism, and 
stopped there. \Ve do not owe much of 
our knowledge of God to the people of 
the world who had the best mental equip-
ment, but to those who had the deepest 
spiritual penetration. It was a personal 
experience rather than an intellectual 
one. 
But if it must be admitted that Reason 
cannot solve every problem there is 
plenty left for it to do . It has to test 
every claim that is made, and as far as it 
has power to do so. to weigh the proba-
bilities. It tests for instance the claimR 
of Christ. Does Christianity fit the facts ? 
Now there is a constant temptation to 
take short cuts. Is it not much more 
reasonable to suppose that Jesus Christ 
was merely a good man, than to admit the 
claims to His Divinity? May not sndt 
ideas have been the product of a later 
date? Many people unthinkingly say Yes. 
But if they would give the question the 
same attention that they would giYe to 
a mathematical problem their answer 
would not perhaps be so easy. 'fhe Gospels 
with all the references to the super-
natural cut out would cease to be docu-
ments of any interest, and indeed there 
woud be very little of them to consider. 
Neither can it be urged that the Divinity 
of our Lord was a late development. for 
lie claimed it Himself. He is an impostor, 
and not even good if lie be not Divine, or 
else we must reject the records we haYe 
of liim in their entirety, authenticated 
though they may be, as contemporary 
records. 
There is plenty of room for Reason to 
play a part in the consideration of this 
subject. In fact, the keenest intellects oE 
the world debated it hotly for centuries. 
Men rebel against the Creeds now, for-
getting that they are only the conclusions 
of a discussion in which Reason wei!.!.'lled 
all the probabilities, and finally gave \ 'er-
diets in accordance with the facts. 
Similarly there has been a long discus-
sion on the doctrine of the Atonement , 
and the end is not yet. No completel,\' 
satisfactory theory has been formulated. 
Perhaps it never will be found, bnt for 
our present purpose the point is that 
Reason is quite free to examine and to 
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act. 'l'he process is not different from 
the examination of a hypothesis in the 
scientific sphere. 
There are other problems which haYe 
to be examined in addition to those which 
arise from our Lord 's Personality. Chris-
tianity faces the whole facts of life in a 
way that no other religion has been 
capable of, and gives a satisfaction which 
is unequalled. It does not shirk any of 
the facts. But if a demand is made that 
an answer shall be given to all the pro-
blems it is quite fair that a complete 
Christianity should be used to make th e 
answer. l\'Ien whose conceptic•n of our 
IJord 's teaching has been quite inade-
quate will say that Christianity fails ,. 
whereas, as 1\'Ir. Chesterton said, it has 
not been tried. It is only the Christ who 
is the Divine Man who solves our pro-
blems. Jesus merely a man does not an-
swer any of our difficulties. 
·within limits, then, Reason plays an 
important part in the consideration of the 
Paith. So far from being compelled 
merely to accept facts it is possible and 
desirable that we should test each step ;t <; 
well as we may, and we do this in no dif-
ferent spirit and in no different manner 
than is the custom in any other sphere of 
knowledge. 
W . H. \Y. S. 
--** __ _ 
A Scrap Book. (By George Saints.bury.) 
Saintsbury ' "Scrap Book" his latest ca;tiorn'" and another eight to " .activ~ 
production, must come as an eye~opener school-mastering ' '; then came h\·enty 
to those who re~ard the author merely as more of "London journalism of a r•ather 
a compiler of voluminous hi~toTies of ,·aried 'type, " fo1lowed by yet another 
literahue. This most precious little boo·k , twenty of "professorial l ife in a Scotch 
however, is his second adventure in Univer-ity," and lastly, seven of 
"smalier and lighter thing1 ' ." 'I'he other, "shelf.'' No otheT scholar of modern 
"Notes on a Cellar Book," by name, re- clays can chaHenge Saiutsbury's all-round 
ceived immedia te approbation when it , upremacy, for there are very fe,v fields 
" ,as puMis.hed a year or two ago. One of liter.ary criticism into "-hich lw has 
noted critic 'hai•lecl it as a worthy sue- not ventured. Even the most banen and 
cessoT to "The Comp·lC'a<t Ang~er," ,,·hile uninteresting periorls of literary hi-ton· 
another spoke of it a~ being " perhapr.; the have been explored by him with eager 
• plea,· antest book that has ever been writ- enthusiasm and almost infectious delight. 
te.n on the subject of wines-or on any He ha'> to his credit a dozen or fifteen 
subject." volnmes all told, comprising an exhaus-
It seemiS an amazing thing that after . tive History of <Criticism. a Histor~~ of 
devoting thirty ~-ears of his life to liter- English Pro-sody, and 11nother of Prose· 
ary criticism, invo·lving lan len1ormous RhYthm. 'l'hen there ~,, the well-kno"·n 
amount of research, this ,<turdy veteran Sh~rt I-Iistor~- of Eng-lish Lit'erature, and 
should ~·trike out almost in a new direc- ' everal vo,lumes dea'i11g '· eparat ely with 
tion altogether. His last work s'how'l none Rnecial period., together wi:,h a sketch of 
of the mJarks of age; i·t reveals a mind ihe Novel, a biography of J ohn Dn·den. 
ripened by much experience, but hale and more than twenty e<h'apter'l on various 
hearty still. Saintsbury, alth011gh close subjects in the Cambridge History of 
upon eighty years of age, is not .an o-ld Enq·li' h JJiteratpre, and a great deal else 
ma,n yet. His life, he ;<:ays in his Preface. be ide~;. If it were possible to see a com-
has not been ·distinguished by an:-;' strik- plete list of all the books read and re-
ing events, but it has been '' ufficienn,~ ferred to by Saints bury in the course of 
free from unvariecl ruts of any kind." his li terary researches, the achievement of 
Twenty ye:ars were given to ''pas' iYe edu- this busy professor would appear a'l the· 
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more remarkable. For Saintsbnry was 
never con'tent with a s:uperficial knoi\Y-
ledge of his ubject; when he criticisr;; 
we may be quite sure he has re-ad ancl 
pondered over the work under l'evie"·· 
The "Scrap Book" is of interest chiefly 
because it is so intensely personal; it is 
frankly a book of Reminiscences. And be-
cause Saintsbury's personality is unique, 
this bo•ok is wholly u11like those ill-a~>­
sorted medleys of gossip and scandal re-
ce.ntly published, and dignified by the 
name of Au't obiograp'hy. A few of th" 
"Scraps" are in the form of anecdotes. 
and obviously arose out of the author'~ 
om1 experience, although the first per· 
sonal pronoun is not greatly in evidence: 
but the rest are merely fragments-stray 
thoughts on many things, and grouped 
together according to ,n o fixed pl,an, ex-
cept that two notes on the sam·e sub.iect 
must not appear together. A g"lance •a·t 
"ome of 'Lhe titles will show holY Yarie~l 
are the content of this delightful pot-
pourri. We are fi1 . t engaged by 'rhe 
Char'm of .Journralism; ·at no great dis-
ta.nce we h1ave Names of Racehorses, then 
W ordsworth and the PtFSJ"foots, the 
Greek Anthology, Red Hair, .Sau•sages, 
Teiin~"~on the Brigand, The Oxford Move-
ment , and finally The Charm of Ug-liness. 
There are also regular series of notes on 
Politics, Educiation, and Criticism, to-
gether with four "Little Necrolog-ies" on 
Andrew Lang, H. D. Traill, W. E. Henley, 
and Austin D~bson. 
These last are described as ''li.+tle tri-
butes to frie.ncls in life and comrades in 
letters," the frank coinage, " necro' ogy,' · 
being defended on the g-l'onnd that it is 
much prettier tham " obituan·." Saints-
burr "'as closely a sociated at one time 
or o'her with all four writers in journalis-
tic work. and his reminiscences >~re of 
much more tlum pa'ssing interest. Thev 
are, indeed. real character sketcl1e ' , and 
heln verv considerably to a fuller apprP-
ciation of each ma,n 's work. Particularl~­
j,· this the case with the tribute to Aus~ in 
Dohson , a poet who h'as by no meam;; yet 
come to hi~ own. It may not be generallv 
known tha.t when the death of Alf1·ed 
Au tin made Yacant ihe office of Poet 
Laureat e, there "·ere only four possible 
candidlates-Robert Bridges, Kipling, W. 
B. YeatJs•, and Austin Do•bson. Kiphng 
and Yeats were passed by, doubtless be-
cause o.f a feeli,ng that their work would 
not be acceptable to all sections of the 
British public, but against Dobson it 
could be urg-ed on'ly that his li!:!ht and de-
licate verses somehow did not 'lccorcl 
with the dignity of t•he office. 'J'he fact 
that Austin Do1bson " ·as noi t made P .'le t 
Laureate is trifling enough: more serious 
is the popular misconceution. which 
SaintsbuF attacks. regarding him a · a 
"-minor." simply be0ause he never at-
tempted any of the longer and we:ghtier 
noetic forms. Hi,, c'hampion hails him a'> 
Pontifiex Mlaximus of 't he Muse of Ele- ' 
ga,nce, •and continues in characteristic 
:t1ashion: "It was na:tura-1 enoug-h tl1at his 
priesthood should appeal less aPrl le'.s to 
a 1mblic which. after the very earliest part 
of his time, was tending ever more to iazz 
in colour and s·ound, to cubi-~m in ontline. 
and to anv ld!nd of nonsense and r nbbi.<:h. 
so long as it is glaring- al1C1 blazing. in 
public and private affairs." 
Saintsbury is .always outspoken, and 
not seldom in bellicose mood. He hates all 
sentimen'tal c'lap-trap. He believes neithe1· 
in the innate eqnaEt~r of man. nor in the 
u.n iversal educableness nf the child. Thus 
he says: ''As ''loon as you begin reallv to 
think abou!t, it, vou perceive t.hat In-
equality-Variet-y-is Heaven's first }aiY 
fm· Earth in Beauty, Polity, and even·-
thing- e•l'se. E'ven the beauty of the sea 
or the fen c·otwtry which one know<;. that 
of nrairie or desert whi,ch one hear<, of. 
is simplv created bv !the eter·nal rontr<>st 
of t'he -over-arching sky. Imag-ine the 
prettiest girl _Y'OU can think of: m'akP 
ever:v other girl lik·e •her, anrl ,,~here 
"·ould her beauty be? Even then. the 
Yariety-that is to say, inPmmlit~·-0f tlw 
features between themselves would re-
main: and vou must reduce fur+ her to 
wig--Mock"'. ~ay, to rigid ar>d llJltP·ltnrecl 
globes. before yoilr get equality." We do 
110t now intend t•o discuss S>1in+-;blHY',; 
nolitical views-we have heard i!' unon 
his own confession, or boa>:t. t·hat he j,, 
the only Tory left in England-but " ·e 
pause on•ly to sug-gest that this vigour 
and fearlessne~ s of expressi-on is wl1nll.\· 
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sincere; indeed, part of the man himself; 
the platitudinol.:s utterance o·f a certain 
bishop to the effect tha1t every child has a 
right to a good education he dismisses 
as "nonsense of the m,ost mi:s,chievous 
a.nd mi<>chief of the most nonsensical," 
"'hile else"~here he laments that "exalted 
eeclesia·-tics at present are too apt not to 
be quite 31', inspired as the AnosHes from 
11·hom they official'ly derive." 
We eanndt ·conclude withou.t ·one or trwo 
examples of the human and ca,us1Jic wit 
of which there is abu:nd·ance. First, the 
stor~- ''of an extremely wicked man 
(surely not Saint•,•bury himself!) "·ho did 
not believe in "Sc;ence with a large S' '-
hmY he took from a certain small boY 
some nebble· , wfhich Science aYerred hacl 
been brought there bY wi1nds and tides, 
and carefully scattered them on the beach 
for another boy, " ·quite out of the way 
of any probable set of those "·inds and 
tides." "Of course the next storm might. 
and probabl~· ·won ld, sweep them away. 
But in a.ny ea< .e, the fact of their being· 
there. if only for five minutes, gave some-
thing to think about the methods and 
argument•~ · , amd especiaJlly the assump-
tions of Science." 
The.n these few sng.gestion- for a Ne·w-
es!f English Dictionary:-
"Broad-mindcdness - 'l'he result of 
flattening high-mindednes•s out. 
1\'fentalit:·~ state ·of somebody e1-e ·. 
mind that you dislike or don't under-
stand. 
Gesture-\V ord stripped of all proper 
meaning, and theeefore usable at indis-
cretion. 
P ychro-Analysis-Term used by per-
cons who do not ku·o~v Greek, for pro-
cesses alway1s questionable and generally 
mischievous." 
K. 
------**--
Sing a Song of Tram cars. 
s ;ng a wng of tramcars, 
Sardines in a tin. 
Two hundred passengers 
Jammed tightly i;1. 
\\'hen the door is opened, 
The passengers all sing, 
"A tramcar's such a lovely place, 
To have a little swing." 
;\Torning, noon, and evening, 
The middle of the n ight, 
Inspectors and conductors, 
Pack 'em in quite tight. 
\\'hen the floor is covered, 
Underneath the seat, 
Passengers are stored away, 
In files compact and neat. 
You don't stand on your own feet-
Someone does that for you; 
And some sit on your shoulders, 
To get a better view. 
And when you feel for money, 
You'll meet another fist, 
Attempting to find threepence, 
In the pocket of your vest. 
Athletes, sports and gymnasts, 
Know a tram's just IT, 
To keep in good condition, 
And always feeling fit. 
\Vhen passengers are getting on, 
The conductor starts to sing-
"Oh, oh! a tramcar is a lovely place, 
To have a little swing." 
"Away with drill instructors, 
"Away with all your gyms, 
"\Vhen for a silver threepence 
"You can exerciEe your limbs. 
"And when the sides are bulging, 
"Pray, do not turn away; 
"There's always room for HUNDREDS more, 
At any time of day." 
Sing a song of tramcars, 
And may the Tramway Trust, 
When they depart this earthly life, 
Fry, frizzle, and then bust. 
May they be made to ride in trams, 
In which, by some good hap, 
There are fifty thousand other men, 
And not a single strap. 
-KOKO. 
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Credimus. 
·r believe in God, the Father A lmighty, 
mak"r of Heaven and earth, etc." 
Of those who have muttered the 
_\post le!>' Creed during the sleepy course 
of a rhurch service, who have sincerely 
murmured their belief in it with a glow of 
eomfortable self-satisfaction, as they 
rank their Bunday church-going with 
their piano and bathroom as marks of re-
;;pectability, I wonder how many have 
rpa lised the full significance of what they 
mmounce to be their belief, haYe realised 
that, nominally declaring a belief in a 
personal God who has the ability-and 
sufficient interest- to interfere when He 
<:hooses ,\-ith the world and man, never-
thrless they mould their actual lives with 
complete disregard of that creed. on a 
commercial materialism that takes great 
thought for the morrow? 'l'his lip-deYo-
tion acts afl a narcotic that puts to sleep 
an.\- desire to investigate further, to think 
for one>Jelf, and passive acceptance of a 
need not understood creates a lethargic 
indifference to everything that does not 
add to purely personal pleasure and sel-
fish interest. Christianity is not a faith, 
a religion, to this type of mind, but an in-
stitution evoh·ed by civilisation, on somc-
·what the same leYel as railways. cities. 
and geographical boundaries, to be ac-
cepted without question as a stabilising 
background, which enables him to pnrsut' 
iudivdnal aims unafraid. 
Qdte different from this attitude, ancl 
infinitely superior to it in homst~' and 
courage, is the outlook of th"' man who 
reasons thus:-
''For that which befalleth the sons of 
men befalleth beasts; even one thing bc-
falleth them; as the one dieth so dieth the 
other; rea, they have all one breath. so 
that man bath no pre-cminence aboYe a 
beast: for all is vanity. All go to one 
place : all are of the dust, and all return 
1 o dnst again. 
'"\rho kno\\-eth the spirit of man that 
goeth upward, and the spirit of the beast 
th<Jt !!Oeth downward 1 
"'\Yherefore I perceive there is nothing-
better under the sun than that a man 
should rejoice in his own works ; for that 
is his portion, for who shall bring him to· 
see what shall be after him?" 
Frankly, he directs his life by enjoying 
to the full e..ery means which he takes up-
as necessary to the end he has in view. 
He establishes a workable system of con-
tact with the actual ·world about him, and 
has no desire to seek outside reality, a 
vag-ne spiritual comfort and reassurance 
which his failure to fulfi l his normal 
function as a member of society has made 
indispensable to him. 'l'he desire of such 
a man for a belief in a Supreme Being-
and it is quite possible to reconcile the 
two attitudes- is not occasioned by im-
perfect orientation to the external world, 
and does not drown a morbid sense of in-
feriority by elaborate day-dreams and 
make-believe. 
'rhere is no such thing as a pure agnos-
tic_ 'l'hc atheist who violently dcn01mces 
Christianity and belief in a God is 
acknowledp:ing the need- and absence-
of a faith that can say: "I don't know 
why, but it jnst is." 'ro sit gracefully-
and sanel~--on an ethical fence is an art 
)'et to be acquired by the human race. 
EYerv man mnst ha,·e some crC'ed, some 
c01wiction, on which he can build his 
"·orking philosophy of life, which pre-
vents him drifting aimlessly and help-
lessly. Whether he can believe in ''God, 
the :B~ather Almighty, maker of Heaven 
and earth,'' or whether he can simpl.v cry 
"I believe in God,' " he must be 11ble to 
say: I belieYe. He who is agnostie ciHw 1· 
from love of pose, or from sincC're in-
ability to decide , must inevitably come up 
against circumstances which force him to 
east in his lot with one party or another 
- or evolve a definite creed of his own_ 
There is ah\·ays a sentimental reluct-
ance to recognise weaknesses in what has 
become revered by custom and use just as 
we hate a favourite coat or hat to get 
past wearing·. To question the efficac:v 
and truth of modern Christianity seems, 
as it were, like doubting the sincerity and 
sanity of our forebears. Yet, why should 
this be the case? It is not that one donbts 
the Yery real help that their faith has 
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been to them, but is it certain that the 
same faith can ensure their happiness and 
content for their children? And this is 
the sole purpose of critical enquiry; not 
to pick holes and destroy for pure love of 
mischief and mental gymnastics, but to 
arrive at some conclusion which makes 
possible a happy, useful life as a member 
of society. If this solution comes throngh 
a belief in Christianity, well and good; 
if not, will qualms of sentimental prudery 
prevent a search for help in other direc-
tions 7 
"Be not rash with thy mouth. and let 
not thine heart be hasty to utter any-
thing; for God is in Heaven, and thou on 
earth; therefore, let thy words be few." 
MOXSTErR 1. 
--**--
'The Battle of the Books. 
(Dreamed by the writer, when overcome by 
the heat and burden of the years, he fell 
asleep in a corner of the School of Arts, no-
where in particular.) 
'Twas at the close of a summer day, 
When the tall, packed shelves of the School 
of Arts, 
Gave forth their legions in massed array, 
With armour girded on well-thumbed parts, 
And valour imbuing their wordy hearts, 
To fight a battle for national pride. 
I<'or a Yankee novel saw fit to deride 
A British volume in vellum green, 
vYhile a London tract on the "Great Unseen" 
Had slapped the face of a New York guide. 
And loud was the rattle of royal swords, 
!<'or a thousand titles each side adorned; 
rrhere wasn't one of the motley hordes 
·who wouldn't have held his neighbour 
scorned 
If a hundred pages had not stood by 
To deliver his messages, truth or lie. 
Yes, some were old and some were young-
To some the dust of the ages clung, 
But they all stood up with tattered backs, 
Ready to give and take hard whacks, 
And their battle hymns were bravely sung. 
Along the ranks of his trusty blades, 
Bill Shakespeare strode in blue and gold; 
No matter their names, no matter their 
trades, 
They were carriers on of the wealth untold 
Amassed from the days of Be de the Bold; 
And William's heart was full of pride, 
Because of the warriors by his side-
Chaucer, Tennyson, Byron, Steele, 
Marlowe, Coleridge, Wordsworth Peele, 
And scores of others in verse and prose, 
\Vho regarded the ways of theii· American 
foes, 
As blatant expressions of youthful zeal. 
On the other side of the reading room 
The New World valiants stood in line; 
Their leaders were hid in the gathering 
gloom, 
But a yellow squad in the front looked fine, 
And they passed "Saykid" as the counter-
sign. 
"Charge! "-the publishers blared in the dim 
half-light, 
And the air was heavy with oaths and spite, 
As with keen, cold print the armies fought, 
Nor reeked they then of copyright bought, 
F'or they stabbed and robbed each othe r at 
sight. 
Fierce raged the conflict-cries and yells-
And high above the uproar could be heard 
The "loud alarum bells-brazen bells." 
Not tinkling as the love notes of the bircl-
Bu t a "tale of terror, now, their turbulency 
tells"; 
Oh! many were the casques those Yank ab-
stainers stove, 
But fierCflr Browning was, than raging Jove; 
A wad's worth of Long Fellow, he bore unto 
the ground, 
And his Hiawatha slit without a sound: 
Yet mourn, for Keats went clown, with his 
Blnclymion clove. 
On with the fight, let gore be unconfined , 
A little slap at Byron, doncherknow-
Ella ·wheeler \Vilcox said she didn't mind, 
And pasted in a page of Edgar Allan Poe, 
\Vhom Milton, stout old fighter of the Demp-
sey-Firpo kind, 
T'ut outside the combat with a thrust of 
L'Allegro. 
And all night long the noise of battle rolled 
Around about the tables, and between the 
empty shelves, 
For neither side would see that neither side 
\vas "sold," 
Any more than they had ever been, them-
selves. 
But. hark! h ear ye the tread-see ye the flash 
of spears? 
A regiment comes dashing from the book-
shop o'er the way, 
And the ta-ra-ra-ra-ra-ra of 
Gazetteers, 
Gives to England, Home, and Beauty, the 
honours of the day. 
--THE BIBLIOMANIAC. 
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The Dream of a Medical School. 
.Jiuch haYe we heard about our pressing 
need for a Chair of Medicine, and almost 
unanimous has been our agreement that 
this need must be satisfied. 'l'he question 
that first presents itself to an unbiassed 
onlooker-and it must be confessed that 
most of us do not possess this qualification 
-is not ho"' thi~o~ need is to be met. 1nt 
whether the need in reality exists. To 
this aspect of the subject, it seems, many 
of us have devoted no attention whateYer. 
\Ye haYe without thought admitted thr 
need. and are now concerned with the 
means of gratifying it. . . . . ~everthe­
lcss. the fact that many people have 
decided that our lack of a School of 
:.\Iedicine is no mere delusion, but that 
such a school is a real necessity, demands 
our consideration. \V e must thus exam-
ine the steps by which they come to this 
conclusion. 
'fhe aim of a School of Medicine being 
to produce efficient doctors and surgeons, 
the question then becomes: are sufficient 
medical men being turned out by the 
existing schools in Australia, or are more 
needed? The fact that the number of 
nars of a medical course has been in-
~reased that the examinations have been 
made n~ore rigorous, and that in certain 
nars it is said, when more candidates 
than ~1sual have presented themselves for 
examination, thr percentag-e of passrs has 
been lo,vered, would seem to show that 
those people best qualifird to judge have 
decided that enough, if not more than 
rnough, persons are being turned out 
enrY Year to fill up the ranks of the med-
ical iw.ofession. This, however, is too nice 
a question to be decided off-hand, but 
enn if more medical men were needed, 
it is difficult to see how the presence of 
another Medical School would increase 
the number, "'hen those who would. be 
Rtudents attending it, are at present bemg 
ampl~- catered for elsewhere. There are, 
indeed, a few additional people who would 
take a coursr in Medicine were there a 
school in Brisbane. Monetary considera-
tions seem in these cases to be the deter-
mining factor. Snch people are a sm~ll 
percentage of the twenty scholarsh1p 
holders (there used to be thirty) who-
enrol each year, and of those students 
whose homes are in Brisbane, who could 
afford a course taken here, but could not 
support the additional cost of living in 
one of the Southern capitals. 'l'hese folk 
are not many. And so such an argument 
wonld be a poor justification of the foun-
dation of a Medical School. 
Another argument is one we meet with 
YeQ' often, in various forms and under 
Yarious guises. Tt really amounts to this: 
Why should the Southern States be fav-
oured with the presence of large medical 
schools in their UniYersities, while 
Queensland, out in the cold, does not 
possess one? 'l'o call this anything else 
than jealousy were mere euphemism. 
'fhis jealousy between the States of the 
Common\\·ealth, which must appear so 
lano·hable to anvone outside the arena, is esp~cially prominent when teams are to 
be selected to represent the continent in 
anv branch of international sport .... 
Tn. anv case it can har dlv be calleo an 
aro·lm{ent at all. 'l'o int~oduce innova-
ti;ns, and modif:v profoundly existing 
conditions, are actions that demand ade-
quate reason; to alter things at whim 
and proYide for the future whi le the pre-
sent is unattended, is worse than foolish, 
it is dangerous. 
Yet another argument is that every 
vear we lose good men, who, after one 
~·car here are obliged to go south for the 
;11cdica 1 t~·a ining they are unable to ob-
tain in Queensland. And this is unfor-
tnnately true. Our members are not so 
o-reat that we can afford to lose them. 
And vet it is hard to see that this number 
woulrl be sufficient to maintain a properly 
eqnipred and staffed l\1ed.ical ~ch ~ol. 
This brings us to the mam obJcchon 
H gainst it. 
vV ere it admitted that sufficient doctors· 
arc being turned out already, then the 
question of founding- a school to p~odnce­
more becomes pointless. The settmg up 
of a means for producing somethin~· that 
is being satisfactoril ~· produced else-
' Yhere. or from minor considerations of 
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convenience, can hardly be justified. But 
these considerations being set aside for 
the moment, the question of mone:v ob-
trudes itflelf, and we cannot overlook it. 
'l'o attempt to found a Medical School 
in the state of financial embarrassment 
wherein the University at present is situ-
ated, would be ruinous. Some few be-
<]Uests have been made, but these are by 
no means adequate. It is, of W)lll''le, 
within the bounds of possibility t~ar ;;lif-
ficient monies should become available, in 
\\·hich case this objection would no longer 
apply. But again it is most doubtful 
whether such a properly equipped school 
would be attended by a number of stu-
drnts sufficient to prevent any further 
onus of debt being cast on the University. 
'l'o the reply that may be put forward, 
that thiH objection applies, in one way or 
another, to nearly every Faculty, it may 
l1e anHwered that thifl argument is not 
sufficient. 'l'he existing University we 
ha Ye: to create an additional burden for 
. houlders that can scarcely flUpport the 
present load were foolishness. The Uni-
versity divides its energies. Tt is astound-
in()' that the dream of a Medical School sh~uld cause the forces of the University 
to be diverted from a purpose far more 
pertinent, that of modif~ring and perfect-
ing its faulty present system. There is 
little enough that it is famed for in a 
small way save perhaps the Faculty of 
Engineering. "The University is under-
staffed.. . . . . . The Department of P--
needs this. . . . . . 'l'he Faculty of A--
needs that ...... ,'' and so on. and so on. 
\Ve hear it on Commem. Da~r, in the 
afternoon and at the dinner, and yet the 
chimera of a Medical School turns aside 
onr thoughts from these urgrnt problem'! 
that in truth are with us now, not mere 
attendants on something· yet to eomc. 
Whv even the chance of the New 1Tni-
ver;ity's arising seems to be based on thr 
idea that the Medical School is the thing 
that will call it into existence, and that 
we are not cramped for space whereon 
to en large our present buildings, but 
rather that there is no space for buildings 
to contain a Medical Faculty. Tf this 
motive serve to obtain for us the Univer-
sity of which we dream, well and good; 
let any motive exist so long as it serws 
this purpose, but let us bew·are lest money 
for the University be earmarked for the 
Medical School, and other 1<-,aculties. so 
urgently needing reform and reinforce-
mrnts, Ruffer in consequence. 
Not onlv in this respect do the j)O\\'t>rs 
that be sh.ow themselves aYerse to action. 
Tht>ir attitude towards suggestion;; pnt 
forward by the undergraduate represen-
tatiYes concerning Common Room and 
other reforms, may be put in a nnb:hell: 
the Senate will do absolutely nothing· to 
improve in any way whatsoeYer the e()n-
ditions that exist in the present 1Tniwr-
sitv because. forsooth, they haYe decide-d 
in ·tl1eir wisdom that any such action on 
their part would be understood by tl~e 
public to mean that they intend to remam 
in the present site. ~ow the Senate ma~· 
consider that it is impossible to l~n,ler­
rate the intellio·ence of the pnhli1•. hilt 
:;;u<;h an attitule hardly seems justi.J1ed. 
On the remote chance of the pnblic's :;o 
behaYing, the undergraduates .must ··e-
main contented or at any rate s1lent. Tn 
' • I • 
other words, they must put up \\'Jt.l ,n-
com·enience so as to ma~re it more prob-
able that the New Fniversity "·ill !•e 
attended first by our grandchildren ;n-
stead of our great grandchildren. 'l'he 
power to change this attitude belong·s. to 
the undrroTaduates. '\Vith representatwu 
on the S;nate and the realisation that 
they, and 110t the Senate. constitute the 
Pniversity, .t~ey may do m~1ch to ,~m:l­
iorate cond1hons. The pohcy of !!llll 
and bear it" becomes irksome in tim0. 
Did a man hoard up his resource!':. H'Hl 
cramp and hinder hiH deYelopment . ~n 
order that when a time came, made m 
tn1th the more distant by hi:s par;;imOJ.l~-. 
he flhould haYe the more means of !!'Hill-
in!!· some end-should this be his proced-
u~e instead of developing as ra11idl~· as POH~ible. and then bending all his un-
divided energies to his purpose. he "·onld 
hr COTifciderefl Yery foolish-and ~-~t _t hE' 
l 'niYer,;itv Fathers, guilt~- of a snmlar 
la ck of f~resight, hold themselYes. np for 
our admiration afl models of fa~seemg and 
sagarions prcYision. What thmk ~-on ~ 
Q. E. n. 
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Conservatism. 
In tracing the denlopment of any 
movement in history, or in reviewing the 
course of some familiar reform, there are 
generally present two very emotionally 
toned beliefs; first, there is the convic-
tion that the forces opposing the mon-
ment in question were, and must have 
been, perceiYed by all to be thoroughly 
bad; and secondly, there is the ill-founded 
idea that people would not betray their 
best interestR so foolishly nowadays. 
K ow the second of these notions, backed 
np though it is hy the whole of the Ego, 
is the one which is the most thoroughly 
false. and therefore the most thoroughly 
harmful. \V e recoil in horror from a 
Christ crucified. \Ye gape in pained sur-
prise at a fiocrates poisoned; and in our 
righteous indignation we forget. or 
rather we refuse to remember, that we, 
too, crucify our saints, and drive our 
serrs to drink from the cup of despair; 
that wr, too, are bound, even as peoples 
of old, hy the galling chaim; of an un-
,vir ldin g con sen a tism. 
In •·very department of 8tate, this spirit 
of sameness holds sway. ·what is. th;;tt is 
all that matters. '\Yhat might be, what 
could be, of what interest are they! 
Shadowy and unreal at best, they cannot 
compare with the full-blooded horror of 
the present. "Therefore, " whispers the 
spirit of con~erYatism, "keep to the 'now' 
and the ' is·; do what has been done in 
the past; and aboYe all, avoid an~·thing 
that is fresh and young and full of hope 
and vitality.,. And so it is that our lins 
are hampered and restricted by ways of 
livin~ that belong to the past; that our 
institutions are the legacies of previous 
gl'nerations; that our laws concerning 
tlw ~ocial \Yelfare, and matters of vital 
importance are in the hands of men 
1rho still cling lovingly to the thoughts 
and aspirations of a by-gone age. 
_'uld, turn where we will, it is impos-
sihlr to avoid these conclusions. Do we 
not prefer old professors, old judges, old 
la,Yyers, old politicians, old doctors, and 
old generals J And do we not "contented-
!~- pay the price which the inelasticity of 
these ripe minds is sometimes apt to in-
cur?" Of course, we like to ima~;;11e 
that there is method in our madness, that 
we choose these veterans because of their 
greater knowledge, gained by a wiiler ex-
perience. But unfortunately we must hce 
the fact that these men are not so >;US-
ceptible to ex1~erience as we should 
like to think. If pressed into its philo-
sophical meaning, of course there is no 
doubt that men do learn by experienne; 
but in a general way, the power of a man 
to learn from a necessarily limited ex-
perience (such as is acquired in adminis-
tratiYe and social work) is too often 
negligible. And if, in some cases it must 
be considered, it is more than balancr.d 
by the greater elasticity and ""I!Ccgy 
of the youthful organism. \Vhat then if> 
it but a wholly irrational worship of the 
past that makes us take declining pow3r 
for caution, inflexibility of mind for de-
termination-that makes us pass over 
youth, confidence. and enterprise, for the 
steadiness of old age. and even "the 
toothless mumblings of senile decay 1 '' 
''An animal's expectations,'' says tht> 
psychologist in his pride, ''are based in-
Yariahly upon custom"; but in this, as 
in many other respects, we are not so far 
remoYed from brute beast::; as we would 
like to imagine. For not in the sphere of 
State alone do we make a fetish of the 
pa~t; it persists in almost every bt·m1ch 
and walk of our lives. Particular]~· i-; it 
noticeable throughout the whole ednca-
tional svstem to which childhood all(\ 
youth a~e subjected. Of the educational 
srhemt> proper, enough hail h"'en sai(l 
through these pages to make any refer-
ence to its stupid inelasticity seem obvi-
ous and common-place. But the other side 
of education, the home-training, has been 
more or less taken for granted. Yet it is 
here that the worst form of tyranny pre-
vails. The hedge of "don'ts" by which 
the life of the child is surrounded, is not 
an expression, as we like to think. of a 
great anxiety for its welfare, but rather 
a sign of the jealousy with which we re-
gard its growing life and power. The 
child is "protected" from the great 
truths of life, not because it has proved 
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itself incapable of bearing them, but be-
-cause the spirit of conservatism is ever 
whispering-: "No! in the past these truths 
were reached only after years of toil and 
suffering-. and are not the ways of our 
fathers good enough for us~" And so 
like untutored savages, like the beasts of 
the field, we follow the beaten track, and 
forsake the broad highway of intellect 
and vision. 
And yet, if we would only recognise it, 
there is within us the capacity to 
direct our lives in the light of a higher 
ideal-the ideal of rational self-realisa-
tion. After all, the blind respect for the 
past is not something- so deP;~ly inlvrl'nt 
in us that it can never be conquererl. It 
is but the result of instinct playing upon 
a suggestibility that is common to us c:ll. 
And if this is true, there is every reason 
to suppose that this same suggestibility 
cou lcl be directed in the inter ests of the 
race, to promote faith and flexibilitY. as 
well as a keen appreciation of the jH\St. 
But to achieve such an attitude we must 
be prepared to giYe up once and for all 
our brazen images of the past; "we must 
face the terrible realisation that the g·ocls 
before whom we have bowed down were 
false gods, and the saerifices we han 
made were vain.'' 
A. J. B. 
--**--
Oh! Death ___ , 
"' I 've got to buy some shoes," she said. 
And so unto the shoe shop was I lured; 
She went inside-r in the doorway stood , 
And this is what I clearly saw and over-
heard: 
·· r want to see some shoes, sir, if you please. " 
"Delighted, madam. ·won't you take a 
chair? 
"I somehow think a number four-quite so; 
"Be good enough to just try on this pair." 
4 'No, r eally; those are not what I require. 
"The heels are far too high-I want them 
flat. 
" Now, that one over there-please bring it 
out. 
"Policeman's boots! I won't be seen in 
that." 
"Try this one, madam ; quite the latest style. 
"A perfect fit-too short? Well, I declare. 
"The next size-what? You don't like it at 
all? 
"Well, Jet me show you that style over 
there." 
When first w e came the sun was in the sky; 
The salesman, he was clothed in coat and 
vest; 
But now the moon was slowly coming up; 
The salesman's ti!' and collar had "gone 
west." 
'l'he salesman clim bed aloft tim e after time, 
And each time he returned with t:omething 
new; 
But he was always bade go back on high, 
To search his stock for something that 
would do. 
HI' scattered brogues and pumps all round 
the store, 
Half-Louis styles were on the chairs ar-
rayed; 
His arms piled high with satin-covered shoes, 
His pockets stuffed with patents and bro-
cade. 
At length the shelves were bare of every box, 
And shoes were piled waist-high upon the 
floor; 
\Vhen. dozing quietly up against a post, 
These words came floating to me through 
the door: 
"I r eally do not think I will decide, 
"Before I go to several other places; 
"With what I've seen I'm not impre<ssed n I 
all. 
"Oh! by the way, I'll take a pair 'lf lac'·~ ., 
-KOKO. 
--**--
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Children of the Granite. 
I. 
The baby starts with all in his favonr 
in these g-ranite uplands. He breathes an 
air 110 less pure than that of the Rwi.:;s 
Alps. He drinks down the milk of the 
proprietary cow-the milk of wbirh J~i~ 
parents knmY the history that beg!ns 
with the planting· of the oats, p11mpkin.;, 
and apples on which the cow battens. 
His daylight sleep he takes under rhe pine 
trees hehind the house, which their •·esin-
ons aroma sweetens. His ni!rhtlv rest i;; 
taken in summer air that is cool and rf'-
freshing, or in winter frostiness that 
braces him. His pushings abroad lead 
him about the mountain tracks. His later 
"tl-a}ks take him b~- the same delightful 
routes. 
The rural schooling he gets in good time 
is not that of the city. He rides his pony to 
school. That alone transforms the flavour 
of his general school life. It has the modi-
fying nower of a ritual. It stands con-
trasted with the city preamble of a dingy 
ride b:v train or tram. The daily ride 
throu~h the fragrant, vocal bush sets the 
key of his schooling. 1t makes schooling 
what it ought to be: a kind of glorious 
sport. The atmosphere of the school-
house takes nothing from that. 'l'he place 
i~ small enough for the youngsters to be a 
happy family. Tn the herding multitudef: 
of city schools a boy's circle is meag-rl'. 
Here he know:; eyerybody. The play-
!!:round is the whole countryside. A sm-
g-le master is the father of them all. He 
knows them intimately. He knows not 
onl~- the mental capacity of every boy, 
but his famil~- history, his outlook and his 
temperament. Teaching becomes a highly 
specialised form of individual tuition in 
such a place. The mass-teaching- of town 
schools is a hideous thing; but it is in-
eYitable. Here its converse is almost in-
eYitable. The youngsters take their bot-
any out of doors, indeed, many of their 
classes are conducted under the gum-
trees. They g-et instruction in the calling 
of their fathers. They learn the elements 
of fruit culture. The Government pack-
ing expert takes classes in grading and 
racking-so that a boy of ten, in vacation, 
Is ~ood for more than fetching up the 
horses at home: in the rush he can take a 
turn at the packing bench. 'fhe master 
is their friend as well as their tutor. He 
joins in their games, rambles with them 
joins in their cricket, plays tennis with 
them, umpires the Lilliputian football 
matches. The afternoon on "·hich the total 
eclipse of the sun was to be visible in 
these parts he »aid, "There's a half-holi-
day for the eclipse; you ma~· go home 
now." But they were disappointed. 
"l\Im;t we go home? Can't we stay and 
see it with you '~ We'd rather ." The im-
plications of this request moYed him con-· 
s.iderably. 
'l'he. girls like him-with an affection 
free from that ~;;loppy sentimentality with 
which girls are often obsessed towards 
women teachers in big schools. The boys 
like him, although (because, perhaps) he 
wallops them well on occasion. I think 
there is no child in this district who goes 
to school with actual reluctance. Re-
membering with aYersion the city school-
mobs in "·hich I was once a mechanical 
unit, T am not surprised. 
At home the outdoor companions of 
the growing· boy are the horses, the calves. 
the dogs of the estate-and (less inti-
mately) the bunnies and wallabies of the 
bush. 'fhe wild birds he comes to know 
like brothers-the magpie and the 
friendly kookaburra, the kingfish er, the 
butcher-bird. The trees are humanised-
even personified-for him. The orchard 
fruits he possesses-sometimes to reple· 
tion; though he learns wisdom in this. 
He joins in tbeir harvesting. He super-
vises the packing. He rides with the load 
to the siding, where he gleans a profound 
knowledge of the world of men and boys, 
dogs, horses, and trains. The engine-
driver takes him on shunts, squats him 
upon the coal, initiates him into the mys-
teries of his furnace, his brakes, starting 
leYers, sirens-and all the gadgets of his 
cab, by which the imagination of boys 
has been fired since locomotives first 
moYed and had their being. Back home, 
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he follows the plough, explores the fresh-
turn eil furrows with their multitudinous 
life, fetches the mid-morning tea from 
1he homestead. which makes glad the 
keart of the ploughman (and assists at 
the libation like an equal) and mounts 
the plodding ho1·se for home. The re-
sources of the mountain slopes are inex-
haustible for him. The cave, the cubby-
house, the fortress, of which the suburban 
boy dreams hungrily, stand ready-made 
for him about the bu~:>h. If he covets the 
lnxury of making them himself, the ma-
terials are there in embarrassing abund-
ance: he chooses. with magnificent finesse, 
size and quality. ·within a stone's throw 
he has all the delights of the wild which 
city children go long jonrneys to enjoy-
and then do not grt. All this he lives 
with as intimatelY as with his clothes: 
more intimately, for ir lives in l1is heart 
and brain. He is strepcd in tlw-lifr-ont-
of-doors. Apart from his explicit t>njo:· -
nwnt of it. its nnconsciom, influrncc is at 
work upon him. The house is a place for 
eating and sleepillg"; that is all. His world 
lies beyond it. .1:\nd. so sure]~' as the 
world is a mental construction, he will 
interpret the sober world of manhood in 
terms of the delightful world of his boy-
hood's experience. That will be a sancti-
fying and transforming memory for him 
when his bones arc old and city-bn•d mPn 
have lost their illusions. 
II. 
.Ma~' be in the winte1· you take 1lw eh il -
clrrll for change to the sraboard. rrltere is 
no superior air there ; bnt there is a dif-
f(•r<•nt air. It is not morr beautiful there; 
lmt it will give you a change of scenr, 
and yon will return to a richer apprecia-
tion of your mountain and yonr gTanite 
rocks, your statcl~' trees and your friendly 
solitude. So you go for a month to the 
bustling, various city, and make sojourns 
at the sea-side. This is an antipodean 
change. \Vhat could be stranger, after 
~ -our waterless tableland, than the ocean ? 
Even the train journey down through the 
farms of the lowlands and the character-
istic cities of the Downs is exciting. It 
intrigues the children. But the sea in-
trigues them more. They have, perhaps, 
no conscious appreciation of mountain air 
and scenery; but their enjoyment of the 
tm"·onted sea is fl1lly conscious and dmnl-
right- and so is their parents'. ·')I y 
whole being was steeped deep in tlw iJ~­
dolence of a sailor away from the S(' a. 
the scene of never-ending labours. and 
of unceasing duty. For utter surrender 
to indolence" (says .Joseph C'onrad ) . 
''~rou cannot beat a sailor ashorr " ·lwn 
the mood is on him--the mood of abso-
lute irresponsibility tasted to the fn1l. · ' 
C'omJlarisons of this sort are 11oor thin~· ~ . 
I'm not prepared to argue the f'Ompara -
tiYe powers of detachment of thr )fan of 
the Sea and the Man on the Land. Bnt T 
will say that the orcharclist at th" sea-
side has considerable powers of clrtae:hc rl 
enjoyment. 
On returning home the wattle is hla zin!l' 
about the homestead. The adults. anY-
how, have a thoroughly conscious appr.P-
eiation of that. 
But if you can 't afford to o·o m ntY Y<IH 
can mak~ a holidaY a1 hom;. .\n r1 ;-on 
will not enjoy that more than tlw dhil-
dren. I well rememh e> r how, onP nnusu-
a 1ly impe>cunious year. wr eontr in·•l a 
home-keeping holiday out of lo afin~· !lay,; 
and excursions about the rstate. W,· did 
nothing hut prepare minimum fo od . tt· tHI 
the animals, lounge about with hook,., and 
take a picnic lunch up the monntaiu on 
alternate days. 1t is so larg·e. beautiful. 
and varied a place, that :vou migh t go 
picnics for months togethrr, and not 
weary of it- and spread your luncheon 
dail~' in a freRh spot with a slig·htl.'· 
changed outlook. 1'he billy is hoil!•d at 
noon over a fire of gum-twigs; the meal 
is eaten hesic1e the overhanging rocks or 
under the evergreen trees as you look 
over the rolling forest countr:- of X e" · 
South ·wales. After lunch vou scramblP 
with the children or read:_even dozP. 
rrhere is no hurry. You need not descend 
before evening. And, anyhow, you ar<' 
only ten minutes from home. So you 
stay up to see the sun sink and the after-
glow leap up and the lights of Stanthorpc 
begin to glitter. There are no peaches to 
pick-no apples to pack under the oil-
lamp; there will be no midnight hammer-
ing and stencilling of cases. The crop is 
gone. The naked orchard lies waiting 
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for the plough. Let her wait. And let 
us go home to a peaceful supper and a 
long evening by the fire. And to-morrow 
-or the next day-let us do the Rame. 
The other sort of picnic is more roys-
tering. That other was not strictly a 
picnic at all-merely a bit of quiet famil~r 
intercourse out of door;,;. 'l'o the thor-
ough-going. pre-arranged picnic come the 
neighbours. 'l'he D-- girls, bloused, 
breeched, and sombreroed, canter over on 
ponies which always remind me strongly 
of the mustang:;; of J1os Angeles-or 
wherever they stage those equine scenes 
for the cinema. The B--s come in their 
car-with their daughters. 1t i:;; those 
daughters vvho bring to our picnics mostly 
the repartee. The S--R drive over with 
the baby. 1t is not hard to get a quorum 
for a picnic. Our neighbours are as keen 
as we to climb that mountain, and they 
ha\·e more time for it; for Rome of our 
near neighbours are not orchardists. 
They love the mountain. Some of them 
eve~ envy us its possession. The others 
say, in the words of an eminent divine, 
''The land may be yours; but the land-
scape is ours." And, certainly, that 
mountain, its alluring surface, and its 
prospect. are a sort of communal possess-
ion in the district. The hotels and board-
ing-houses send their picnic parties out 
to see the view from it. The mountain 
makes a considerable contribution to the 
entertainment of sojourners who are 
perfect strangers to us. And on 
public holidays a mass basket-picnic 
is sometimes arranged by the re-
vellers in outlying parts. On such 
days the buggies, carts, and rid-
den horses come in long procession--
until the precincts of our packing-shed are 
like nothing so much as the enclosure 
about the course at some rural race-meet-
ing. The mountain becomes vocal-even 
strident. And, towards evening, they 
descend, and after a mirthful meal begin 
on an orgy of those ring games whose un-
rehearsed occasions, by-ways, incidents, 
and physical proximities have always fas-
cinated adolescence. By moonlight they 
drive home, raucously merry, to the ac-
companiment of songs, furtive squealings 
and abortive struggles upon the seats of 
those carts. 'l'he mountain i,; a great 
place. The vandals-the tourists proper 
-have never defiled its rocks and caves. 
its trees and chasms. And the~· never 
will. 
It is inevitable that our neighbours. 
w:ho dw'ell almost under it,; shadows. 
should always be making unprovoked ex-
cursions about its slopes. 'rhey do not 
wait for picnicking occasion;,;. They 
climb when the mood is upon them. They 
do not wait for birthdays or public holi-
days. Day or night they will make a 
party. Sometime:;; when we are Hitting 
quietly upon the moonlit verandah we 
hear the sound of a car. And, a,; the 
headlights turn into the drive beside the 
orchard and flash up abont the house. 
voices and beat of hoofs arc mingled with 
the growing purr of the engine. And 
soon the house is filled with the babel of 
laughter and chatter, and the children 
are stirring in their cots and ri:;;ing on an 
elbow. And before long they arc on the 
Yerandah-in everything. A Hurprise 
picnic is afoot. 'rhey have come to climb 
the mountain by moonlight. It is only in 
such an air that that is rational, for it is 
a rough climb. Under a moon in an air 
less clear, you would break your neck 
amongst those boulders. But the whole 
country is as clear as at early morning·. 
You can see the rocks gleaming far up 
the mountain and the rabbits scurrying 
about the outhouses. So Youth climbs the 
mountain in that lucid air, leaping· from 
rock to rock, while Middle-age stays be-
low boiling the coffee under the great 
wild-apple tree behind the stockyard. 
'rhe glow of pipes moves languidly across 
the background of the bush; and the fra-
grance of tobacco mingles with the in-
cense of the gums. The laugh and shout 
of the climbers can be heard dropping 
down faintly through the stillness. At 
last the voices above cease; they have 
reached the top and are looking out over 
the rolling plateau. And the glory of 
that quietens them. They can see the or-
chard clearings and the distant :;;hape of 
the Ranges. All is quiet about them but 
for the scurrying of rabbits, the deliber-
ate flop-flop of a wallaby, and the inton-
ing of the mopoke and the wailing of the 
curlews that come up faint from the 
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creek-bed. They descend-more quietly 
than they climbed. But by the time they 
are at the supping-ground exuberance 
has reclaimed them; and the meal of 
coffee and sandwiches is no silent one. 
They gather about the fir e, for the night 
grows chill. M--- has brought her 
ukelele, and to the thrumming of this, 
the voices rise in the old ballads and 
plantation songs, as well as in the synco-
pation of the music-halls. When the reper-
toire is through it is time to go-and 
high time for the youngsters to go back 
to the beds from which thev were so 
pleasantly roused. The child~ en of the 
Granite, so far as I can judge, haYe little 
but good times. 
HECTOR DINNING. 
--**--
Wind Song. 
'The high wind r oar s in t h e blossoming gums, 
An d buffets the laden bees; 
It laughs alou d o'er the pla in as it comes, 
With ech oes of shou tin g seas; 
For a splendid m an an d a laughing maid 
Have told their love 'neath the shifting 
sh a de, 
Of t h e swayin g wattle t r ees. 
The soft breeze rustles amid the leaves. 
An d whispers across the nigh t, 
A song of love that the man believes, 
As h e wa tches her face, a light 
With the glow of a love that is true and 
great, 
\Vith the love of a woman who finds a mate; 
And the eyes of the bride are bright. 
• * * 
Listen! the wind goes wailing by; 
It shudders amid the leaves, 
Of the wattle, and moans in the grey-gums 
high, 
A song that the man believes; 
For the smiling maid of former years 
Sleeps deep, and the grey sky sheds its tears; 
While an old man softly grieves. 
-N.E.R. 
Artist Photography. 
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The charm of F egan Photographs 
never gets less 
Some Photographs become old-
fashioned as the years slip by 
F egan P ictures never do. The Art 
in them lives 
F egan Studio, Strand Buildings. 
TELEPHON E-Central 5475. 
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Samuel Butler (1835-1902) 
"1 am the enfant terrible of litera-
ture and science. I cannot, and 1 know I 
cannot, get the literary and scientific 
big,vigs to give me a shilling. I can, and I 
know I can, heave bricks into the middle 
of them.'' 
'l'his expresses Butler's literary activi-
ties for forty years, during which he an-
tagonised eYery powerful intellectual 
coterie of England. lie was possessed 
of the deYastating power of making his 
enemies look ridiculous. vVe may love the 
man whoRe laughter wells up from his 
s~·mpathetic tolerance of human foibles. 
Passionate invective flatters our convic-
tion of our Rplendid wickedness. Butler's 
laughter iR neither divine nor satanic. It 
is the derisiYe amusement of an imp, and 
there is a lig·ht touch of malice in his 
miRchief. 
'l'lw son of a clergyman and grandson 
of a biRhop. he lived in the narrow reli-
gions atmoRphere of the Early Victorian 
.era. This type of family life he por-
trayR with mcrciles::; wit in his one novel, 
·'The \Vay of All Flesh." ThiR work 
show>; too mnch personal feeling to be 
thoroughly enjoyable as light satire, 
Rparkling and vivid though it is from be-
ginning to end. V{ e cannot help Rusnect-
ing that the completeness of Butler's re-
action againRt authority is a transference 
of his repre~sed hate of the father. His 
cleRtruchn criticiRm of the family seems 
to indicate such a complex. He writes, 
w~felchi,euec was a really happy man. 
Hr waR without father, without mother, 
and without descent. He was an incar-
nate bachelor. He was a born orphan." 
After taking a first-class honour de-
gree at Cambridge, Butler went to Lon-
don to prepare for ordination. His life 
among the East London poor made him 
doubt the efficacy of infant baptism, and 
he declined to take orders. In 1859 he 
sailed to New Zealand, where he re-
mained some five years, sheep farming, 
and occasionally contributing to the Press 
of Christchurch. For some years after his 
return to England his quixotic generosity 
to a charming but ungrateful friend, and 
his unsuccessful investments involved 
him in serious financial difficulties. After 
1881 Butler enjoyed a sufficient income 
to be independent of indifferent publish-
ers and hostile critics. He published at 
his own expense, and lost money steadily 
on his books. In spite of the indifference 
or hostility of the reviews, Butler be-
lieved that if there was anything good in 
his work it would ultimately be recog-
nised. Meanwhile, though naturally dis-
appointed, he consoled himself with the 
philosophic reflection that if he had been 
popular, he could not have resisted the 
temptation to make a fortune by hack-
writing. "I am s-orry not to have wooed 
the public more successful. But 1 have 
been told that winning and wearing 
generally take something off the wooing, 
and I am disposed to acquiesce cheerfully 
in not finding· myself so received as that 
I need woo no longer. If I were to suc-
ceed 1 should be bored to death by my 
success in a fortnight and so, I am con-
vinced. would my friends.'' Oscar \Vilde 
said. "Bernard Shaw has no enemies. and 
his friends do not like him." vVe m,<ty 
reverse this epigram for Butler. lie had 
many enemieR, and his friends loved him. 
'l'he first characteristic work is "Dar-
win among the Machines,'' a satire on the 
mechanistic interpretation of evolution. 
Here he solemnly suggests that as man is 
(by hypothesis) a mechanism evolved 
from lower organisms, and in the evolu-
tion man has domesticated the useful 
animals, so our present machines have 
evolved from more primitive tools. The 
improvement of machinery is progressing 
at such an alarming rate that ere long the 
machine will become master of man, and 
will relegate him to the position of slave 
or domestic animal. Probably the super-
machine will be as kind to man as man is 
to his horse, but man should not trust the 
moral nature of a machine! Many, no 
doubt, will acquiesce in this ignoble posi-
tion of virtual slavery for the sake of 
"rcatnre comfort, but the best men will 
realise its shamefulness. So far, machines 
cannot reproduce their kind. It is true 
that they are made by machinery, but 
man is still necessary to them as a mid-
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wife. \Voe to mankind when the machine 
e\·oh ·es reproductive organs! 
For many years Butler's best-known 
"·ork was "Erewhon" (1872), a satire on 
eYery aspect of the current civilisation. 
In this he uses the same ironic method. 
He preserves an episcopal gravity, while 
making the most laughter-stirring inver-
sions of the customary modes of thought. 
In the country of Erewhon bad 
luck, illness, and poverty are re .. 
~·arded as cnmes or misdemean-
ours, and therefore punishable, 
while moral obliquity is regarded as a 
curable disease. In construction ''Ere-
whon" is inferior to "Gulliver 's Trav-
els'' for there is little unity in the plot 
and little in the characterisation, but the 
hook contains many superlatively good 
discussions. The best perhaps is the 
trial of a youth who, in spite of having· 
been convicted a year previously of ag-
~ravated bronchitis. had now allowed 
himself to become guilty of pulmonary 
consumption. This chapter is so good. 
especially in the light of its converse 
(the trial of Ernest in '"l'he Way of All 
Flesh" ) that we cannot be so criminal 
as to mutilate it by inadequate quotation. 
"Erewhon" was an immediate success, 
CYC'n though it did attack both Church 
and Science, but Butler's short-lived 
popularity was changed to detestation by 
the appearance in the following year of 
"'l'he Fair Haven,"' under the pseudonym 
of .John Pickard Owen. This purported to 
be "a defence of the miraculous element 
in our Lord's ministry on earth, both as 
againf>t rationalistic impugners and cer-
tain orthodox defenders.'' So perfectly 
sustained is the irony that some Church 
papers did hail it as a serious defence, 
while the anti-clerical papers called it a 
piece of exquisite humour. Butler so en-
joyed the consummate success of this un-
intentional befooling of the public that in 
a second edition he appeared in his ow;n 
person as its author, and, disclaiming re-
sponsibility for the interpretations men 
put on his '"ords, he pointed to the di-
verse views as evidence of the book's 
claim to be called a defence of both sides! 
After this episode few periodicals had the 
courage to review Butler's books, so much 
afraid were they of exposing themselves 
ag·ain to his impish spirits. All his later 
works on Art, Homer, and Shakespeare-
" ·er e received in contemptuous silence by 
the reviews. Butler certainly did n0t 
turn the other cheek, and his note books 
contain many clever little jibes at the 
recognised scientific and literary men. 
One example must serve. "Mr. ·waiter 
Pater's style is to me like the face of 
some old woman who has been to Madame 
Rachel, and had herself enamelled. The 
bloom is nothing but paint and powder, 
and the odour is cherry blossom. Mr. 
Matthev\' Arnold's odour is as the faint 
sickliness of hawthorn." 
Butler's artistic and philosophical 
writings contain many startingly original 
speculations, which were unappreciated. 
simply because they were premature. but 
these we cannot discuss at present. We 
shall confine ourselves to a summary of 
his satire on the University. Even though 
this was written fifty years ago. we do 
not yet require an annotated edition of 
"Ere,vhon' · to comprehend it. In the 
''College of Unreason'' the main study 
waR Hypothetic~. ''The Erewhonians argue 
that to teach a boy merely the nature of 
the things which exist in the world 
around him, and about which he will 
have to be conversant during his whole 
life. would be giYing him but a narrow 
and shallow conception of the universe, 
which. it is argued might contain all 
manner of thino.·s which are not now to be 
found therein. ~ To open his eyes to these 
possibilities and so to prepare him for a 11 
sorts of emergencies, is the object of their 
system of hypothetics. To imagine a set 
of utterly strange and impossible contin-
gencies and require the youths to give 
intelligent answers to the questions that 
arise therefrom, is reckoned the fittest 
conceivable way of preparing them for 
the actual conduct of their affairs in after 
life.'' 
In addition to Hypothetics, which pre-
pare for the extraordinary, the colleges 
haYe two preliminary courses of Incon-
sistency and Evasion necessary for the 
daily conduct of life. The best students 
attain such a proficiency that there is "no 
inconsistency so glaring but they soon 
learn to defend it, or injunction so clear 
that they cannot find some pretext for 
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disregarding it.'' Most of the professors 
l';uffered from the ''fear-of-giving-them-
l';elves-away" disease, and consequently 
it was almost impossible to ob-
tain from them any definite expression of 
opinion. They were so afraid that they 
might advocate a theory that would turn 
out to be incorrect that generally they 
would retail the opinions of some written 
authority, making, however, the reserva-
tion that "though there is something in 
what the author says, they find it im-
possible to agree with him on all points.'' 
When reading Butler, it is difficult to 
recognise the point at which he passes 
from jest to earnest. In other works he 
repeats the thesis of the Erewhonian pro-
fessor-that life would be intolerable if 
all men lived by reason alone, and that 
reason must be supplemented by unreason 
or instinct. "Extremes alone are illogi-
cal but thev are alwavs absurd; 
the' mean is ·illogical. bl~t an illogi-
cal mean is better than the sheer absur-
dity of an extreme.'' Again, he remarks 
that '' 'fo live is like to loYe; all reason 
is against it, all healthy instinct is for it." 
(Incidentally, he disproves also of moral 
extremes. ''Granted that there are two 
worlds, it stands to reason that we should 
make the best of both of them.") He 
is one of the first anti-rationalists in Eng-
land. Simple faith is bad enough, but 
scientific and rational dogmatism is 
worse ! The safest thing to do is to trust 
the instincts of the best bred and healthi-
est and most charming people. Socrates 
was a thoroughly unpleasant man when 
he performed his mission of rendering 
the Athenian people conscious of their 
ignorance. 'fhe best people cannot invent 
reasons for the faith that is in them. and 
that is well; for a belief that needs to be 
buttressed up by reasons is a Yery poor, 
weak thing compared with one held with 
all the force of irrrational conYiction. 
Of course, Butler sees that he is liable 
to the charge of inconsistency, so he dis-
arms criticism by ridiculing himself. 
''Above all things, let no unwary reader 
do me the injustice of believing in me. In 
that I write at all I am among the 
damned. If he must believe anything. let 
him believe in the music of Handel. the 
painting of GioYanni Bellini, and in the 
thirteenth chapter of St. Paul's First 
Epistle to the Corinthians.'' 
People have, however, "belieYed in" 
Butler, and in the last decade there has 
been a vogue for him which must surely 
afford amusement to his ghost. Like a 
poisoned knife. he sting:s even after he is 
dead. 
"0 Critics, cultured Critics! 
\Vho will praise me after I am dead . 
\Vho will see in me both more and less than 
I intended, 
But who will swear that whatever it was, it 
was all perfectly right; 
You will think you are better than the people 
who, when I was alive, swore that what• 
ever I did was wrong. 
But you will not be better, you will be just 
the same, neither better nor worse; 
And you will go for some future Butler, as 
your fathers have gone for me. 
Oh! how I should have hated you! " 
And so we leave him, restless 
ironical even in the grave. 
I. M. F. 
--**--
Entreaty. 
Dearest, turn not thine eyes away 
F'or I would see within thy glance, 
The answer that my heart doth pray, 
Throughout the night, throughout the day. 
Eager thy feet to join the dance, 
Yet stay awhile beside this wall, 
And watch the moon rise o'er the manse 
To s ilver all the world's expanse. 
Would he forget and strive to make 
His dull life fresh with merry jest-
His dull life-cheerless for her sake 
As wintry wind from wintry lake? 
If so, not he as I; for best 
Or worst, I teach my heart no ray 
Of joy to seek, while that my quest 
Leads on and on, through great unrest. 
If that lone bird whose mournful call Dear one, within your eyes of grey, 
Steals through the air from yonder brake, I see the answer that my heart doth pray. 
Could hear the laughter in the hall, 
Would he regard his sorrow small? TRISTRAN. 
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''De Feminis.'' 
There seems to be a growing tendcn•'·Y 
for the average young man of to-day to 
treat the fairer sex with something- bm·-
dering on contempt. :\fot that I believe 
chivalry and respect for women to be 
things of the past. Although we do not 
see any modern Sir \Valter throwing his 
best Sunday coat in the mud c1f Stanle:,r 
street in order that his fair lady may cross 
without the risk of ruining her grey sued!} 
shoes, there is still a modern form of 
chivalry which is equally as sincere as 
the older type, if not as demonstrative. 
Nevertheless there remains thi; t<:Jn-
dency on the part of youthful man to 
look on woman with indiff{'rrm('e. Per-
haps the indifference is only apparent, 
merely a superficial cloak to covet• h1s 
deeper and truer feelings. Let us hope 
so. It would be an unhappy <>tate of af-
fairs indeed were man to fail to realise 
what an important part woman plays in 
his life, if he only allows her the oppor-
tunity. 
The young man- and how childish he 
apre~rs alongside a girl of his own age-
probably recognises the beauty of the 
feminine touch, but as a rule regards it 
as unessential in his scheme of things. 
He can get along very well, untrammelled 
br interfering .woman. He considers her 
as a hindrance, not as the help which she 
really can be. Ask him, however, the 
ultimate object of his toil and labour, 
and in nine cases out of ten he will reply 
''A home!'' Rank inconsistency! On the 
one hand he scorns women, on the other 
he admits the contemplation of spending 
the major portion of his life in the con-
tinual company of one of them. Perhaps 
he has not thought much over the serious-
ness of married life. Let me hasten 
to assure him that for happiness it is 
essential for him to marry one who will 
be something mOl'e to him than cook and 
housekeeper. 
I admit it would not be nice to go to 
the office on a breakfast of charred toast 
and raw steak. Far less would I hope 
for marital bliss were I to return in the 
evening, longing for a soul to soul talk, 
only to have to listen to such intellectual 
discourse as a report on the health of the 
neighbour's chickens or on the price of 
Mrs. Brown's new hat. Oh, no! Mere 
platitudes and everyday aids to conver-
sation fail sooner or later, and forced 
conversations are boring at the best of 
times. To state it more simply, the wife 
must be companion, friend, and confid-
ante, besides being capable of sewing on 
stray buttons and making potable coffee. 
But how can a man possibly hope for 
the existence of such a friendship if he 
rloes not in his earlier life try to under-
stand women-as far as a man can un-
derstand women-and their helping na-
ture. 
Instead of shunning them and avoidin~t 
them at every turn, let him realise b;\- ex-
perience how woman can help and en-
courage, rather than hinder; how worthy 
she is of friendship, and not the light 
foolish person he has imagined her to be. 
I think our own 'Varsity gives us an 
excellent example of the type of life which 
is the cause of this apparent scorn on the 
part of the man. Typical of the small 
community, gossip is rife, and as is usual, 
generally untrue. vVe receive absolutely 
false impressions of people months before 
we have the chance of meeting them and 
forming our own opinions first hand. Then 
again there are some who much as they 
may wish to get into closer touch 'vith the 
women are afraid to do so for fear of 
"what others may say" ! Alas, for the 
mental courage of our race! I do not say 
all undergrads, for within the 'Varsity 
there do exist a few real friendships be-
tween the sexes, and may they flourish ! 
I have heard sweeping criticisms 
levelled at undergradesses by men who 
have no right whatever to criticise. "What 
do they know concerning the nobler 
points of character of Mary Ethylene '? 
How many times have they met her'?' 
Before lectures, perhaps, they have bid-
den her a quiet "Good-morning," and in 
addition have probably danced with her 
a few times during the year. Beyond this, 
nothing. What opportunities for char-
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acter study! At both lectures and dances 
the true soul is hidden behind a mask, 
and it is only a small glimpse of it that 
\Ye get on such occasions. A glimpse that 
is worth while, 'tis true, but it is a very 
small showing compared with the vast 
hiclden store of qualities beyond. 
I repeat then, that the 'Varsity life as 
it is gives us little opportunity for char-
acter judgment. 
Among th e men themselYes, of course, 
it is different. Football , rowing, and 
other forms of sport will show you more 
of a man's temperament in a year than 
four years' casual meetings at lectures 
will do. There are no such means of 
bringing about a better understanding 
between the sexes, unless of course we 
{;Onsider Biology and Geology camps, and 
they affect only a fortunate few. In these 
at odd moments. the mask is dropped un-
consciously, and we are privileged in the 
vision of a beautiful character. flashing 
" ............ as those 
Dull-coated things, that making slide apart 
Their dusk-wing cases, all beneath there 
burns 
A jewelled harness, ere they pass and fly." 
May the younger man of the condemn-
ing type be broader in his Yie,Ys. realising 
that the friendship and confidence of a 
woman is as beautiful a thing to haYe in 
life as any of his other treasured posses-
sions. For-
"Thus is a man created-to do all his work 
for some woman, 
Do it for her and her only, only to lay at 
her feet; 
Yet in his talk to pretend, shyly and fiercely 
maintain it, 
That all is for love of the work-toil just 
for love of the toil." 
"FIDES." 
--**--
Brisbane. 
(A Centenary Ode.) 
Hail, smiling Princess of a Queenly State! 
Long may you reign in queenliness Bedate, 
Spreading your mantle o'er the smiling land ; 
Let the loud choirs sing, bring forth the 
band! 
- God and Lieutenant Oxley made you great. 
Brisbane! a city famed throughout the world, 
May your untarnished ensign ne'er be furled! 
May your defects forever be concealed; 
lYiay your amazing virtues be revealed; 
May your horizon ever be dew-pearled! 
Now in this joyful centenary year 
Let us rejoice that all the world may hear; 
Nay! let the spheres desist from turning 
round, 
While the whole Universe receives the sound 
Of celebration on your hundredth year! 
Let us ignore, of course, your filthy slums, 
And the congested streets where traffic 
hums; 
Let us forget your ghastly pall of smoke 
And the wan tribe of pallid city folk; 
-Sound the loud clarion; bang the sounding 
drums! 
This is no time to speak of shop-soiled 
slaves, 
Nor of the sordid greed of business knaves: 
Let us burst forth in paeans of delight, 
Chanting the praises of your gardens bright, 
And of the sinuous river's sparkling waves! 
"Come back to £risbane! "-let the cry re-
sound, 
Everywhere human ear-drums may 
found! 
Like a vast influx come-a swanning horde, 
Let 'em spend all the cash they can afford; 
Welcome them freely; show them all around! 
Let's all go mad in Centenary \Veek ; 
Advertise! think and wish and write 
speak 
Nothing but good of our city fair! 
Fill with gay fluttering flags our limpid air; 
-Carnivals let us make and pleasures seek. 
Then when the guests have gone and all is 
drab, 
Let us eliminate the fulsome blab, 
Tear down the gaudy flags and clear the 
mess; 
On with the old routine of business, 
Back to the good old game of cheat and gra!J. 
Brisbane, 0 Brisbane, may you never be 
Lacking in bards of peerless worth (like 
me); 
May they see joy in dust and smoke 
shan't!) 
May they ignore your slum-land folk 
can't!) 
I'll sing your praises next centenary. 
-INKY. 
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A Plain Tale from the Hills. 
Too-ral-o o-ral-oo. 
'l'he bugle's note rang across the bar-
rack squ~re, and Colonel Spitzbergen, 
commandmg the 459th Lancers in Fort 
B~1lldog on the ~or'-\Vest frontier , sprang 
\nth zest from the four-poster Queen 
Anne bed that filled one corner of his hut. 
\Yithout waiting to clamp his solid leather 
leggings to his muscly calves, he strode 
to the door. 
"::\Iargaret, l\1argaret, '· he called sten-
torionsly. ;\o answer came but the roll-
ing echo from the silent hills in whose 
dark recesses lurked manY a hraYe out-
law. · 
Colonel Spitzbergen strode back into 
the room with agitation plainly sketched 
upon a brow that had borne the heat of 
many an Indian summer. Impatirntl:v he 
played a tattoo on the natiYe gong " ·hich 
la)' ready to his hand. 
Tt was scarc e]~- fifte rn minutes later 
when Corporal \Ya lter-.J amcs. the Col-
onel 's trust~· orderly, sprang thron~th the 
a pertnre nrar the head of the Queen 
~\nn e bed. lie was fresh from his morn-
ing shaYe. He raised his hand lrisnrely 
to the salute. 
'' \Yalter-J ames, ' ' thundered the Col-
onel, pawing the floor in his excitement. 
'Jiaye you seen my daughter ?" 
"Xo, Sire,'' returned the other, with 
downcast eyes. " I guess the Mahsuds have 
got her." 
With an impatient blessing the Colonel 
broke past his worthY henchman and 
dashed across the parade ground. shout-
ing. " To arms, my lads, to arms." 
Soon the square was a confused mass o[ 
horses and men, and it was some hours 
before order could be restored. Then 
with the Colonel at their head on his pie-
bald charger, which bore itself proudly 
as if recognising the responsibilities of it ~ 
rider , the 998 extant members of the best 
regiment that eYer mobbed a canteen, 
rode hell-for-pigskin on the trail of the 
kidnappers. 
At the end of one hour , when the regi-
ment's rations were almost done, the Col-
onel, his hair white with anguish and his 
manly checks furrowed with anxiety, 
called his chief scout, M:ulcloony, to his 
side. ::\1uldoony wore on his left arm the 
cooli:ing, knot-tying, and wood-cutting 
badges of the Glasgow Cubs. 
"1\Iuldoony," faltered the Colonel, a 
hot tear starting from one of his eyes, 
" haYe you seen an~·thing of the enemy 1 
Tell me. old man," and he stroked, with 
familiarity bred of contempt, the coarse 
hair of his oyer-rated lieutenant. 
''Yes, old cock, ' ' replied Muldoony with 
equal familiarity. ''Four hundred of 
them are waiting- patiently on :·onder 
knoll for us.· ' 
In a fpw minutes the opposing forces 
faced each othrr scarcely one hundred 
yards distant. The Colonel had just read 
an account of the Battle of .Ag'inconrt, 
so he addressed his troops in exhortatory 
lang-uage, culminating in these words: 
''Those who have no stomach for the 
Aght, as you were! Those who haYe. fol-
low." \VaYing his burnished blade, and 
closely pursued by two of his soldiers, 
both married men, he dashed madly at 
the ::\1ahsuds, whose flashing teeth could 
be sren moYing uneasily. 
~\ clash of arms, and the corpses of 
three braYe men lay stark upon the slope 
of the knoll, ·while 996 men of the ±.)9th 
l,ancers jogged slowly back to their can-
teen, outside of which, the Colonel'r; 
daug-htrr, awakened from sleep in the hut 
adjoining her father 's, by her faithful 
ayah, at the precise moment of her clear 
clad's death, played innocently with Bri-
gand, a huge Newfoundland dog, with a 
brass name plate, half hidden by the 
\\·oolly hair which grew about his neck. 
It was a sad day at Fort Bulldog. on the 
~or'-\Yest Frontier. 
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Geologists at Pialba. 
Esk or ·w ood~r? That was the question. 
Not of much importance to most people, 
but to a geologist, a Yery great deal. \Ve 
geologists had our plans cut and dried for 
\Yoody, when, like a bolt from the blue, 
the news came from headquarters that 
there was a possibility of the Woody trip 
being abandoned owing to lack of means 
of transport, and that in all probability 
the Esk district would see us. This hurly-
burly, too, only a few weeks from the end 
of term. It was a desperate situation. 
S.O.S. messages were sent out to Mary-
borough, while at the same time our chief 
paid a hnrried visit to the Esk district 
to spy out the land in case we ·had to at-
tack it (geologica1ly, of course), in the 
very near future. However, his investi-
gations were fruitless, and headquarterR 
decided that V{ oody would be our deRtin-
ation irreRpecti-ve of transport difficul-
ties. Great "·as the joy in the labR. 
So it came to pass that on a certain 
night 17 men and women boarded the 
Northern mail for Man·borough. The 
journey was tiresome and uneYentful, 
Maryborough being reached at 5 o'clock 
next mornin g. After a cup of cocoa and 
some sandwiches, the par ty split up into 
twos and threes. and set out to explore 
the city before !'nmrise. On rejoining 
again at breakfast time, and on compar-
ing notes. it was unanimously agr eed that 
(1) Maryborough was a very honest city 
to live in becauRe it did not need a police-
man to watch over it while it slept. (2) 
'rhe woods haYe been flattened by the 
great number of bicycles which have been 
pushed oYer them. (3) There are more 
women cyclists than men in Maryborough. 
( 4) The early r isers go to the butch ers 
on bikes. They all carry baskets of the 
same genus, and are followed by a dog. 
\Ye entrained for Pialba at 9 a.m., and 
reached our destination, some 25 miles 
away, after the very short period of 21 
hours. Our arriYal in Pialba caused some 
consternation. It must have been the 
large number of geol. hammers and the 
cart full of gear that caused it. IIoweYer, 
the populace were calmed down when 
t hev "·ere informed' " \V e 're 'Y arsi ty 
students all. with Sir Mat. our father." 
'l'hey fully believed that our intentions 
\YOre no good. and that we were the cause 
of the rumblings and shaking of windows 
which had occurred the day before. 
The camp site was about one and a 
half miles towards Pt. V ern on. It \\as 
one of the old raised beaches, grassy, and 
open to the four " ·inds of heaven and the 
rain, as \Ye found out later. Sunset on 
Saturda~-- August 18th, saw our tented 
homes ready for occupation. At night 
some of the never-tire brigade walked 
into Pialba and went to the movies. From 
their accounts of the shm\· the picture 
patrons of Pialba get good value for their 
1/ 71, and are well educated. for they 
kno\Y "·hen to cheer, shriek, and let out 
hideous \Yhistles and cat-calls. During 
Sunday and Monday it rained fairly 
heaYily, and we had to dig ourselves in. 
the winds from the sea helping to send 
the rain in under the tents. For the first 
three days "little beyond features of 
academic interest was revealed." 
For some unkno\\ru reason the trip to 
this district is always accompanied by 
some adYenture, and this year the adven-
ture did not fail to materialise. It was a 
ten-mile walk home with full geol. gear 
aboard. Not far for a geologist when he 
expects it, but when he expects a motor 
'bus ride home, and the said 'bus fails to 
turn up, the walk hurts. \Ye were to meet 
the vehicle at a certain corner at 4 p.m., 
\Ve reached the corner a few minutes late 
and saw no 'bus-not even a track. After 
a lengthy wait we walked right home, and 
then eYen failed to find the 'bus. Allah 
was to be thanked for a full moon that 
night, otherwise the newspapers would 
haYe startled Brisbane next day with 
headlines : 
'' 17 Uni. Studes Lost in Wilds of Pialba.'' 
"Little hope of rescue owing to maze of 
cross roads. Probable deat'' from extreme 
eating of sugar cane and pine apples during 
the day." 
A trip to Woody and instruction in 
plane table and compass mapping helped 
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to fill in the rest of our time. The trip 
to Woody brought to light many scientists 
keen in the study of mollusca-genus 
ostrea, as the internal structure could 
be studied on the spot. The results were 
very gratifying, if the looks of satisfac-
tion on the faces of the experts can be 
taken as any criterion. 
As for camp itself-well, we were a 
f\mall but happy party, even tho' the 
pipes of Pan piped from dusk till dawn. 
Even the puns of the humorist (which 
were, like Pialba itself, quite pierless); 
were suffered with extreme tolerance. 
Hockey, with its usual casualties, and 
cricket, with an axe handle, helped to 
while a\\·ay the free hours. No bonfire 
lig-hted up our domain at night, owing to 
the shortage of wood. However, by re-
moYing Barney's cooking utensils, we 
managed to squeeze around the small fire. 
Here would we sing or tell yarns ''strange 
but true.'' 'l'o our chaperon we owe 
much in this latter direction. Regarding 
Pia lba itself, it is best to quote ::\'Ir. E. II. 
Larter, 1vho writes: ''Girt by Barrier 
Reef or purple-misted islets, the hyaline 
waters of the Pacific slumber in azure. al-
most unrufflrd except \\·hen the dim 
legions of the muttering storm proclaim 
approaching shower and invigorating 
breeze ... No wonder, then, that work-
worn artisans ... strive to spend their 
holidays at one of the attractive spots 
verging upon this hyacinthine ocean, there 
to breathe the ozone-laden air, and bask 
on sun-kissed strands, or bathe in the 
translucent waters of these tranquil bays 
of the opalescent sea." 
H e forgot to mention "lecture-tired" 
'Varsity students also. 
For the different camp sites he says: 
" The road is separated from the beach 
by a narrow strip of cypress pines be-
neath which tents are pitched, pick-
nickers boil their billies, and others re-
cline in balsamic shades up<ln the softly 
yielding sands." 
Pnfortunatcly we did not camp under 
balsamic shades or even lie upon the 
softly yielding sands; but for all that 
our week's stay in Pialba will alway'l be 
a refreshing memory. 
\Vho will forget the "perpetual p;,;;,lm ' 
of 
"The lingering tides as the pebhle:J th ey 
lave." 
'GLYCIMEmiS." 
---~*--
Lecturing Made Easy. 
'"I" m overworked!" said the weary Prof., 
'"These students worry my whiskers off; 
I" m daily growing more feeble and bald; 
How can these clamant ones be forestalled? 
"They seek for knowledge which I can't give; 
They seem to forget that a Prof. doesn't live 
For lectures and yearly (Degree) exams, 
And students who batten on suchlike shams. 
"I cannot waste my time on students, 
Lacking in brains, and gumption, and pru-
dence; 
Yet I must keep the blighters employed, 
With work till their minds are sated and 
cloyed." 
Sadly the Prof. gazed round his room, 
'\'here the piled-up bookshelves frowned in 
the gloom. 
Then as be gazed his eyes grew bright, 
And his visage shone with a radiant light. 
"Ha, ha!" he exclaimed, with a fiendish 
grin, . 
"To waste these volumes would be a sm. 
The students can read them from cover to 
cover, 
As set books! and so my peace I'll recover. 
''They're utterly worthle~s-dry as dust, 
Yet thongh I don't read 'em, the students 
must: 
There's only one book that would help these 
fools, 
-That's Spitoff's "Facts for the Use of 
Schools." 
1\TcLeod and Barker were duly bribed, 
To stock up their shelves with "books pre-
scribed,'' 
Statutes and documents, laws and rules-
All books, but Spitoff's "Facts for Schools." 
• • 
The term commenced, and the Prof. began 
Lecturing, while the "studes" to a man, 
Feverishly copied each week-poor fools! 
A chapter from Spitoff's "Facts for Schools." 
-INKY. 
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lnter-'Varsity D ebates. 
This ~-ear's Inter- 'Varsity Debates 
WPre held in Adelaide during our se,~ond 
Yacation. Although the thirrl St\rie.s of 
debates, it was the first occasion on 
\Yhich the representatives of Ionr Uni-
versities have engaged in wordy conflict; 
S~·clney, ::\Iclbournc. Adelairle, u;,] 
Queensland lTniYersities being repre-
sented. rnfortunately, owing to force of 
circumstances, lYe were unable to send 
our best team. ~ 
\Yith regard to the journey, few neerl 
to haYe described to them the beautiful 
panorama of hill and valley, and of sun-
~hilw and shadow, seen from the Main 
Range, or the vast expanse of wheat-
fields of the Downs; and manv know the 
beauties of the deeply indent~d Hawkes-
bnry. Also my deRcription of "Our 'Ar-
bour'' would not do it justice. At Albury 
we \\·ere disappointed in the size of the 
:Jiurray, "·hich, owing to the winter rains, 
appeared as a torrent in flood. The next 
striking piece of scenery was west of 
Melbourne. where Yast iron structures 
r;tretch across the wheat-fields, green 
from the recent rains. These are the sup-
ports for the "high-tension" wire, by 
means of "·hich the Monnll plant is to 
feed industrial Victoria with electricity. 
Another disappointment awaited us at 
1\Turray Bridge, where the Murray is not 
nearly as wide as our own Brisbane 
River. HoweYer, this disappointment 
fades beside the memory of the journey 
through the Adelaide Hills, where one 
has glimpses of Adelaide and the Gulf. 
during the interYals bet"·een the railway 
en ttin gs and tunnels . 
\',~ e arrived in the ''City of Churches'' 
after it had experienced nine week-; of 
rain . and were fortunate in having a com-
paratiYel~- dry week for our sta~-. ~\ s a 
result of the rain. the large expanse of 
parks surrounding the city was a mass of 
almond bloom. The well-laid-out Botani-
ca 1 Gardens, with their lakes bordered 
b~- "·eeping-willow trees, just bursting 
into leaf. amply repaid many an hour 
spent there. Pnfortunately, in order to 
prnent the 'l'orrens Lake being siHe-1 
by the mud from the flood-waters, the 
authorities had opened the weir, leaYing 
only a muddy gully with a small stream 
of water. From its surroundings, and 
from the large number of black swans 
and other wild fowl which inhabited it, 
we were able to gain some idea of its far-
famed beauty when full. 
\Yhen we arr.ived in Adelaide the secre-
tar~-, ::\1r. D. P. 1\fcGuire, took us under 
his wing, and in entertaining us, he was 
ably helped by the members of the Ade-
laide team. Formal thanks could not con-
Yey our appreciation of their efforts. 
The debates were held before fairly 
large audiences in the big chemistry 
lecture room, known as the ''Prince of 
\Vales Theatre.'' The teams competing 
\Yere :-
Sydney :-F. R Louat, F. C. Stephen. 
B.A.,: A. Mackintosh, and L. G. M:elville. 
::\1elbourne :-R. R. Scholl, A. E. Pr11<·t . 
and T. W. Smith. 
.Adelaide :-F. P. Adams, lVl. R. Krie-
waldt, and J. P. M:cCabe. 
Queensland :-H. Pegg·, 'l'. P. Fry. and 
A. N. Horner. 
Sydney brought four men, using as 
second man, 1\'Ir. Stephen in the first. and 
1\'Ir. Mackintosh in the final debate. Fif-
teen minutes were allowed to each speak-
er, the leader having the right of replying 
for seven minutes. 
The debateR were:-
(August 23rd.) 
Adelaide Y. Queensland. 
(Adjudicators: Professor Darnley Na:~­
lor, and Messrs. II. A. Skierlaw and J. D. 
G. ::\1edley). 
"Should the Northern Territory be 
handed to Japan in return for payment 
of our national debt~" 
AffirmatiYe, Queensland. 
~ egative, Adelaide. 
Won by Adelaide. 
(August 25th.) 
Sydney v. Melbourne. 
(.Adjudicators: Drs. II. Ilea ton, l\LA .. 
:JI.Com., and D. Kcrr, LhD., and ~fr. II. 
'l'homson, 1\LA.). 
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''Are Governments justified m engag-
ing in trading enterprises?" 
Affirmative, Melbourne. 
Xegative, Sydney. 
Won by Sydney by a very narrow 
mar gm. 
(Loser's Debate, August 27th). 
Melbourne v. Queensland. 
(..t\.djudicators: Messrs. \ V. J. Denny, 
:JI.P., A. E. Clarkson, and G. McRitchie). 
" Is the influence of modern journalism 
p ernicious ?'' 
~Hfirmative, :Jfelbourne. 
Xeg-ahn, Queensland. 
Won by Melbourne. 
(Championship Debate, August 28th ). 
Sydney v. Adelaide. 
(Adjudicators: Professor Coleman-
Phillipson and Messrs. A. \V. Piper, K.C. , 
.and II. N. Naylor). 
"'l'he French Occupation of the Ruhr 
is justified. '' 
Affi r mative, Sydney. 
~ egative, Adelaide. 
Won by Adelaide. 
\Yhen announcing the results, the ad-
judicators made very little comment on 
the debates. However, in both debates in 
whi ch Melbourne competed, the adjudi-
cators made special comment on the ex-
cellent speeches delivered by Mr. Smith. 
After the Sydney-Adelaide contest, Pro-
fessor Coleman-Phillipson paid special 
tribute to ~fr. Adam's opening· speech, 
which he characterised as magnificent. 
After the debate against Sydney, the 
Melbourne leader, Mr. Scholl, had the 
misfortune to become a victim of the in-
fluenza. and, on seeking- medical aclYice, 
was ordered back to Melbourne. As it 
was too late to bring another man froin 
Melbourne, Mr. Stephen, of Sydney, 
spoke in the Melbourn e team, under the 
leadership of Mr. Smith . 
What Evergone Can 't Bug-
Your Photograph 
THE CHRISTMAS GIFT SUPREME 
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Not Expensive --- But Distinctly Personal 
W e are not so busy this month as we will be .next, so come in early 
and have the pictures in time for Overseas Christmas Mails. 
The POULSEN STUDIOS, 
18 QUEEN ST. Near the Bridge 
'PHON E CENTRAL 793. 
BRISBANE. 
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After the debates a meeting of all the 
speakers was held, and a constitution 
drawn up to replace the two former ones, 
which had been lost. According to this 
constitution each speaker will have fif-
teen minutes, but we were unable to 
agree to the length of the leaders' rep lies, 
and so this is to be settled bv the teams 
before the next debates. On. account of 
our size we are allowed to include in our 
team graduates of less than three years' 
standing. as long as we have less than 
two hundred male undergraduates. 
Beyond the actual debates there were 
three eYcnts which will always remain 
fresh in our memories. One was a visit to 
the beautiful l\1orialta Falls, three in 
number, hidden in the Adelaide Hills to 
the east of Adelaide. 'l'he second was the 
dinner (of which no more need be said). 
Lastly, the motor ride to r~ong Gully, 
Adelaide's most beautiful picnic spot, 
then to Monnt Lofty, famed for its Eng-
lish climate and fertile soit and for 
being the abode of "Sassiety." 
From 1\1t. Lofty the road to Ade-
laide leads along the top of the hills, 
giYing a bird's-eye view of the cit,y, i~s 
port, and the Gulf. 
To return to the subject of debate~, tlh' 
other UniYersities have a big pu1l over ns 
in dchating because of their Law Schools. 
Barristers and solicitors must be able to 
pick the opposing case to pieces, so de-
bating is a Yery necessary part of their 
education. The result is that, apart 
from the Queensland team only one de-
bater wa~; not a law student. \\~c are to 
haYe the pleasure of entertaining the In-
ter-'Varsitv Debaters in Brisbane next 
year, and in spite of the lack of a Law 
School we must bestir ourseh·es, remem-
bering that "Oratory is the key to 
Po\\"er, '' and improYe our debating. 
H. PEGG. 
----** __ _ 
The Traitor. 
I turned-he was there beside me ; 
He stood in the noon-day light, 
His body like carven marble, 
And his face was strong and bright. 
I knew when I turned and saw him, 
'Twas Death who was standing there. 
Death-yet he was no horror, 
And his face was divinely fair. 
I knew it was he when I saw him, 
Though often the tale is told 
That Death creeps by with a sickle, 
\Vith a step that is weak and old. 
I was glad when I saw his vigour 
And his easy strength, for I knew, 
That this was a Death that I feared not; 
This Death was straight and true. 
And I said, "0 Death, all-powerful, 
You are fair and bright and strong; 
Yet all men call you traitor 
And coward, but ever they are wrong." 
Then his words came slowly, slowly, 
Like the notes of a tolling bell; 
"They are fools who judge me harshly, 
They are wise who judge me well. 
"For I come to all men smiling, 
And I laugh at their foolish fears , 
For Death should not conquer in sorrow, 
Nor pass 'mid a thousand tears." 
And my heart was laughter within me; 
No more would the fear of Death 
Shrink the souls of my mortal fellows, 
Nor hasten their last hard breath. 
• • • 
Oh, God! he has struck me! he stabbed me, 
\Vith his frightful spear of Pain, 
As I turned when my heart was laughter, 
As I turned to my Life again. 
And now I can see him smiling, 
As the mist creeps over my sight, 
But his teeth are wolfish and frightful; 
Had I seen him smile, I might 
Have doubted his subtle lying, 
And his traitorous face, but now, 
The pain at my heart is clutching, 
And I feel the sweat on my brow. 
The mist o'er my eyes is creeping; 
Life is dark in a little while. 
I haYe trusted Death-who is traitor. 
I ·wish .... I had seen him .... smile .... 
-N. E. R. 
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Caloundra, 1923. 
''Christmas,'' so quoth the sage philo-
sopher, "comes but once a vear." tio do 
Biology excursions so far, ~nil 1923 is no 
exception, but Rumour hath it that 1924 
will be. Here 's hoping. 
As usual, the party was divided into 
• two sections, the first of which, consist-
ing of J onahs, hockeyites, and the staff, 
second part was made cheerful by the 
rain, the failure of the boat to stick on 
the customary sandbank, and certain lit-
tle displays of mutual affection we shall 
not consider in detail. 
After the new arrivals had their loYe of 
music satiated by the "Caloundra Clas-
sics,'' who gave vent to a series of ,-ery 
personal lyrics, to the tune of "It's a lie," 
etc., which must have been perpetuated 
after a cold lunch subsequent to a morn-
ing in the rain. The few survivors danced 
for a short tim,e. And thus to bed. 
1\Ionday morning was spent in a fruit-
less search for marine fauna, the ''poor 
wee Polychaetans'' having· apparently 
squirmed to shelter at our approach, to 
the intense delight, as one might g-uess, 
of our new Prof. 'l'he general hilarity of 
the party was heightened by the rain, 
spray, wind and occasional side-slips into 
the briny, not to mention the keen affec-
tion for a second year's studess manif-
=----..!.l-----·-------- -·-------- · 
I 
I· 
arrived on Saturday after an 1.me\·entful 
journey per train and Tin Liz. After 
lunch the enthusiastic students conducted , 
a preliminary examination of the littoral 
fauna preparatory to a thorough ecologi- 1 
gal sun·ey, or something nearly as bad. 
The staff observed the Sabbath as a 
day of rest, while the studes, true to tra-
dition, did the labour (isn't it a blooming 
shame?), aforesaid labour consisting of 
walking out to the Flats to collect prickly 
flowers, with a visit (unofficial) to an 
apiary as a side show. 
The arrival at about 5 p.m. of two 
damp, hungry, and cheerful specimens of 
homo sapiens heralded the approach of 
the rest of the second division, which 
!-' traggled in after a damp and not over-
hilarious trip per "Koopa" and motor-
tub. The first part was brightened just 
a little by the projection of saccharine 
material about the dining-room by cer-
tain members who "neYer saw sngar in 
their own home." The remarks of the 
waitress are just printable, but are 
rather too numerous for repetition. The 
fested by a man-o '-war (Physalia sp.). 
The afternoon was occupied by a ram-
ble through the woods, ostensibly to col-
lect flowers. The majority amused them-
selves by doing nothing. while a few bom-
barded our oYerseer with bottle-brushes 
(Banksia), and other forms of vegetation. 
After tea the party indulged in a Yery 
Fancy Dress Ball, at which many sections 
of society were represented. In the crowd 
were noticed Tutankhamen swathed in 
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sheets, a rather modern descendant. with 
wil complete, a Sioux couple clad in 
blankets, a lurid Meph., a pair of torea-
don; resplendent in hair-ribbons and jazz 
garters, a Hieland lassie and a be-rouged 
hockeyite, with many other excellent 
~akc-ups. Supper was !):cnerousl~· pro-
Yicled b? our chaperons, so chaperons 
can be reall,\· useful sometimes. After 
which. bed and the sleep of the weary. 
Oll Tuesday, the preYious morning's 
performance was repeated, with a similar 
amount of success, some of the company 
being perceptibly affected bv the loom-
ing departure of the hockevit~s , who dulv 
rlcparted for Sydney afte~· lunch amid;t 
general good wishes and brill,\' tears, to-
i!'etlwr with a few tender farewells. 'rhe 
eYening was spent in dancing, with a 
bridge tournament for the more staid 
members. (N.B. 'l'wo (2) packs only are 
all owed in bridge. ) 
On \Vednesday morning the 'nather 
broke much clearer and beach-combing· 
was attended with greater success, huge 
boulders being cast about promiscuously 
in the frantic search fo r animals. Several 
people are reported to haYe found some-
thing·. During the :1fternoon we T>loddecl 
swearil,\· ont to the Flats to pick flowers, 
causing the poor "Leguminosae" to· 
''count their few remaining hours,'' ex-
cept th<Jt they were mostly Epacridaceae. 
Owing to a little "pull" exercised 
b.r one who knew the ropes 
sojourn was not prolonged. 
nocturna 1 programme " ras as be-
fore, supper being again proYidecl by 
the same persons. Yea, Yerily, was Solo-
mon the wisest of men when he quoth 
thus, Yiz., "Feed the Brute." Hardly 
had the household begun to enter the por-
tals of oblivion when a reYerberating 
crash rent the nocturnal atmosphere. No, 
it was not Johnny's fourth window, but 
the sudden disintegration of a toilet set 
by 'l'rotsky. "l'.fore silence. 
Next morning there were more fare-
we lh;, as we left ]\'[rs. King to go our 
seYeral ways, a sadder but not much 
wiser crowd of studes. 
In conclusion, we would like to express 
our gratitude to Professor Gocldarcl and 
"l'.fr. Cayzer for the spirit of camaraderie 
manifested by them, and particularly to 
Mrs. Goddard and ]\'[rs. Cayzer, who 
helped to make the trip such a success. 
S'l'RONGYLOCEN'l'RO'l'FS. 
--**--
The Charge of the Light Company. 
Cause :-" Patl'ick l\fuqJh y , Esq. Dt·. t o City 
Light Compa n y.-" T o 200 units at 8 tl., 
£ 6 13s. 4 d.: 
F. f fect :-
Up the street, up the street, 
Like greased lightnin g; 
In to the Company's office , 
Pat Murphy thundered. 
"Come on now, Light Brigade! 
Look at your charge," he said; 
"It's a mighty big s lip, you've maue --· 
You've charged for two hundred.'' 
They all began to stare. 
Pat Murphy scratched his hair, 
Cur sed everybody there, 
Swearing like b lazes, while 
All the staff wondered: 
"Oh , what a blinkin' sell ! 
All you blokes know d-- well, 
I ain't used more'n half a score. 
You can a ll go to FURY!" 
Pat Murphy thundered. 
"I might p ay for som e, but not-
Not for two hundred." 
Pat smote to right of him, 
Pat smote to left of him, 
Pat smote in front of him; 
Pat Murphy b lundered! 
Not one of them got hurt; 
T hey just rubbed in the dirt-
"Cut off his current Bert!" 
Pat Murphy wondered! 
Honour the Light Brigade! 
·when can their glory fade? 
Oh, the g reat charge they made! 
No wonder Pat wondered! 
"~le honour the Light Brigade! 
After the char ge they made! 
Not on your life!" Pat said. 
His current was sundered! 
-"LERSE\." 
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Annual Rt>port of the U. Q. Union. 
La,li e~ and Gentlemen,-
Your eommittee has much pleasure in 
]JrP,;enting the Twelfth Annual Report of 
the rninrsity of Queensland Union. 
:\I t'mbership.- The number of financial 
nwm her,; for the year was 193. 
~Iedings.-Thcre were 10 meetings of 
the Council held during the year, the 
attendance being as follows:-
::\Ii,, 8purgin 7, Miss Bartholemew 8, 
Mr. Freeman 9, ::\Ir. Cramb 10, Mr. Walker 
10. ::\Ir. Cooper 7, Mr. Nicklin 8, Mr. Bate-
man 7. ~Ir. Gricc 6, l\Ir. Ilertzberg 6, Mr. 
Bennett ±, ::\Ir. \Vatson 3, Mr. Milh :~. 
l\Ir. :\ash 3, Mr. Bryson 3, Mr. White 1, 
:\fr. Raymond 6. 
Tn ::\Iay Mr. N. E. Raymond ·was ap-
pointed Assistant Secretary, and in that 
capacity has rendered invaluable service. 
Death of J. D. Fryer.- The death of 
John Den is. Fryer during· Long Vacation 
depriYecl the 'Varsity of one of its most 
ardent supporters. His winning person-
ality. his sense of comradeship. and hiR 
eagerness to do his share- and more-of 
any work in connection with the Univer-
si1y. endeared him to all who came in 
contact with him, and the news that he 
had left us came as a shock, not readily 
to be forgotten. 
Rhodes Scholar.-\¥ e offer our con-
gratulations to Mr. R. L. Hall, Rhodes 
Scholar for 1923, and as such, a worthy 
r epresentative of the University of 
Queensland. lie is now well on his way 
to Oxford and higher achievements. 
Activities for the Year. 
Garden Party.-Tn NoYember, at the 
invitation of the Chancellor, the under-
graduates and their friends were enter-
tained at a Garden Party at Government 
House. A most enjoyable afternoon was 
spent, but still more enjoyable is the real-
isation that we have a Chancellor who 
manifests a kindly interest in our welfare. 
Commemoration.-Commem. Day, 1923, 
" ·i ll be remembered as a day of wind and 
rain. The procession battled its way 
through a downpour, and in the absence 
of the accustomed hilarity and mirth, was 
characterised by the determination and 
optim;sm of the participants. The attend-
ance at the afternoon ceremonv in the 
Exhibition Hall was affected by the ad-
verse conditions. but othenYi~ e the func-
tion was a success. 
'rhe Dinner and Dance at night lost 
nothing in comparison with those of pre-
vious years. 
The financial statement of the clav's 
proceedings, showing a credit ba1:1:1ce' of 
£1/15/-, demonstrates the capable org-an-
isation by both the Proces"iion and Dinner 
Committees. 
Union Ball.- The llniversitv Ball at 
which His Excellency the Go,:ernor 'was 
present, was held on Angust L'ith and 
resulted in a financial loss of £;)0, due 
partly to the lack of public support. 'l'he 
most noteworthy feature was the callous 
indifference displayed by the under-
graduates, both in submitting nomina-
tions, in assisting the Committee with 
decorations and in attendimr the ball it-
self. Not more than 2.) students consid-
ered it worth while to hand in nomina-
tions. 011ly four men 11·er e unsel ~,-'1 
enough to give up the'r afternoon to 
assist the committee in the work of rre-
paration. and but one "·om01n and s;x 1>1en 
outside the Committee itself thouQ·ht fit to 
be present - at the ball. The attendance 
of the staff was equally encouraging. 'l'he 
incoming committee s1wuld bear these 
facts in mind, if a ball is contemplated 
next year. We thank the committee for 
their energetic work in the face of snch 
disheartening circumstances. 
''Galmahra. ''-The magazine. under 
the capable editorship of l\Ir. Bin!!·ham, 
has reached a high standard of literary 
excellence, and the l\Iay i~S!'ne called for 
favourable comment, in the form of lead-
ing articles in the Brisbane dailies. The 
long standing debt to the printer is now 
practically wiped out. The Senate has 
shown practical interest by making a 
grant of £50 toward.;; the magazine ex-
penses. 
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Crockery.-During the year, a set of 
cups and saucers was bought for use at 
University functions. This has proved a 
wise step, ar.d the crockery should pay · 
for itself within a very short time. 
1\Iagazines.-The long-discussed binding 
of fi les of the University magazine since 
its inception in 1911, has at last become 
an accomplished fact, and we now have 
four complete volumes. The binding in 
future years should be kept up to date, as 
the volumes are completed. 
FinanciaL- Leaving the University Ball 
debacle out of the onestion. the Union has 
had a most successful financial year, and 
it is in this regard, that too mnch cannot 
be said for the capable manner in which 
Mr. J. D. Cramb has carried out his 
duties as Treasur er. He has taken OYer 
the whole of the Union's financial affairs, 
an d by self-sacr ifice and hard work has 
placed all accounts on a business-like 
basis, far different from the uncertainty 
and confusion, which was preYiously 
rather th e rule than the exception. 
In conclusion, the Council thanks all 
members who have taken an actiYe inter-
est in Union affairs during the year. and 
wishes the incoming committee every sue-
eel's in its term of office.- For the Coun-
cil, 
S. E. A. W AI_jKER, Hon. Sec. 
- - **--
Lament. 
Fain would I, miserable wretch, 0 Mag., 
Strive without ceasing, glorious heights to 
To thee, by glorious and melodious art. 
But woe is me; for no Pierian spring 
reach 
Of song, nor in my praying ever lag, 
That Muses should harmonious lessons teach. 
The aboriginality of thy name 
Is mine, that in it I may drink my fill; 
Nor Phoebus will inspire my voice to sing; 
The silvern voices of the Nine are stilL 
Stupidly appalling is my lot, 
Sways not the steadfast purpose of my heart. 
·would that I could bring everlasting fame 
That's why I write unutterable rot. 
1\1. E. 
Australia's Winter Tourist Paradise 
Delightful Climate Enchanting Scenery 
- No more fascinating Winter Trip can be taken than 
that embracing in its itinerary the picturesque Eastern 
Seaboard of Quansland where, steaming in placid 
water~, one views in comfort the island dotted sea, 
a11d re,·els in the exquisite beauty ofthe Whitsunday 
and Hinchinbrook Passages. The Barron Falls, 
Barron Gorge, Lakes Eacham and Barrine, Tully and 
Milbtream Falls, and Chillagoe Caves are noted 
throughout the C-:>mmonwealth for their beauty. 
- -
BOOKLETS AND FUinHER INFOR:\1ATION OBTAINABLE AT 
Queensland Govt. Intenigence and Tourist Bureau 
Circular Quay Buildings, Queen Street, Brisbane 
(opposite Custom House). 
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Our Societies. 
UNIVERSITY UNION. 
The Annual General Meeting was held 
on September 19th. There were about 90 
present. ~fr. Freeman submitted a re-
port on the recent annual ball of the 
Union. H e suggested that, as the last two 
years ' experience showed that it was not 
a social success, but in addition a drain 
on the Union's resources, it should be 
discontinued in the future, and that it be 
left to the Union to decide whether a 
function of equal importance be substi-
tuted or not. Mr. Marshall supported 
him, and moved that it be discontinued 
until some social event, similar to that of 
th e Prince's Yisit, stimulated a greater in-
terest in dancing. 
~1r. Freeman then read motions to the 
effect that the Council desired that Mr. 
Cramb be thanked for his valuable ser-
Yices. and that this be placed on record; 
and that in future an allowance at the 
rate of 21 per cent. of the gross receipts 
be paid to the 'l'reasurer, provided that 
the amount paid shall not be less than 
£] 0/ 10/ -. These motions were carried. 
The t> lcction of officers resulted as 
follows:-
President- Mr. J. Nicklin. 
Secretary- l\1r. N. E. Raymond. 
Treasurer-l\1r. J. D. Cramb. 
The new Committee desires to thank 
the outgoing committee for the excellent 
manner in which it carried on. 
An account of the activities of the 
Pnion during 1923 will be found else-
where, in the Annual Report read at the 
last Annual General Meeting. 
CHRISTIAN UNION. 
'l'his rnion has just completed the 12th 
~·ear of its existence. Early in this term 
was held the annual general meeting, 
when the following executive entered 
upon its year of office:-
Presiclent-L. D. \Vatson. 
Vice-Presidents-Dr. F. \V. Robinson, 
l\1is. J. Dowrie. 
Secretaries- F. A. Gayclon, Miss R. 
Phillips. 
Treasurers- N. E. Raymoncl, Miss F. 
Oxnam. 
The President's report showed a fairly 
satisfactory state of affairs for the year 
1922-1923, and we trust that this year 
will be equally successful. 
vVe have alreacl? held an auction sale 
this term in the Common Ro :nn. Mr. J. R 
L. Cooper very kindly auctioneererl, and 
the bidding was as keen as usual. The 
proceeds amounted to about £4/ 10/ -. 
There is still a Jumble Sale to 
be held at St. Anclrew 's. In ad-
clition to these we are calling for rlirect 
contributions to assist us in raisinQ; o ~er 
quota to the fnnds of the A.S.C.M., a!ld 
we trust we will get a ready response. 
DRAMATIC SOCIETY. 
'l'he Dramatic Society has just com-
pleted another year's activities, and from 
almost every point of view it has been a 
memorable one. It is true the ye~n· wa.> 
not a brilliant financial success, hnt hi;;-
trionically it has been one of which we 
might be justly proud. 
'l'he success of the Society has been due 
to a hard-working cast and committee, 
and also, we are pleased to say, to a 
marked increase in the interest shown by 
the undergraduates in the society. ·with 
the whole-hearted support of the under-
graduates, the success o£. the society will 
always be assured. Let us hope it will 
continue. 
The Annual General Meeting was held 
on September 14th, and the following were 
elected office-bearers for the ensuing 
year:-
President, Professor J. J. Stable. 
Vice-President, Mr. J. H. Buzacott. 
Secretary, Mr. W. G. Rankin. 
'l'reasurer, Mr. A. F. Clappison. 
Extra Members of Committee: Messrs. 
.K. E. Raymond and I. J. Paull. 
Professor Stable congratulated the 
Society on its record for the past year, 
making particular mention of Mr. Cooper, 
who as vice-president and assistant pro-
ducer, had contributed largely to the suc-
cess of the Society. 
Such a record ought to be an incentive 
for even greater efforts in the future. 
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MUSICAL SOCIETY. 
Third term, for mo~:;t of our societies, 
means a cessation of actiYities-not so 
for the :;\fusical Society. Since we haYc 
adopted the practice of carrying on dur-
ing this reriod we haYe found that the 
malady which usually accompanies it is 
lessened rather than accentuated by our 
weekly practice. · 
'l'he fir:;t concert this year was held in 
St. An drew's Hall on Saturday, August 
1J th. It was a colll(plete success, from 
both a musical and financial point of 
view. In addition to the Old EnO'lish 
madrigals performed by the Society, 
solos were rendered bv Miss Eunice 
Cochrane and some of o"ur own members. 
Appreciation of their performances was 
shown by the presentation of floral and 
"fruital" tributes. The financial state-
ment showed a credit balance of about 
£7. 'l'he audience was most appreciative, 
and it was gratifying to notice the in-
creased attendance of undergraduates. 
Let us hope for even more support from 
our comrades in our final concert of the 
year. This is to take place towards the 
end of term, and judging by the enthu-
siastic attendance of members, we feel 
that it will be even more successful than 
our first. 
For the success of our concert and the 
conducting of our practices during the 
:·ear our thanks are due to the energetic 
work of our conductor, .:\fr. Dalley Scar-
lctt, and our worthy Yice, Mr. A. Kir-
wood. To those others who have so 
warmly giYen us their support during the 
year we are deeply grateful. 
MEN 'S CLUB. 
The annual General Meeting of the 
!\fen's Club was held on September 13th, 
and was well attended. 
'l'he following officers were elected for 
the year:-
President, R. E. Bateman. 
Vice-President, J. Grice. 
Secretary, J. Lavery. 
Committee, J. Nicklin, 0. 
liar din g. 
'l'he Annual Dinner will be held on Fri-
day, November 16th, and it is hoped that 
a large number of graduates and uncler-
~-raduates will attend this function. 
WOMEN 'S CLUB. 
'l'he third social function this Year was 
held in the Men's Common Room. on 
Friday, September 8th. '!'here was a g·ood 
attendance of women students and Yisi-
tors and the evening was a very enjoy-
able one. During the eYening there was a 
competition, while a short comed~- was 
read by several of the women students. 
Musical items were also contributed. 
Supper was served by the undergradu-
ates. 
The general meeting for the election of 
officers was held on Friday, 21st Septem-
ber, and resulted as follows: President, 
Mrs. Robinson; Vice-President. ~Iiss 
Dowrie; Secretary, Miss Park. 
On behalf of the women students we 
wish to thank Mrs. Ilawkin and !\Iiss 
Campbell for their gifts to the Common 
Room. 
BOOKS and STATIONERY. 
We specialise in BIBLES, THEOLOGICAL LITERATURE and 
Books suitable for Presentation. You are Cordially Invited to Inspect 
our stock; shelves and tables are arranged to facilitate personal selection 
at your comfortable leisure. 
DISCOUNTS TO STUDENTS AND TEACHERS. PLAIN AND ARTISTIC STATIONERY. 
FOUNTAIN PENS, PENCILS, &o. 
Queensland Book Depot, 233-234 Albert St., Brisbane 
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'Varsity Sport. 
CRICKET NOTES. 
The annual general meeting 
•vas held in the Men's Common 
Room on 13th August, 1923. Prior 
to the general meeting, a special 
meeting was held to consider the 
proposed constitution submitted 
by the sub-committee appointed 
for that purpose. After discus-
sion and amendment the consti-
tution was adopted, but it has still 
to receive the san 
tion of the S.U. 
The annual re-
port as drawn up 
on the 3rd, lOth, and 17th of Oc-
tober, it looks as though the 2-±th 
is the earliest date which can be 
considered. 
'l'he difficulty of sending a 
team south in December has al-
ready been explained, and the 
A.U.S.A. has been advised on the 
subject. As a consequence, 
Queensland has been left out of 
the series of inter- 'Varsity 
matches to be played next De-
cember, but we hope 
that the A.U.S.A. will 
try and arrange a 
conYenicnt date for 
Que~ndand in the future. 
HOCKEY CLUB. 
by the executive was read 
and adopted. The election 
of officers for the ensuing 
season resulted as follows: 
- Captain of club, 1\fr. F. 
C. Bennett ; captains of A 
and B teams, to be elected 
by the respective teams 
playing in the first compe-
tition fixture; hon. secre-
tary, 1\fr. R. L. Ilertzberg 
was appointed pro tem; 
team secretaries, to be 
appointed by the re-
'l'here are two important eyents 
which the Hockey Club has to re-
cord since the publication of the 
last ·l\f agazine. First, the A team 
has won the pennant presented 
by the Queensland \V omen's 
Hockey Association to the Prem-
c'est la Gymnastiquc! iers of 1923, and it is to be hoped 
La Sallte 
spective teams; grading committee, 
Messrs. Bennett, Rahmann, and Ran-
kin; representative on Q.C.A. ex-
Bcntive, Mr. R. L. Hertzberg; delegates to 
Q.C'.A., :Messrs. Rankin, Bennett, 1\'Iellor, 
Bale, and Macfie; delegates to S.U. ex-
ecutive, captain of club and secretary; 
executive. captain of club, secretary, and 
)fr. Rankin. 1\fr. F. C. Thompson was 
successfully nominat~d as a Q.C.A. "A" 
grade selector. 
Graceville .No. 2 has again been secured 
as a home ground and practice has al-
ready commenced at the 'Gabba. Fixtures 
commence on October 6th. No definite 
date has been fixed for the Baxter Cup 
Match, owing to the fact that no 
wickets were aYailable prior to the com-
mencement of the Q.C .A. fixtures. This 
means that the match will have to be 
played on two "\V ednesday afternoons, and 
as the inter-college matches are being held 
that by means of enthusiasm and 
regular attendance at practices, 
this standard may be maintained, 
if not improved, next season. Sec-
ondly, in August a representative 
team competed in the Inter- 'Varsity 
matches held in Sydney. The results of 
the matches played against Queensland 
were: Sydney, 6-nil; Adelaide, 7-nil; 
Melbourne, 4--4; Queensland tying with 
Melbourne for last place. Provided that 
the vacations of the different TTniYersities 
will fall at the same time next year, 
the inter- 'Varsity competition will be 
held in Brisbane for the first time. Syd-
ney, :Melbourne, and Adelaide intend 
sending representative teams. 'l'his ought 
to give a great stimulm; to the game in 
Quensland, and we sincerely hope that 
the FniYcrsity authorities will endeavour 
to make the vacations of these UniYersi-
ties coincide. 
\V e congratulate I. Tocld, I. Bartholo-
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me"·· J. Smart, and M. Bennett on being 
~w~rded full blues. 
INTER-COLLEGE SPORT. 
There remains but one cricket match 
(Emmanuel v. John's) to complete the 
inter-college sporting competition for 
this :rear, but this will not affect the re-
sults as far as points are concerned. For 
the first time in the historv of these com-
petitions have two college; been equal for 
first place. Hitherto one or other of the 
two River Terrace colleges (King's and 
,John's) have claimed it, but this year 
they join hands and bow tog·ether. 
Two cricket matches have been played 
this term:-
King 's v. Leo's: King'!:; Jl6, l.Jeo 's 78. 
\V on by King's by 38 runs. 
Leo's v. John's: Leo's 121, ,John's 37. 
\V on by I.Jeo 's by 84 runs. 
This gives King's 10 points and Leo's 
5 points in the competition . 
The results fo r the year are :-St. John's 
College: 21 points- Athletics 1st (6). 
cricket 3rd or 4th, football 2nd (;"i), row-
ing· 1st (5), tennis 4th. King's Colleg·e: 21 
points-Athletics 3rd, cricket 1st (10), 
football 3rd, rowing 2nd (5), tennis 1st 
(6). St. Leo's College: 18 points-Ath-
letics 2nd (3), cricket 2nd (5), football 
Jst (10 ), tennis 3rd. Emmanuel Coll ege: 
3 points-Cricket 3rd or 4th, rowing 3rd, 
trnnis 2nd (3) . There are still only tw0 
colleges competing in all branches of 
spnrt. though Emmanuel 's first appear-
ance in rowing this year was a welcome 
addition. 
FOOTBALL NOTES. 
Football has now ended, but since the 
last issue of the magazine the Tnter-'Var-
sity match has been played. The South-
ern University won by 22-L:l after a 
strenuous game. Next year a triangular 
contest between Brisbane, S?dney, and 
:Melbourne will take place, and a com-
bined team will play against the English-
men. There are also prospects of a com-
bined team touring New Zealand and 
America. 
Full blues have been awarded to J. 
Virlulich, .T. Allman, G. l\1cCaughe.v, W. 
Ahern, J. H endle, and \V. Dower. 
To My Love. 
I hold thee one in whom the w.ays 
Of strength and weakness cr·oss and cross~ 
To whom the fire of restless days 
Has tendered naught 'but mea:sured loss. 
But yet whose spirit from lthe dust 
Of broken dreams a>nd sh·attered joy 
Return1s, and •in the cloak of Trust, 
Breaks ·oft a lance agai.n.s;t A.nnoy. 
As one who sings while there's a song, 
Within the growing book of years-
Who laughs because the World is wrong, 
In bathing Mis•hap with its tears; 
Who gives ·no Wiarmth nor welcome word, 
To melodies of saintly mark, 
But trills, with deeper notes unheard, 
The care! s·ss carol of the lark. 
H is because thy re.bel fHght , 
Ignores the bounds of mundane bars-
Because thine eyes have e'.er the light, 
Wh'ich Q,ocl bes'bo•wed upon .the stars. 
That I shall woo thee till the march 
Of Life forsake the count of hours-
L et all the Earth to desert parch, 
And still I'll g.arland thee with flowers. 
TRISTRAN. 
................................................................................................. 
i .. 
! M tO I CALl Y ! i + ~ RECOMMtNOEO i 
; PHYSICAL i 
t + ~ CULTURE. T 
• ! 
i The Apollo Insti- .:··:::: . I tute system of Phy-
i sical Culture is re-
i commended by doe- ; t tors, because they ; 
; know that Mr. Rick- + 
• etts personally prescribes exercise to I 
+ • exactly sui t the age, strength, and oc- ~· 
i cupation of each person. ; ; ; ! MASSAGE. t 
~ Injuries and all medical cases scienti- ; 
• fically treated. A shor t course of I. f Massage wit! invariably put a weak man ; 
+ on his feet, and enable him to start ; 
• exercising. ! t l\lEDICAL AND ORTHOPEDIC GY~I- t 
; NASTI CS, HOT AIR TREATMENT, &c., ; 
llf.:. UN~;ig~!~:§:ox. ~:.l.,; 
\Villoughby Cham·bers, Adelaide Street 
(Next Finney's). 
+ 'Phone, C. 4530. t 
. ................................................................................... ... 
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Round the Colleges. 
JOHN 'S. 
'' .......... and spring and third tern1 
are coming--yo! ho! '' 'l'o resume from 
where we left off last day, we are now able 
to correct this assertion and say that they 
haYe come, especially the-well, it varies 
with the indiYidual, and the study of the 
individual is not our present purpose, 
though we will deal with that shortly .... 
. . . . . . 'l'hat " ·ill do for to-day. gentlemen. 
Yes, we haYe been reading our lecture 
notes, as the only means of recreation in 
these clays of Sturm and Drang. It affords 
but poor amusement sometimes, like many 
of these much advertised "Make your 
your leisure hours profitable" stunts. 
\\Te rubbed our hands and purred with 
joy when we heard of Colin Bingham 's en-
gagement. \Ve do congratulate him, and 
hope that the sun will never set and the 
moon eYcr shine on his happiness. 
At the end of last term members of the 
college congregated from near and far to 
eat the annual reunion dinner-and ate 
and ate and ate, and talked and talked and 
talked, and- must we vote 2 x 3? 
Thrills and still more thrills thrill in 
our neighbourhood, the grand total now 
being one "robbery," four fires, and a 
yarn there from-there. No self-respect-
ing barber would risk his razor on the 
latter. 
A suggestion has been made, though 
not yet officially approved, to renovate 
the college coat-of-arms; the cross in the 
third quadrant is to be obliterated and a 
winged bed rampant on a field of corru-
gated iron to be substituted. At present 
we are waiting for information from the 
College of Heralds as to whether such 
monsters are on their books. Certain it is 
that they are often on our roofs . 
Every day and in every way we learn 
more and more, e.g., the midnight pillar 
box 'bus passes our place at twenty-five 
minutes past twelve; twenty-three motor 
cars pass our place nightly between 1 
a.m. and 2 a.m., at an average speed of 
53 miles per hour; the street lamps are 
switched out at 5.30 a.m. 
Verily it is written-sic transit mundi 
gloria! 
---0--
KING 'S. 
With the approach of the Long Vac .. 
and the lure of summer nights, an air of 
levity has inflated the flabby spirits of 
the whole college, worn gaunt and lean 
by the toils of first and second terms. No 
longer does the buzzing \Vattmeter work 
on oyerload, nor the blue-locked greaser 
glide from bed to bed at 6 a.m., but all 
drink deep and long of the draughts that 
l\Iorpheus supplies, and awake care-free 
anrl light of heart. 
That the Spring has come none will 
deny-the pigeons tell one another about 
it on the house tops, and we have almost 
worn out our piano on the " \Vedding 
March" (by G.B.). 
If engagements become any more pre-
valent, we 're going to have them "broad-
. casted. '' 
Details will be found in the ''agony 
eo lumn" of this issue, but we must once 
more congratulate Frank and Bidge and 
their future ''better halves'' on their en-
try into the ''straight.'' A word of 
friendly advice : "Do it now : next year's 
1924.'' 
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The dream of centuries has material-
ised in the form of a jazz band; its chief 
features are rhythm and syncopation, 
combined with a certain essential volume. 
Our neighbours have commented on it. 
The annual picnic was held a short 
time age, the 17 -Mile "rocks" being once 
more stripped of oysters. Several people 
said they enjoyed themselves. We hope 
so. Qui se sent ... The band, with addi-
tions, demonstrated its usefulness after-
wards. 
In the realm of sport, our activities 
haYe been confined to cricket, on which 
depends this year's Inter-College compe-
tition. The vcar has been an active one 
for the colle.ges, and we can safelr say 
that we have held our own. 
More intimately connected with our-
selves is the departure of Rev. L. E. Ben-
nett, who has been Master of King's for 
nearly nine years. \Ve feel confident that 
both he and Mrs. Bennett will bear with 
them next February, when they leave for 
Wesley College, Sydney, the good wishes 
of the 'Varsity. 
---0---
LEO 'S . 
\Yith a final groan of despair the Ter-
race denizens haYe settled down to work. 
Text books are being zealously dusted 
and their contents absorbed; pessimistic 
speculations as to "Posts" are heard 
everywhere. EYen the murder of liars-
ton's Hits has degenerated itJto a melan-
choly and insipid routine. 
Shortly after the term opened we had 
the pleasure of "·elcoming the Sydney 
University Footballers at a college din-
ner. The Queem;land captain (of Tucka. 
rimba fame), obligf'd with a ballad, which 
was loudly applauded by those who were 
out of earshot. \Ve offer our heartiest 
congratulations to 1\fcCaughey, Allman, 
Vidulich, Dower, and Ahern, all of whom 
haYe been awarded Football Blues. A 
further slap on the back is due to 
"J acky" V id, on his acquisition of the 
coveted Queensland blazer. 
Included among the recent arrivals in 
our midst are t\1"0 dogs and the Ser-
geant's runabout, the latter being a tri-
bute from the much-maligned Henry 
Ford. Vve have decided on appropriate 
names for the canines, but the auto 
hasn't been christened-some of the 
epithets applied to it by the harrassed 
o1vner are seasonable enough, but hardly 
polite. A local satirist has suggested 
calling it "the Duchess." 
'J'he kindly warmth of the Spring 
months is wont to stir up longings in the 
heart of unsophisticated youth. Alf. 
Tennyson knew how it felt: "In the 
Spring a young man's fancy lightly turns 
to thoughts of love." 'fhe exploits of 
some of T_;eo ';.; amateur sheiks have caused 
quite a flutter among the grandmammas 
of the institution. 
District football and the accursed 
J_;iquor 'fraffic (hie!) are the chief topics 
of discuf"sion. Our budding publicists are 
sincere enough, even if their arguments 
lack the Yirtue of common sense. 1t is 
only when Herb. nearly chokes OYer a 
half-hearted drawback on his latest 
Host Holbrook that the opposition 
manage to elaborate their side of the 
case. Georgc, of Toowoomba. like the 
starfish, dwells apart; the billiard room 
and an asthmatic Dunhill claim all his 
leisure moments. 
To fellow sufferers, whose personalities 
are being crushed under the tyranny of 
the Examination system (breath) we prof-
fer our sincerest sympathy. There is only 
one way to fool the Tyrants, viz., to 
score the maximum number of marks by 
a minimum amount of work. Here's to 
ourselYes! 
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EMMANUEL. 
Third term has come round once again, 
and " · ith it thE' "peinc durc et forte" of 
starting from T-lE'Cture 1 of the ~·ear. Tt is 
hut :--eldom now that anyone summons up 
~ufficient liveliness to participate in a 
rag-: hard toil and late nights are our lot. 
~ince last term, another of our band 
has flitted; to wit, our star musician. who 
depart ed in the middle of term to take un 
residence at Tencriffe. He is still to bE' 
seen up at the old home on odd occasions. 
~ad it is that we should see our fledp:lings 
gradual]~- forsaking the old nest, but we 
haYe received some solace in the rumour 
that one of them ha-; repented and will 
return to us in the near future. 
Tn the Inter-College rowing we man-
a!.!-ecl to fill third place ("third" sounds 
hettPr than "last"), but this may be put 
down. to Rome extent, to the effect of ill-
ness on the crew. Our stroke took ill a 
week before the event, and was not in the 
best of condition for the race, while two 
daYs l' efore the event bow decided to 
enter his name on the sick list, and was 
nnanilable for the race. Had it not been 
for onr Principa 1, who generously stepped 
in and filled the breach, we would have 
heen unable to compete. However. we 
hope and pray for the '>miles of Dame 
Fortune next year. 
\Ye had great pleasure, at dinner a few 
weeks ago, of congratulating Rev. M. 
Henderson, the then Acting-Principal, on 
his appointment as Principal for a term 
of three years. 1t was a most worthy 
choice. which the events of the forthcom-
ing· years will endorse. 
It was our misfortune of late to have to 
hicl fare"·ell to Dr. Merrington, who has 
been connected \l·ith the College from it'> 
inception. Ile "·as the "father" of the 
College, and always took the greatest 
intere:;; t in our doings. Ile will be greatly 
misRed. and his place will be hard to fill. 
Tennis haR been somewhat livelier of 
late and there has even been some talk 
of Saturda,v afternoon affairs, but in-
terest for the time being- is centred on 
cricket , and we hope that good fortune 
will be ours in our remammg- CollegE' 
match this ~· ear. '!.'his over- but we 
~· huclder to think of the future! 
---0----
WOMEN 'S COLLEGE. 
\Ye are plt-ased to relate t lwt none 
of our members are yet smitten with that 
awful malady- third termitif:. vVe bade 
farewell temporarily to the Rneial jo~'S of 
the year b.r an informal litt le dance at 
beg-inning- of term. It's too latP n0w ro 
sa:v we hope people en joyed themRelves-
and perhaps it is unnecessary if we may 
judge by g-eneral behaviour. 
One of our flock caused a flutter r e-
cently at breakfast by f launting three 
diam::mcs. Congratulations, Jean. 
CongratulationR also to ,Jessie Smart 
and 'l'opsy Bartholomew for winning- full 
blues for hockey. 
We wish to thank MiRs Bage, on hehalf 
of the SportR' Union, for her donation nf 
a Cup again this year; alRo Ethel Camp-
bell for her donation to the Social Club. 
Good luck to our selveR, and our fellow 
sufferers, in the dar k hours to come! 
In Memoriam. 
Maxwell.-Dearly beloved friend of 
the ·women's College; killed October 
29th, 1920. 
"How like an angel. " 
TnPerted by his sorrowing survivors.-
R.T.P. 
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Personalia. 
To Alexa Strachan and Colin Bingham 
(proYided always that Galmahra can do 
so to his Editor), J ean vVallace and 
Frank Dunstan, Miss I. Brown and 
" Bidge" Mills , Ivy W eston and Mr. Gib-
bon, Olga Moss and Brian Penton, does 
Galmahra offer his congratulations and 
best wishes respectively. It is still main-
tained, however , that the U. of Q. is an 
educational institution and not a matri-
monial bureau, despite all these engage-
ments. Perhaps they are due to the ex-
ample of the staff who have ''taken the 
further step." Mr. T. G. H. Jones and 
Yera Ilaines were married last Yac. , and 
~fr. A. N. Falk and :Miss E. Anderson at 
the beginning of the month. May joy and 
happiness be theirs. 
. . 
The ending of the term at Oxford in 
.June caused a slight stir amongst our 
Rhodes Scholars. Peter Grenning, having 
finished his Forestry course, is coming 
l10me gradually. He has gone to India 
first to acquire a little more knowledge 
a bout trees. 
Rob. Barbour, back from Oxford. re-
turned to his home in Toowoomba the 
other day. He has accepted the ~lac-kin­
non Mastership in Classics at the Geelong 
Grammar School , and takes up his duties 
next year. 
J er se Burton spent his vac. seeing Eng-
land from a bicycle, after a month in 
Paris. 
Tommy Lawton will by now haYe 
started on his third and last year at Ox-
ford. 
\Ve learn with regret that the RcY. L. 
E. Bennett, Master of King's College. 
has accepted the position of ::\faster of 
\V esley College, Sydney UniYersity. He 
became Master of King's in 19L'i, and 
leaves at the end of this year. 
'l'he Rev. l\L Henderson, who has been 
Acting--Principal of Emmanuel College 
since the beginning- of the year has been 
appointed Principal in succession to the 
Rev. Doctor Glaister. The boat :-:bed 
already knows him. 
The Brisbane Sports Depot, 
342 QUHN STREET 'Phone, ( entral 3484 
SUPPLIERS OF SPORTING MATERIAL OF ALL 
DESCRIPTIONS to the 
UNIVERSITY AND COLLEGE CLUBS 
TENNIS, FOOTBALL, CRICKET, GOLF, HOCKEY. 
BOWLS, CROQUET. BASKET BALL, BASEBALL, 
BABMINTON, BOXING. GYMNASTIC SUPPLIES 
L•rge and varied stoci<S by hi~:h-cl.ss makers. 
A SPLENDID RANGE of INDOOR GAMES IN STOCK 
SPECIALISTS IN SPORTING REPAIRS. 
Fu•e•t Material Prompt Se• vice 
"Everything Good in Sporting C.oods" 
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:Jiiss A. F. Bage, Principal of the 
\V omen's College, will not be at the 
\V omen's College next term. She has 
twelve months' leave while the motor car 
is being repaired. 
Professor Scott-Fletcher has been ap-
pointed to the Chair of Philosophy, in 
which he has been ''acting'' for some 
time. Our congratulations. 
We welcome Mr. John E. K. Gifford. 
.1\L\ .. , as lecturer in Economics and His-
tory. :Jir. Gifford is a graduate of the 
University of Glasgow, and qualified in 
19~1 for the degree of Master of Arts, 
with first-class honours in Economic 
Science. He comes to us from Birming-
ham, where he had been resident tutor in 
Economics and History, at the Fircroft 
\Yorking ~Ien 'fi College. 
* * • 
II. V. B:·th and l. F. Jones, who are on 
the staff of the C.E.G.S., North Sydney, 
recently called on H ector Dinning at his 
Blue :Jiountain plantation, Stanthorpe, 
the former to renew a Palestine acquain-
tanceship, and J ones, no doubt, to 
be initiated into the art of fruit growing 
in the Granite Belt. \V. Dancer, who is 
also teaching at North Sydney, recently_ 
was seen catching a boat back to Sydney, 
whence he had escaped on vacation. 
* • 
• Tack IIorsle:v has shifted camp to 
Xerang. to locate roads in that district. 
. "" . 
"Buff" Dona ldson is in the Experi-
mental Department of the Brown Boveri 
Company, Zurich, Switzerland . 
.. .. .. 
Charlie Jones is teaching at the Central 
Technical College, Brisbane. 
DEATH OF SIR POPE COOPER. 
It is with the deepest regret 
that we record the death of Sir 
Pope Cooper, after a long and 
distinguished career in the ser-
vice of the State. H e took a deep 
interest in educational matters, 
and after the retirement of the 
late Sir William Macgregor from 
the Chancellorship of the Univer-
sity, Sir Pope Cooper was elected 
to that position. About two vears 
ago the late ex-Chief Justic~ va-
cated th e post of Chancellor in 
favour of the Governor, Sir Mat-
thew Nathan . 
--**--
Ad Mortem. 
\Vhat bards to thee, 0 Death , have verses 
penned, 
Of whom the greater part heap curses high 
Upon thy head, and of the rest a few, 
Philosophers, perhaps , have lauded thee; 
'The others, those to whom this life m e::tn s 
toil, 
And sorrow, labour unrewarded, pain, 
Beyond which looms Extinction's dark ab yss, 
Extol on high thy name , invoking thee 
To bring Annihilation in thy hand, 
A swift and ce rta in cure for all their woes. 
Yet will not I presume to judge thee, Death , 
Myself not having felt thy dart, and so, 
Not knowing what awaits beyond the grave. 
But I can hope, and Hope's eternal spring 
Is welling high within and buoys my soul, 
So that while here , where all around seem~ 
vain, 
Impen e trable darkness clouds my sight, 
I trust that thou wilt open wide the doors , 
Throug h which I may h ereafter see the light 
X. 
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Letters to the Editor. 
'Varsity Colours. 
Dear Sir,-Many undergraduates and 
practically all the members of the general 
public who know anything about the 
Queensland University, are under the im-
pr ession that our colours are maroon and 
blue. 'l' his is correct so far as the Sports 
Union is concerned, but the University 
Pnion has adopted gold and blue. \Vhilst 
the fact that thet>e latter colours are the 
same as those used by Sydney University, 
might not create any great amount of 
concern, events· such as the annual inter-
University debating contests at least 
rail'e t he question as to the a clYisahility 
of bringing the University 1Tnion colours 
into conformity with those of the Sports 
Union, or, at least, of altering them to a 
combination different from that adopted 
by our Southern confreres. Perhaps it 
does not matter whether debaters display 
their ribands or not, but it is a sorry state 
of affairs which prevents their doing it 
if they so desir e. Attention should be 
o·iven to the matttcr bv the Union execu-
tive, and the pros an·d the cons of the 
case carefully considered.- Yours , etc., 
T. P. F. 
---0---
Boat Shed Grumblings. 
Sir,-As a casual visitor to the boat-
shed, 1 have been struck by many things; 
struck so forcib ly in fact, that I feel 
called upon to express my views in print. 
Of signs of financial straits there are not 
a few; broken oars, missing window 
panes, boats innocent of Yarnish, and 
clothes line rudder--strings are among 
them. Of these I have no complaint to 
make, being impecunious enough myself 
to appr eciate the circumstances. 
It is the unmistakable evidence of care-
lessness which jars on anyone who has 
been brought up as an oarsman in a boat 
shed where almost any one of the under-
mentioned instances would probably have 
meant suspension or even outright expul-
sion from the Rowing Club. One day 
when the "tub" was in use, the rudder 
suddenly Yanished. Fortunately it was 
still attached to the other, but was prac-
tically useless for steering. It had ob-
viousiy been previously broken off. pro-
bably accidentally, and reattached any 
old way. The breaking-off nw~· haYe 
been p~rely accidental. but snrel~- it 
could haYe been more satisfactorily 
mended. On another occasion, in the same 
boat, it was found on taking it out. that 
the brass strip attached to the centre-
board to "·hich the stretcher is suppo~rd 
to be ~crcwed down had been 'uenc:hed 
off bodilv. An accident, doubtless. once 
more, but why had it not been replaced 
by the person whose carelessness or mis-
fortune had been responsible for the 
damage? 
Peering through the floor one clay in 
search of a stud, 1 was surpriRed to see 
the brass nozzle of the hose lying on the 
ground, whence it could easily haYe 
been retrieved, while the end of the hose 
at present looks as if the rats had been 
at it, and is rapidly growing worse. Once 
aO'ain whv had the person who dropped tl~e n~zzle . not taken the trouble to rescue 
it? 'l'he Boat Club has a committee. Can 
it not take some steps to check this care-
lessnest>? 
The farcical nature of the races held 
in the recent regatta is not a good an!.ntry 
for future inter- 'Varsity boat races. It's 
all yery well for Arts to say they'Ye no 
chance a~ainst a crew like the Engineers, 
because the latter were all members of 
the Eig-ht: but how arc they and members 
of oth~r Faculties going to prepare them-
selYeR for seats in a futnre ei~ht with-
ant the cxprrience g·ainccl from a ~rnnine 
cffn.rt a~ainst men like these? Ilo\\· man~· 
of those who rowed in the combination 
fours had bothered to g-o ont before the 
race to trv to correct their faults? 
It was onh; neceRsary to watch thPm to 
realif':e that the number was Yen· small. 
Somcthino· is wanted to wake the Boat 
C'lnb up.'""' \Yhat is it? 
Yours, etc., 
'' GR1D1BLER'' 
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Communism. 
Dear ~ir.-Communism i;; a much-dis-
cusspd topic in this our Universitv aJ· 
the prrsent time. Of course our 'Ya~sitY 
drranwrs, many of them in 'the full prid.e 
and dory of their first few terms, are so 
burning with knowledge and philosophi-
cal thought that they can discourse 
mig·htil~- on any complex considerations 
as to the welfare of the peoples, "-ithout 
the slightest difficulty. But eYen those 
\\-ho clearly see the fallacies that lie ~n the 
path of our zealots in their headlong 
rush for "libert~-, equality and frater-
nity·' must not merel v scoff and scorn 
but rather face the p~sition with mind~ 
emboldened by the strength of their case, 
and maintain the soundness of those 
institutions which are pre-eminently 
charaeteristic of "British" communities. 
\Yhilst, sir. T do not intend to occupy 
an.v of your Yaluable space in refuting in 
detail the arguments of our "rebels." I 
w:sh to open up a line of thought in this 
matter. 
'l.'wo of our budding Communists were 
arguing with an unbelieYer, to bring him 
"to see the light." But, lo! a house 
divided against it:-;elf cannot stand. \Yhen 
the que:;tion aro:-;r as to whether a man 
would be recompensed, under the pro-
posed :;ystem, according to his desert» or 
equally with hi:; fellow beings, eYrn if he 
were a para:-;itr on the communitY, these 
two high priests of the millenniu~ fell to 
heated contention, the one saying that a 
loafer would share equally with an in-
dus1rious man the fruits of the latter's 
labour, the othrr asserting· that he would 
get what he earned and no more. Before 
following this incident to its inicrenee.q, 
let us consider the aim and fundamental 
idea of our present system of society. 
Although in practice abuses are admit-
teeny existent, the idealistic goal to which 
it is directed is the recompensing of in-
diYiduals in Yarying degrees according 
to the work they do in the community. 
Our Communists will protest that there 
are examples of the absurdly rich and 
others of the very poor-poor out of all 
proportion to the ideal. But they must 
remember that they themselves propose 
an ideal-incidentally, they do not even 
agree amongst themselYes as to what it 
really is- and, as abuses are certain to 
be as numerous or more so under their 
own personal system, it is the present-
day system's ideal that they must attack 
to proYe their case, and not the examples 
of abuses. For, if the system is abused. 
the remedy can be found within the sys-
t(•m. It is not necessary to produce chaos 
in society by roughly forcing it to con-
form to a new basis, when all that is re-
quired is for our Social Study Circle to 
remrdy the faults in the operation of the 
s~·siem no1Y working smoothly. So then, 
there .is the conception of our present 
s;-stem as one under which merit finds its 
reward in a merited supply of tangible 
wealth, and on the other hand there are 
the conceptions of communism as a sys-
tem under which an individual would be 
re11·arded either (1), according· to his 
deserts, or (2) equally with his fellow 
beings, even if he were a waster. If we 
accept the first alternatiYe, it would seem 
that the only difference between the 
capitalistic system, so called, and the 
proposal, is that metal money would be 
rep laced by the antique and uneconomi-
cal rnethod of trading in kind. Should we 
accept, on the other hand, the second 
alternative, we see how eminently unfair 
and unpractical is their proposition. Wh~­
should a willing worker ruin his body. 
mind, and spirit to maintain in health 
and ease the parasite on the conununit~·­
the idler-who nevertheless reaps the full 
reward of his support of the communistic 
doctrines. If men were gods they would 
repudiate Communism as unjnst. li' th~~y 
were to accept Communism, then, being 
human, in a few generations nobod~­
would be working when they could es-
cape it and yet liYe, and, unless the old 
system were reverted to, starvation 
would do what the Flood previously did 
to rid the world of transgressors of the 
Law of Life. 
Let the Social Study Circle put into the 
work of rectifying the ills of the com-
munity as at present constituted, the 
same energy they use in loudly proclaim-
ing· that theirs is the way and they the 
band selected to guide the world to hap-
piness, peace and salvation, through an-
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other Calvary; but one of anarchy and 
destruction. 
Let us not haYe these enthusiasts 
punished, but rather tolerate them, as is 
the custom under the good old British in-
stitutions they furiously assail. "Fol'giYe 
them, for they know not what they do." 
Yours, etc., 
THE PURIFYING FACTOR. 
Sir,-On behalf of Communism, I de-
sire to reply, ver y briefly, to a letter, pnb-
lished in this issue, in which the writer 
claims to "open up a line of thought in 
this matter." And let me say that this 
same "line of thought" is one which our 
opponents are particularly fond of, and 
that therefore I welcome the oppor-
tunity of reviewing it through your 
pages. 
In the first place, I would have "Purify-
ing· Factor " know that it is no argument 
against Communism to libel its upholders 
as '' dreamers .... in the full pride and 
glory of their first few terms." Tt has 
yet to be shown that capacit~- is to be 
measured only in t erms of the number of 
years or terms spent at the UniYersity of 
Queensland; and eYen the intellectual 
acuteness displayed in the letter quoted 
above could scarcely bring us to adopt 
such a conclusion. On the contrarY. such 
an attitude is not only irrelcYant t~ a cri-
ticism of Communism, but cannot fail to 
reveal to the psychologist the '' patlwtic 
SOME BOOKS ON ENGLISH 
THE HANDLING OF WORDS, and Other 
Studies in Literary Psychology, by VER-
NON LEE. Price 8 / 6, postage 4d. The 
author is regarded as one of the most fin-
ished stylists of to-day, and she discusses, 
in this new volume, subjects which range 
from the engineering of a whole narrative 
to the construction of single sentences. 
DANTE AND HIS TIME, by KARL FEDERN, 
with an introduction by A. J. Butler. 8/-, 
postage 6d. 
BROWNING STUDIES, by VERNON C. HAR-
RINGTON. This book, serving as an intro-
duction to the works of Browning, contains 
lucid interpretations of all the so-called 
"abstruse" passages, which have caused 
unthinking people to believe that it is not 
possible to understand Browning. These 
lectures were first delivered at Oberlin Col-
lege. Price 10 / -, postage 6d. 
A MANUAL OF STYLE, by the Staff of the 
University of Chicago Press. 7/6, postage 
4d. 
DANTE AND HIS INFLUENCE, by THOMAS 
NELSON PAGE. Mr. Page has in this 
volu me (originally delivered as lectur es on 
the Harbour-Page Foundation at the Uni-
versity of Virginia) drawn out for general 
readers what he conceives to be the import 
of the great poet and seer's character, life 
and works. Price 10 /, postage 5d. 
A MANUAL OF THE SHORT STORY ART, 
by GLENN CLARK. The author is Profes-
sor of English at Macalester College. Price 
10 /, postage 6d. 
EXPRESSIVE ENGLISH, by JAMES C. FER-
NALD. This inspiring book by one of the 
leading authorities on English gi\·es a real 
understanding of the language, and shows 
how it may be used with the greatest 
beauty and effect. Its nineteen chapters, 
which cover all phases of English expres-
sion, and models of worth-while instruc-
tion in the deft and forceful handling uf 
our mother tongue; 4 6 3 pages , cloth 
Price 10 /, postage Sd. 
ENGLISH WORDS AND THEIR BACK-
GROUND, by GEORGE H. McKKIGHT, 
Ph.D. A book on the " Interesting \Yorld 
of Words." Clearly reveals that the var-
iety of interest to be found in words cor-
r esponds to that to be found in human 
nature. It exhibits how the sense of 
beauty, the sense of humour, the material 
progress of civilisation, as well as that of 
knowledge, can all be shown in these 
"words." Their present tendencies, their 
rich background are made the subject mat-
ter for a volume of soundest scholarship. 
Author is Professor of English in Ohio 
State University. Price 12 / 6, postage Sd. 
TEXT BOOKS FOR ALL SUBJECTS STOCIOJD. STUDENTS WHO CA~ ARE ADYISRn 
TO BOOJ{ THEm ORDERS FOR NEXT YRAR'S BOORS. 
BARKER'S Bookstore, Albert Street, Brisbane 
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jealousy" of impaired or declining power. 
In the second place, I would like to 
make it plain that though Communism 
does stand for "Liberty, Equality, and 
Fraternity," it does so in a very different 
sense from that implied in P.F. 's use of 
the~e tenn,s. Fraternity, the brotherhood 
of men. it does stand for; Equality of ad-
Yantage and opportunity it does recog-
nise; and Liberty, the true freedom of the 
self realised in the community, it is pre-
pared to maintain. But that all men are 
naturally equal, that liberty means ab-
SE'nce of restraint, Communism emphatic-
ally denies. 
P.F. next raises the question as to 
whether a man should be recompensed 
according to his ''deserts,'' or irrespec-
tiw of them. The division he refers to 
was probably due to the fact that Com-
munists are open to discussion among 
themselves; that both doctrines are 
equally Communistic. Society is festering 
in such corruption and disease that in the 
initial stag·es drastic steps will be neces-
> ary. Accordingly, our stand must be: 
· • He who does not work, neither shall he 
eat." But after Communism has been 
established, then, in justice to our creed 
we must be prepared to consider a man 
as a living thing, a human being, and not 
merel~· as the centre of so much psychic 
and phy ical energy. Furthermore, if 
l'ommunism is correct in its estimates of 
the psychology and the phyr;iology of 
man. ,;uch a problem will not arise. Given 
the opportunity and education, Com-
munists believe that a normal man will 
not only voluntarily work, but even look 
for and enjoy it. 
~ot only ir; P.F. at least 150 years 
behind the times in his conception of 
"Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity"; not 
onlv has he failed to make himself at 
h01;1e with the theories he criticises; but 
he has failed to analyse the very system 
he professes to support. ''Although in 
practice abuses are admittedly existent,'' 
he writes, "the idealistic goal to which 
it is directed is the recompensing of 
individuals in varying degrees, according 
to the work they do in the community." 
)Jo one, of course, will assert that the pre-
sent system affords compensation "accord-
ing to the work done in the community," 
except in a few cases; but it is by no 
means necessan· that thir; 'ivork should 
be in the best interests of the community, 
or even of the individual. A professional 
house-breaker receives wealth for work 
done "in the community," but even P.F. 
must admit that thieving is not conducive 
to the welfare and order of society as 
such. And it is just here that the essen-
tial difference between Capitalism and 
Communism makes itself felt most 
strongly. Capitalism cannot consistently 
deny the right of the thief to rob and 
plunder; its whole superstructure rests 
upon the assumption that it is right and 
just to cheat your next-door neighbour if 
YOU can. Communism, on the other hand, 
~ince it recognises as just only those 
actions which are in accordance with the 
good of the community as a whole. can 
immediately point to murder, robbery, 
and speculation as modes of living which 
must be eliminated by a suitable educa-
tion and environment. So it appears that 
"if we accept the first alternative" (i.e., 
that a man should be rewarded according 
to hir; "deserts"), "it would seem that" 
there is a very big difference ''between 
the Capitalistic system so-called," and 
Commnnism. Tt is a difference that 
hinges on the meaning we assig·n to 
'• deserts." Under Capitalism. a man "de-
sen·es'' if he has the power to take; un-
der Communism, a man '' deserYes'' if. 
having the power. he uses it in the service 
of the community. It is absurd, then. to 
assert that ''the remedY can be found 
within the system,'' if ·the system itself 
rests upon a premise that is finally made 
to contradict itself. It is useless to try to 
·correct a deformity in the super-structure, 
when its true cause-a foundational 
weakness-is left uncorrected. One fur-
ther point in the Communistic attitude 
has obviouslv been too much for P.F. to 
grasp, and tl1at is the abolition of money 
as a means of barter and exchange. P .F. 
should remember that "metal money" 
(e.g., gold, which has a value in itself 
apart from exchange) is responsible for 
many evils that exist in our midst. 
Amongst other things, it leads to hoard-
ing, the power of bequeathing wealth to 
those who have not earned it, and in that 
it is valuable in the hands of murderers, 
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robbers, and honest citizens alike, it incites 
all to crimes in the struggle to possess it. 
But again, Communism does not propose 
to go back to the ''antique and uneco-
nomical method of trading in kind.'' If 
P.F. had made sure of what he knew 
about Communism before trying to criti-
cise it, he would know that it advocates 
the use of tokens in exchange which have 
no value in themselves, and which are 
not transferable except through a central 
distributing agency, and " ·hich, under no 
conditions, are capable of being hoarded 
from year to year. 
In conclusion, T must say that I find 
myself wholly in accord with the noble 
sentiments expressed in P.F. 's last sen-
t ence. B~r all means let us "forgiYe them, 
for they know not what they do"; but 
let us make sure first that we know what 
we are forgiving. Perchance it should 
read: " Forgive them, for we kno1Y not 
what they do."-Yours, etc .. 
A. J. B. 
-o---
Graduates and the Magazine. 
Sir,-It has occurred to me that "G·al-
mahra'' does not receive the support it 
merits from our graduates, in many ca,;es 
through no fault of theirs. A ftrr gradua-
tion these men ancl women p1u·sl!C' ihei;: 
different vocations and in the majority 
of ini:itanccs their whereabrmts are 1ll1-
known to the Magazine Committee. A 
few zealots pay their subscriptions, ancl 
leaYe their addresses with the Bnsine<-s 
Manager before they depart from ~nnollg 
us, hut those who do not take this slig11t 
trouble completely sever their connection 
with the 'Varsity after Commem. T s11y 
completely advisedly, because to my way 
of thinking, the Mag. is the one link \Yhi rh 
can still connect these people to th e 'Ya t·-
sity. Therefore, with the object of main-
taining all graduates as subscriber<;. I 
approached Mr. B. H. Molesworth. Serr~'­
tary of the Graduates' Association. and 
he was favourably impressed ,,·ith a 
proposal which I made, and promised to 
suggest it to the next meeting of his 
executive. and I would also like the 
\V omen Graduates' Association to giYe it 
their consideration. 
In tabular form. the scheme is as fol-
lows:-
1. The Graduates' Association to rai>ie 
its su b~-;cription by 4/ 6; payment of this 
extra sum to be Yoluntary. 
2. The names and addresses of mem-
bers paying this extra sum to be placed 
in the hands of the Business 'jfanager. 
who shall forward magazines as to m·din-
arv subscribers. 
3. The Graduates' Association to bny 
the magazines from the 1'ninrsit~- l'nion 
in bulk. as nn der th P presPnt s~·stem "·ith 
Tfnion subscribers. 
I am sure that all g-raduates \\'ant to see 
'' Galmahra,'' and a ~-;cheme such as out-
lined should be a convenience to them, 
as well as to the Bn~incss 'j1anap:Pr. 1 do 
not know the numerical strength of thl' 
Graduates' Association, nor how many of 
them at pre~;cnt subscribe to the ?.Iag .. 
but T am satisfied that the idea is worth a 
trial: it it> like a corpse-it wants carr~·­
ing ont.- l am, etc., 
R. L. IIER1'ZBERG. 
[Mr. Molesworth placed Mr. Hertzberg's 
scheme before the Executive of the Gradu-
ates' Association, but they could not see 
their way to adopt it.-Ed.] 
·--**--
On First Looking into Dinning's Elysium. 
Much have I travelled through the Granite 
Belt, 
And many goodly plums and peaches seen; 
In many sun-kissed vineyards have I been, 
And pains from eating melons have I felt. 
Oft of one blissful spot I had been told, 
';-;,:·here wondrous fruits abound of every kind; 
Yet did I never dream such fruits to find, 
Till I saw Hector Dinning's screed unfold . 
Then felt I like a ragged hungry child, 
Gazing upon a fruit-shop window's charm; 
Or like stout Hector-when with phrases 
wild 
He painted luscious peaches that alarm 
With their astounding nectar, sweet and 
mild-
Wordy; upon a Stanthorpe apple farm. 
-H\KY. 
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Narcotics. 
This is the tale of a humble bloke, 
\Yho loved his wife and his pint and hi;, 
smoke; 
And on church and . the movies his money 
spent ; 
And read his paper each day as he went 
To work in the train, 
Sun or rain. 
He never doubted that beer is good 
(Especially when 'tis drawn from the wood} 
Until the Prohibiters started to say 
That a lcohol is a cause of decay,-
A menace to health, 
Life and wealth. 
This humble bloke was alarmed and amazed 
"When they told him his mind was fuddled 
and dazed 
Because he swallowed a pint of brew: 
It was- so he voted 3-cross-2, 
And smiled a slow smile, 
Full of gui le. 
For h e realised, now that the spell wa~ 
broke, 
That his faithfu l wife and his fragrant 
smoke, 
And the Church and the Movies and Press 
were meant 
To make him forget his discontent; 
And muddle his blind 
Stupid mind. 
So he stabbed his wife, and he smashed his 
pipe, 
And murdered a bishop for talking "tripe," 
And burnt down a Moving Picture show, 
And razed all the printing establishments 
low ; 
And eased his blind, 
Dope-feel mind. 
- INKY. 
--**--
Styles in Hair. 
Now in John's famous mag., 
Is the work of a wag, 
1\' ho thinks fit to discourse on girli:;' hair; 
\Vhat he says may be true, 
But I've seen quite a few 
Of the men with styles even more rare. 
The most common to start 
Is where grease plays a part: 
This appears as a fine backward sweep, 
\Vhile the marks of the comb, 
In neat parallels roam, 
And the hair at the back is inch deer . 
Yet again , there a r e cranks, 
\Vho have copied the Yanks; 
But over their style let me hasten; 
For, e'en though we demur, 
One can't help but infer 
They have called in the aiel of a basin . 
Some have wild waving locks, 
·which all tidiness mocks, 
For these, doubtful thoughts do I harbour, 
Their type-must I know it 
As that of the poet, 
Or the man who oft robbeth his barber. 
Here on some manly brow, 
Is the lick of a cow, 
\Vhich is closed every day with hair lotion; 
It goes up like a crest, 
Slowly falling to rest 
On the face with continuous motion. 
Some have just the one lop, 
Others fancy the crop, 
There are millions of ways in good sooth; 
But what matter I say, 
Let the fads have full sway, 
It's the way of fastidious Youth. 
-FRESHERESS. 
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Ex ... . 
It is most satisfying to see "Argo," the 
magazine of St. John's College, appear-
ing each year, despite many difficulties, 
Rnd we welcome it as the virile, literary 
representative of a community which 
plays a very notable part in the scholas-
tic, social, and sporting life of our Uni-
versity. This year's issue contains a num-
ber of good things, both in verse and 
prose, while several articles embody the 
views of a school of advanced thinkers, 
which is opposing with real vigour the 
forces of Conservatism. 
Chancellor to Contribute. 
His Excellency the Governor, Sir 
Matthew Nathan, in having whom as 
Chancellor , the University deems itself 
very for tunate, has promised to contri-
bute an ar ticle to the next issue of ''Gal-
ma hr a. '' We await it with interest. 
* 
University Education. 
This year '' Galmahra'' has given pro-
minence to articles dealing with the short-
comings of Univer sity education. As it 
is impor tant that this subject should be 
discussed from every angle, in view of 
the possibility that the University 
in Victoria Park may be new in 
system as well as m form, it is 
to be hoped that the constructive 
thinkers among the graduates and under-
o-raduates will continue to express their 
ideas in the columns of this Magazine. 
Thanks to Graduates. 
It cannot be denied that "Galmahra" 
would be a very poor literary production 
if it were not for the assistance rendered 
to it by the graduates. Their contribu-
tions have been especially helpful this 
year, and we offer the writer s our sincere 
thanks. 
Cathedra. 
Exchanges. 
Exchanges received since August issue 
are Sydney Grammar School Maga:r.ine, 
The Newingtonian, Platypus (Tasmanian 
'Varsity), St. Peter's Magazine, King's 
School Magazine, Hermes (Sydney 'Var-
sity), Aust. Journal of Psycholog:v and 
Philosophy, University College Hospital 
Magazine, Review (Otago UniverRit~·). 
Answers to Correspondents. 
J.D.-We wish that there were a few 
more like yourself among the under-
graduates. "Two Men and a Gold ~fine" 
is the best of the lot sent in, but it misses 
by a short pick-handle. The thirteen lines 
of Latin in "A Real Bor e. ·· ar e certainly 
consistent witl, tl,e title: "Reincarna-
tion" and "Ramblings of an Idiot Mind" 
do not warrant the time you spent in 
writing them. Editors are seldom respon-
sible for misprints.-N.L.K.: "The Gar-
dens'' is a promising attempt.-DHTJ: If 
an Angus Mackenzie or a Donald ~'lac­
gregor edited "Galmahra" "The Real 
Mackay" might stand a chance. J eannie 's 
swipe with the ancestral claymore should 
have added a touch of colour.-CYNI-
CUS : Two of your efforts (judging hy 
the writing) we accept gladly; "Death 
the Jester'' is hardly g·ood enough.-EL 
R~HI: "Why the L?" too weak.-· 
TOO PLURRY FINICKY: Fortunately 
for our good name we are a bit finicky 
also; that is why your windy day effort 
is ignor ed.-ZENO: "Destiny" is evi-
dently a skit on somebody or something, 
somehow; but, alas! ''Kismet, it is fate.'' 
-ANON: "The Joys of Wogging" is 
miserable stuff, and "soporiferous" 
humour.-SHAKALIK and D 1135: '''!'he 
Trial," "The l.Jamentation of Isaac," 
"If" and "The Tale of the Barber's Sev~nth Brother'' make us sorry that we 
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ever encouraged you to write. 
L'OISEAU; Very few people make the 
mistake of judging Womankind by the 
"silly, simpering, painted, prudish" few. 
You probably would have written some-
thing worth while if your ''class con-
sciousness'' had not run away with you.-
JACK ARANDA: Too laboured.-O.F.A. 
''Ashes of Renunciation'' shows distinct 
promise. 
---~:::!!---
The Greaser. 
(With apologies to W. Wordsworth. 
Behold him, lonely at his board, 
Yon Greaser laddie, bowed with care, 
Drawing and singing by himself, 
Hub out, or e-ently swear! 
He calculates each stress and strain, 
And sings to ease his weary brain; 
Hark to the sound! It fills the hall-
And cracks the whitewash off the wall. 
No kookaburra e'er did chant, 
More eerie notes to weary bands 
Of travellers in some sunny haunt 
Among Australian sands; 
A voice so ghoulish ne'er was heard 
From corncrake or the curlew-bird. 
Breaking the silence-so to speak-
Of distant, lovely, Breakfast Creek. 
Will no one tell me what he sings? 
Perhaps the painful noises flow 
For old, unhappy, far-off things-
Wrecked bridges, long ago; 
Or is it something less remote, 
That's getting this poor fellow's goat? 
November's horrors, March's pain, 
ilirhich have been, and may be again. 
v.rhate'er the theme, the poor youth sang 
As if his song could have no ending; 
I saw him singing at his work 
And o'er his T-square bending; 
I listened to the sad lament, 
And murmured as my way I went, 
Filled with compassion, sheddin~ tears, 
"Alas, for balmy engineers!" DHU. 
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